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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION: DICKENS THE WRITER 
M. D. Zabel calls Dickens 11the untidy colossus who dominated the im­
. l 
aginative literature of his age from England and �ri'Ca to Russia." 
2 Barb ara Hardy says that his comedy is surpas sed only by Shakespeare. 
Edmund Wilson call.s him the greatest English dramatic writer since Shake­
speare. 3 Trevor Blount says that despite his shortcomings Dickens was 
"the best novelist ever to have written in English.114 Zabel contends that 
. "Dickens, more than any other English novelist, joins the greatest of the 
French and Russian masters in the power he shows of· jo�ni:r;ig social and 
historical substance with symbolic and mythic vision, of bringing the 
dramatic instinct to terms with alle goric insight and moral metaphor.115 
Di�kens generated art;6 he was an innovator. 7 Edmund Wilson says that 
1. Morton Damren Zabel, "Illckens : The Reputation Revised , "  Craft �d 
Character in Noderrt Fiction, rpt. in Discussions of Charles Dickens, ed. William Ross Clark (Boston: Heath & Co., 1961), pp. 3-4. 
2 Barbara· Hardy, "The Complexity of Dickens,11 Dickens 1970, ed. 
Michael Slater (New York: Stein & D9.y, ·1970), p . JO. 
-
3 Edmund Wilson, "Dickens: The Two Scrooges," The Wound and the 
�: Seven Studies in Literature (New York: Oxford Univ. Press;-1947), p. 3. 
. 
4 Trevor Blount, Charles Dickens: The Early Novels, Writers and 
Their Work, No. 204 (London : Longmans, Green & Co. for the British 
Council and the National Book League, 1968), p. 6. 
5 Zabel, "Reputation," p . 6. 
· 6 Zabel, "Reputation," p. 6. 
1 Blount, p. 8. 
2 
Dickens in a thirty-five year career never actually repeats himself; he 
continually moves on in thought and art so that taken as a whole his work 
has iooaning. 8 It is this. move�nt in his work as a whole that this 
thesis is concerned ldth--his development in moral criticism. 
Dickens was imensely popular in his own day. William Marshall 
reports that Dickens is the only major novelist whose works are listed in 
Richard Altick ' s Appendix "Best Sellers" in the English Common Reader.9 
10 
He was first to use the novel as an effective propaganda device for 
physical (social) and moral reform. He possessed a strange ability to 
·openly ma.x:iipulate his readers• syn.pa thies without losing them . ll The 
emphasis in this thesis will be on Dickens's moral reform, his efforts 
to point out to his readers by all the devices in his power the differ­
ence between the false values of society and the true values of huma.ni ty. 
Dickens was 1 as Blount notes, a highly paradoxical and conplex human 
12 
being and writer. He has a "hypnotic power over the reader's :i.Jnagina- . 
tion," which he used for both entertaining and teaching; he was both a 
popular idol and a great artist.13 
8 Ednru.nd Wilson, p. 74. 
9 William H. :ttia.rshall, The World of' the Victorian Novel (New York: 
Barnes & Co., 1967), p. 34. - - -
lO Matthew Hodgart, Satire (New York: World Univ. Library, 1969), 
p. 216. 
ll Barbara Hardy, Dickens: The Later Novels, Writers and Their Work, 
·No. 205 (London: Longmans, Green & Co. for the British Cowicil and the 
National Book League, 1968), p. 8. 
· 
12 Blount, p. 7. 
13 A. o. J. Cockshut, The Imagination of Charles Dickens (New York: 
New York Univ. Press, 1962�p. 55; see also p • . 9. · 
Dickens was often thought 0£ as a caricaturist, yet his characters 
are infinitely more s olid and more ioomorable than the serious e.f.forts at 
characterization 0£ other novelists . lb In 1862 Rusld.n wrote: "The 
essential value and truth 0£ Dickens• s writings have been unwisely lost 
sight or by_ma.ny thoughtful persons merely because he presents his truth 
with some colour of caricature. ·unwisely, because Dickens's caricature, 
though often gross, is never mistaken.1115 Dickens was not simply a cari-
caturist; he was also not a realist. · In presenting the Nobel Prize for 
Literature to Thomas Mann in 1929, Fredrik Book listed n.tckens w.i.th 
Thackeray, Balzac, Flaubert, Gogol, and Tolstoy as realists.16 It is 
true that· Dickens wanted verisimilitude. In a letter to his magazine 
editor, W. H. Wills , in 1855 he advised that writing mtist be ttso true 
and vivid, that the reader must accept it whether he likes it or not . '  117 
But he also lmew that "'li.fe• and •reality• do not make art • • • but 
:must be trans.formed into art.u18 Many critics have called him a 
symbolist; in !'act Robert Liddell in!. Treatise � the Novel (1947) S?-ys 
14 George On."ell, 11Gharles Dickens' II Dickens, Dali and others, 
rpt. · in Discussions of Charles Dickens , ed. William Ross Clark (Boston: 
Heath & Co. , 1961), pp. 42-43. 
l5 John -Ruskin, " Unto This Lastn and other Essays on Art and Polit­
� Economy (Hew York: Dutt on & Co., 1907), p. I20. 
- - -
16 Nobel lectures: Including Presentation Speeches and Laureates• 
Biographies: Literature 1901-1967, ed. Horst Frenz (New York: Elsevier 
Publishing Co. for the Nobel Foundation, 1969), p. 260. 
l7 Dickens quoted in Monroe Engel ,  The Maturity o.f Dickens (Cam-
bridge, Mass. : Harvard Univ. Press, 1959hp. 19. -
l8 Engel, p. 23. 
that 110.r the symbolists 1 Dickens is suprema • • • • ul9 
Even before Dickens wrote his most symbolic work critics struggled 
4 
to define that quality which distinguished his work. David Masson writing 
in 1852 thought of Dtckens 's characters as ·11poetically conceived"; like 
Shakespeare•s, ntckens•s characters, he thought, were not actually life­
like but were rather '•grand hyperbolic beings • • •  they are human ity 
caught • • • and kept pennanent in its highest and extreioost mood. • • 20 
. . 21 Masson allowed, with Goethe, that art was art because it was not nature. 
Yet Masson really did pref'er Thackeray, and so did William �an Howells. 
Howells was perceptive enough to know why. He said that Thackeray 
·.f'latters his reader•s sense of superiority, while Dickens had no such 
snobbish appeal. Dickens • •never appeals to the principle 'Which sniffs, 
in the reader. The base of his work is the whole breadth and depth of 
humanity itself.••22 K. J. Fielding correctly notes that while there 
l-.�re sincere critics, soxoo of the adverse contemporary criticism of 
·Dickens •s novels was due to a dislike of his social criticism and to out-· 
right class-prejudice.23. However this may have been in his lifetime, 
19 Robert.Liddell, "From A Treatise on the Novel," Charles Dickens: 
! Critical Anthology, ed. Stephen Wall (Baltimore, Md.: Penguin Books, 
Inc., 1970), p. 350. · 
20 David Masson quoted in George H. Ford, Dickens and His Readers: 
Aspects of Novel-Criticism Since 1836 {Princeton, N.J.: Princeton Univ. 
Press for the Univ. of Cinc1nnati�55), pp. 116, 117. 
21 Ford, Readers, p. lJ.7. 
. 22 William Dean Howells, J.zy- Lit.erary Passions (1895), quoted in Ford, Readers, P• ll3. 
-
23 K. J. Fielding, uCharles Dickens,11 British Writers and Their 
�' No. 9, ed. Bona.my Dobree and T. O. Beachcraf't (Lincolil."":Univ. of Nebraska Press, 1965), p. 106. 
Dickens • s lack 0£ realism particularly was a large part of the reason for 
his very low place in the literary criticism of the last quarter of the 
nineteenth century and the first half" of the twentieth. Robert A. 
Donovan suggests in The Shaping Vision that "Dickens •s •realism• is a 
qµestion of his constituting power; he does not fashion a world like the 
real one, but his world is ma.de real by its own inner coherence as well 
as by its almos:t; surrealistic vividness and clarity.••24 Marshall says 
that the Victorian novel was not mimetic, that it was essentially reythic 
in its relation of human experience and "therefore should not be judged 
by the standards useful in app.roaching its rationalistic predecessor 
or its naturalistic successor.1125 Martin Price notes that 11 • • •  as -we 
tum back to Dickens from Dostoevsky or Kafka, from Brecht or the t�eater· 
ot the absurd, we are bett�r able to see some of what has been there all 
the time.u26 We had to .have Joyce, Proust, Faulkner, and Kafka before 
\le could again appreciate Dic�ns as an artist.27 
Dickens •s reputatio.n plunged when the critical world. found George 
Eliot, whom Dickens was one of the first to recognize and praise. 
Dickens was then considered too external and too dramatic; the new style 
24 Robert Alan Donovan, The Shaping Vision: Imagination in the 
English Novel from D3foe t() DIC'kens (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell unIV.-press, 
I966), P • 251.-
-
25 Marshall, p. 78. 
26 Martin Price, ed., "Introduction," Dickens: A Collection of 
Critical Essays (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1967J, p. 1. 
27 Steven. Marcus, New Statesman {1961), cited in- Ada Nisbet, .ncharles 
Dickens,11 Victorian FictiOn: A Guide to Research, ed. Lionel Stevenson 
{Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard Univ. PresS'; 1964), p. 94. 
included Jane Austen's enphasis on everyday life and Sanruel Richardson's 
e?J¥>hasis on internal action. Eliot was" one or the last authors to be 
successful.in the mannter of Dickens and beca.roo the new taste's "high 
priestess.1128 Meredith becaroo the intellectual•s champion against the 
popularity of both Eliot and Dickens. Hardy was more in the Dickens 
vein w.i. th the use of sensation and melodrama. and less slow analysis. 
29 
Hardy was said to be for adults; Dickens was left for children. 
6 
Yet the great Russian authors, Turgenev (who was published. in House­
� Words in the 1850' s), Dostoevsky, and Tolstoy 1 all respected Dickens.· 
]))stoevsky was Dickens's disciple and Tolstoy linked them favorably as 
artists. Nevertheless, even when Dostoevsky was at his .height, Di ckens 
. ' 
was ignored. Ford notes that "the very critic who admires DOstoevsky• s 
overflowing sentiments for the poor and oppressed--his violent me lo­
drama and extravagant passion--will find these saroo traits in Dickens to 
be distasteful.. When �. Wool£ said that in all Russ:i:an novels the main 
theme is a reconmiendation 0£ synpathy £or our fellow man, a sympathy ot 
the heart and not 01f the mind, she seemed unconscious that she was like­
wise stating the theioo of J?avid Copperfield.11JO Tolstoy loved Dickens 
and maintaine� that he was 11 one or the greatest novelists 0£ the cen-
31 tury." ·Tolstoy• s characters question, struggle, and grow and Dickens •s 
do not; they have not got Tolstoy's mental life, but they are more pre-
28 Geroge H .  Ford, "The Discovery or the Soul, 11 Dickens and His 
Readers, rpt. in Discussions 0£ Charles Dickens, ed. William RO'Ss Clark 
(Boston: Heath & Co., 1961), pp. lOS-108. 
29 Ford , "Discovery," pp. 108-110. 
JO Ford, "Discovery, 11 pp. 110-llJ. 
3l Ford, "Discovery," p. 111. 
sent and vivid to the reader. 
Although Dickens had his defenders (Swi,."lburne., Shaw, Sant8'Yana, 
Percy Lubbock, T. S. Eliot), he .reached a nadir in popularity · at the 
beginning of this century. He has obvious shortcomings in treating 
seJCUal love and genuine tragedy. To these Were added faddish analyses 
concerning his lack of realism, his fear of "serious" adult issues, and 
his childishness. He was attacked as being only a caricaturist. He was 
studied only by a loyal group of Dickensians who worshipped his first 
novels as the happy picture of 1nerry England, coac.hing days ,  and Christ­
mas. "Rise in critical esteem for Dickens is clearly related.to the 
general shift from admiration for verisinti.litude (external and psycho­
logical) to admiration for imagination and synJbol, a shift that has been 
various� referred to as •the flight from reality,• or •the discovery of 
the soul, 1 or the movement .from •m:Uoosis • to •nzythopo�ism. 11132 
There has been a considerable revival of interest in Dickens in the 
last thirty years. "As Bernard Darwin said wen critical interest in 
Dickens was just tieginning to gain momentwn, •Mr. Pickwick once took 
another glass �f punch just to see whether there was any orange-peel in 
it, because orange-peel always disagreed with him; and we can now all 
read Dickens yet again just to see if we were wrong about him• l�, 
Sept. 8, 1945).1133 Ednrund Wilson's seminal essay 11Dickens: The Two 
Scrooges" appeared first in 1940 and again in � Wound � the � in 
1947. Humphrey House's valuable Dickens World c� in 1941. Dame Una 
32 Nisbet, pp. 87-88. 
33 
. 
' 
Nisbet, p. 153. 
8 
Pope-Hennessy•s and Hesketh Pearson's biographies of 1945 and.1949 could 
not replace the standard work by Dickens's f'rlend and confidant John 
Forster, but in 1952 Edgar Johnson published his two volume work, 
·charles Dickens: His Tragedy and Triumph, mich is now the standard bio­
graphy or Dickens. It contains information not only Wlknown to Forster, 
but also some which Forster had suppressed or distorted because or his 
closeness to his subject. The modem £om critic Dorothy Van Ghent. was 
the author or another seminal essay "On Great Expectations" in her book 
� English Novel: � � Function in 1953. George Ford's book Dickens 
� � Readers {1955) is an extremely useful review of Dickens criticism. 
Many critics have in the .last twenty years seen fit to consider or re- . 
consider Dickens. Ada Nisbet 1 s  article on Dickens in Victorian Fiction: 
A Guide to Research is a useful work for mate rial up to 1964. In 1970 - -----
the centermial obse rvance of Dickens's death was the ·occasion_ of' many 
critical publications. Among the most useful in general terms ·was Angus 
Wils on 1 s The World of Charles Dickens and. Charies Dickens: A Cri tica1 ---
Anthologz edited by Stephen Wall, which gathers together the most �or­
tant Dickens criticism. Recently (1965 and 1969) Clarendon Press pub­
lished two volumes or The Letters or Charles Dickens covering the years . - - ---- --
1820 to 1841 edited by Madeline House and Graham Storey. Also published 
recently (1968) are Charles Dickens' Uncollected Writings � 'Household 
Words' in two volumes covering 1850 to 1859 edited by Harry Stone. 
Alexander Welsh's � City or Dickens published in 1971 by Clarendon 
Press treats this very inJ>ortant urban aspect or lli.ckens•s work both 
historically and iootaphorically. 
9 
In the course or this thesis almost all of the inportant modem 
Dickens critics will be cited or referred to. The magnitude of a conplete 
bibliography of Dickens criticism is too great to be dealt with here. 
The critics have been chosen to represent the most �ortant critical 
opinions and also the most valuable opinions specifically on Dickens's 
moral criticism. It is hoped that the thesis itself will provide a 
rather extensive review of the literature on the topic. 
Douglas Bush says "The new Dickens has been seen (at least after the 
.tirst frenzied phase of his career) as a highly conscious and developing 
artist, a sophisticated molder of symbolic patterns, a savage analyst of 
society, a hal.£-surrealist creator of the crowded, lonely city, a 
novelist or novelist-poet to be read as we read Dostoevsky or Kafka or 
Faulkner.u.34 Bush also notes that Dickens was "one of the world's 
greatest humorists •1135 Blount connnents on his po1rer with the effect of' 
hallucination and the dream world.36 Walter Allen particularly notes 
Dickens •s affinity with the "black hwnor'1 movement of the mid-twentieth 
century.37 These'observations show sone or the potential or Dickens 
as a thesis stµdy. 
34 Douglas Bush, "A Note on Dickens• Humor," From Jane Austen to 
Joseph Conrad, rpt. in Discussions of Charles Dickens;- ed. William Ress 
Clark (Boston: Heath & Co., 1961), p. 17. 
35 Bush, p. 17. 
36 Blount, p. 18. 
37 Walter Allen, 11The Goroody of Dickens," Dickens 1970, ed. Michael 
Slater (New York: Stein & Day, 1970), p. 5. 
10 
.The emphasis of this thesis will be on Dickens as a moral crftic. 
As Orwell aptly notes, "The truth is that Dickens's criticism of society 
is almost exclusively moral."3
8 As was pointed 0'1t in.the beginning of 
this chapter, Dickens was a highly popular author, one who had the eye 
and ear of all the people. Dickens was perhaps the .first a.rid only 
serious author to be read, or listened to, since his fiction was so often 
read.aloud, by almost everyone from the lower classes to the intellectuals 
of his age. He had a power and responsibility l-Jhich he took very 
seriously. According to Barbara Hardy, .he was comin:i.tted nto a . critical 
rendering of society, and of men formed in and by that ·society.1139 
Dicke-ns•s insight into social and moral problems comes from two 
perspectives, gentilesse and gentility, which contrast the human values 
and the social values. A.s Hippolyte Taine said in 1856, "He contrasts 
the souls which nature creates with those which society deforms.114° 
The ternis gentilesse and gentility cone from Stange•s·essay "E:Jq:>ectations 
Well Lost.11 The term gentility is conunon in Victorian and Dickens 
criticism, but the' gentilesse concept and contrast is not considered by 
any critic so tar, except by Stange who only mentions it in passing.41 
JS George Orwell, "Charles Dickens," Inside the Whale, rpt. in 
Charles Dickens: ! Critical Anthology, ed. StepheUWall (Baltimore, Md.: Penguin Books, Inc., 1970), p. 297. 
39 Hardy, 11Complexi.ty,11 p. 40. 
40 Hippolyte Taine, "From 'Charles Dickens, son talent et ses 
oeuv:es, 111 Revue des � Mondes (Feb. 1856), rpt. in Charles Dickens: !. Critical Anthology, ed. Stephen Wall (Baltimore, Yid.: Penguin Books, 
Inc., 1970), p. 102. · -
. 4l G. Robert Stange, "Expectations Well Lost: Dickens• Fable for 
His Time," College English., 16 '(Oct. 1954), II>t• in Discussions of 
Charles Dickens, ed. William Ross Clark (Boston: Heath & Co., 19bI), 
p. 79. . 
' ·  
DEFINITION OF TER?-5 
Gentilesse is a moral quality; gentility is a social quality. The 
Chaucerian term "gentilesse" means literally gentleness 'of birth or 
character, nobility, courtesy, or high breeding; in this discussion it 
will be used as an antithesis for the worldly quality of gentility. 
Chaucer's poem "Gentilesse" explains his Christian ethical viewpoint and 
contrasts the ethical view with the errors that society makes in judging 
who is the "good" man, errors that are continually ma.de by society and 
are just as continuously brought to its attention by its literary 
· comroonta�rs and gadf'lies. 
"The doctrine that true nobility rests on virtue is a nedieval 
42 commonplace." Chaucer owes his statement of it to Boethius in his 
Consolation of Philosophy {Book iii, prose 6, poem 6) where Boethius 
says " • • •  if there is anything to be said for nobility, it lies only 
in the necessity imposed on the nobility to carry on the virtues or their. 
ancestors. • • • .no one is base unless he deserts his birthright and 
makes himself a slave to vice.11 43 Chaucer also owes credit to Dante 
whose idea he uses in "Gentilesse" and the discussion of gentilesse in 
the "Wife 0£ .Bath's Tale11:L4 
42 D.· W. Robertson, Jr., ed., The Literature of Medieval England 
(New York: McGraw-Hill Co., 1970), p-:-J()l. 
43 Anicius Manilus Severinus Boethius, The C�nsolation o:f Philos�hy, 
trans. Richard Green (New York: Bobbs-Merrill Co., Inc., 1962T, pp. 52-�3. 
44 Geoffry Chaucer, "Wife of Bath• s Tale, n The Works of Geof:fry Chaucer, ed. F. N. Robinson, 2nd ed. (Cambridge, Mass.:· Houghton Mifflin 
co., 1961), pp. 86-87. 
Seldom does human goodnes s pass on 
i'rom father to son, and this is willed 45 
by Him who grants it, so that He may be asked for it . 
12 
In Shakespeare 1 s England man's place in the Chain of Being depe�ded 
on his use or his reason, conposed of understanding and w.ill .
46 
Hamlet 
expresses the Chain of Being concept -well in this famous speech (Hamlet, 
II, ii, 315-319}: •'What a piece of work is a man I How noble in reason! 
How infinite in faculty! In form and moving how express and adndrable! 
In action how like an angel! In apprehension how like a god ! The 
beauty of the world! The paragon of animals! ' ,47 The angelic-intuitive 
.state above man on the ladder and toward l.nti.ch he strived -with his 
reason could be conpared to the gentilesse qualities aimed at by 
Chaucer ' s truly noble man . 
In the eighteenth century idea of primitivism and the innate good-
ness of man can be seen an answer to the condition of man and his prob-
lerns that may appear to be like Dickens's definition of gentilesse. Man 
in his original nature was closest to gentilesse . To the primitivist· 
the "Return to Natureu of Rousseau was the answer; to Dickens this was 
certainly not the answer. Dickens believed in the possible . He lived 
45 Dante (Alighieri), 0Purgatorio,u Cant.o VII, 121-123, The 
Divine Comedy, trans. H. R. Huse (New York: Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 
1965 ) , p. 202. 
46 E. M. W. Tillyard, The Elizabethan World Picture (London: 
Chatto & Windus, 1943), p. � 
. 
47 William Shakespeare, Shakespeare: .The Complete Works, ed. 
G. B. Harrison (New York: Harcourt, Brace &World, Inc . ,  1952), P• 
901. 
in an urban industrial society and a uReturn to Naturen was a mere 
exercise in futility; furthermore, he looked always toward the· future 
and was concerned with aiming his society from where it was toward a 
better sense of col111IUili. ty and meaning. He never looked backwards for 
the answers. Dickens assumed that man was progressing, not regressing, 
and that he must control his progress toward the correct goal--the 
gentilesse qualities lmlSt soroohow be cultivated within the society. 
Man has always sought to find the way toward gentilesse, toward 
the angelic-intuitive state , but he has followed very divergent and 
even opposite theoretical paths. The basic and important qualities 
of humanity and their perversion by social influences are the concern 
of men in all ages. In the 100dieval world Chaucer 1 s definition of 
gentilesse was widespread. Dickens continues with this concern in an 
entirely new social context. Chaucer's poem 11Gentilesse" has been 
chosen as the most usef'ul speci:fi.c statement about the opposition be­
tween false socia1 values and the moral or ethical "noblesseu which 
man should value . ·This thesis will use Chaucer's term., "gentilesse," 
to represent the ethical viewpoint and as its social oppos ite will 
use the modem derivation, "gentility." The basic opposition of these 
concepts is explained by Chaucer in his poem. 
272111 
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48 
Gentilesse 
Mora1 Balade of Chaucier 
The firste stok, fader of gentilesse-­
Wha.t man that claymeth gentil for to be 
Jityst folowe his trace, and alle his -wittes dresse 
Vertu to sewe, and vyces for to f'lee. 
For unto vertu longeth dignitee, 
And noght the revers, �sauf'ly dar I deroo, 
Al were he nzytre, croune, or diade100. 
This firste stok was ful of rightwisnesse, 
Trel.1e of his word, sobre, pitous, and free, 
Clene of his gost, and loved besinesse, 
Ayeinst the vyce of slouthe, in honestee; 
And, but his heir love vertu, as dide he, 
He is noght gentil, thogh he riche serne, 
Al were he mytre, croune, or diademe. 
Vyce may wel be heir to old richesse; 
But ther may no man, as n�m may wel see, 
Bequethe his heir his vertuous noblesse 
(That is appropred unto no degree 
But to the firste fader in magestee, 
That rnaketh hem his hey:res that him �gme), 
Al .were he mytre, croune, or diademe. 
Chaucer, p. 536. 
The poL11t .of view of this poem is Christian and reminds man of his 
exanple in Christ or God, ttthe firste stok, fader of gentilesse.11 
Chaucer's doctrille is 11especially vigorousu49 and he emphatically re­
peats the theme that no man, even if he has riches and po-wer ( "nzy"tre, · 
croune, or diademe" ) , can have this quail ty of gentilesse unless he 
follows Christ and prepares himself to serve virtue and avoid vice;, .Only 
in virtue can he find true dignity. 
The second stanza gives the necessary attributes of the gentilesse 
character: true in his word, sober, mercitul, generous, pure of spirit, 
and engaged in useful activity thus avoiding either idleness or fruitless 
activity. .F\lrthennore, this gentilesse is not a quality to be inherited, 
as wealth or position can .be, but one which can only be .gained by each 
man's individual love or virtue: "And, but his heir love vertu, as elide 
he,/ He is noght gentil, thogh he riche seme. 1• 
The third stanza is Chauce_r• s warning to the genteel class of his 
day. Often, he says, vice or a vicious person is the heir of old riches. 
No man, no matter how virtuous himself, can leave his heir that virtue 
necessary for the true gentleman. In a parenthetical statemerit Chaucer 
notes that gentilesse is no respector of rank, that God rewards, makes 
his heirs, those who please him by their nvertuous noblesse [nobility, 
rank], 11 not those who have only a worldly rank to offer. 
Society's moral gadflies have continually noted man's propensity to 
consider gentility the quality to be sought for rather than gentilesse • . 
The temptations to believe that riches, power, and rank are synonymous 
ldth ttgoodness" and that this ••good" man is the man to copy are too 
49 Robertson; p. .361. 
strong for the average man. Often the literary vision concerns itself' 
J.6 
with the truly admirable qualities in humanity, a humanity vmich so of'ten 
looks forward to the chariot or white war horse and misses the ass. 
These visions are not necessarily Christian. The ethical values noted 
by Chaucer are worthy in themselves and have been valued as universal 
truths, irrespective of religion. We are interested, after all, in the 
universal truth when we reread the literary works of other ages. 
"Gentilesse" may be considered a policy statement from Chaucer and 
the middle ages. Chaucer's work dramatized and o�en satirized the 
human condition. In fact he satirized the idea of' gentilesse itself in 
his "Wife of Bath's Tale." Obviously ea:ch ·author will use his ov-m 
attitude , style, and tone with what he considers wrong in his age's view 
of humanity. While Swi:.t't may use the sarcastic denunciation of the 
King of Brobdingnag and his opinion of the English as "the most per-
nicious race of little odious vermin that Nature ever suffered to crawl 
upon the surface of the earth, 1'50 Addison and Steele reformed manne� 
with gentle satire' on Sir Roger and his friends . Dickens begins his 
career in the vein of gentle satire and Ohaucerian chuckling at human 
nature, but as he grows artistically and as he experiences the power of 
the idea of gentility in his ti�, his vision turns to more biting satire. 
He turns to more impatient insistence on the necessity of understanding 
his developing vision. His vision is not new or strange--he be longs in 
a long tradition of social connnentators and critics who dramatize human 
50 Jonathan Swi.rt, Gulliver ' s Travels (New York: Goldsmith 
Publishing Co., n. d.)1 p. 152. 
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nature--but his dramatiz ation � novel form is very complex, amazingly 
varied and always growing, yet cons istent ly pointin g toward the vision 
of t he value and necessity of gentilesse and the errors that society was 
making in its gentility value ju�nts. 
For Dickens the genti lesse qualities are found in a variety of types 
of ch aracters . As is common in literature, the reader may o ften be 
disappointed with the "good" characters because they do not seem as 
vital as the 11bad11 ones. In Jlickens 's ·work this is sometime s the result 
of his fantastic ability to create characters, especially eccentric� . 
His energy infuses his cre ations and his fascination with the grotesque 
and with the abnormal often gives more energy to the evil, especially in · 
his first works. However, many of his gentilesse ch aracters are vital, 
active, and exciting--his energy ·spill s into them, particularly in his 
later novels when he cores to realize that being good is not as easy as 
it had seemed. At any rate, it_ is necessary for the r.eader to see that 
Dick ens' s vision points directly at social and human evils of all degrees. 
Dickens uses his gentiless e characters as embodiments of his ethic al re­
commen dations, as illuminations of the human condition, and as points 
from l-lhich he can begin to penetrate the conscious and unconscious errors 
of man and of man•s relationship to his society. 
This disc ussion is organized in two sections : the first , a dis­
cussion of the quality of gentiless e as seen in the characters of Dickens•s 
novels, and the se cond, a discussion of gentility and Dickens•s specific 
attack against this �rely soci� conception of superiority. Gentiless e 
wi1.l be used to refer to those qualities found traditionally to be thos e 
or the "true gentleroanlf--pursuit of virtue and honest righteousness, 
soben:iess, roorcy, g enerosity, purity of spirit, and honest, energ etic, 
and usef'ul effort--as well as Dickens's . particularly emphasized 
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· qualities of spontaneous kindness, cheer fulness, and love. These are 
primarily inner qualities. Althoug h to Chaucer these wer e  Christian 
virtues, to Dickens they are the virtues of ethical humanity and are 
f or all men. Gentility will be used to refer to those qualities. which 
are revered by society--wealth, power and in fluence, rank or high birth, 
fashionable opinions and accoute�nts--which are primarily outward 
appearances. 
CHAPTER II 
Gentilesse, the human goodness that stands in opposition to the 
social values of gentility, can be seen in a variety of Dickens • s  
characters and as a developing concept during ni.ckens • s  career. Orwell 
t&S correct wen he said that Dickens could not seem to imagine a good 
economic or social system but was "always pointing to a change ot spirit 
rather than a change of structure . ul _Even though in Orwell ' s  thinldng 
this was a disadvantage, it is indeed a sign of Dickens ' s  ma.in concern. 
As �ond Williams notes in his essay 11Dickens and Social Ideas , 11 to 
Ili.ckens a "change of system0 could only be arrived at by a " change of 
heart"--practically speaking this is Dickens ' s  " social liberalism, 
in which the general human condition will be generally transfonned, by 
the action of the interested, the innocent and the hwnane . 112 Dickens ' s  
counsel is moral and is for the private man .  As Martin Price says in 
his "Introduction° · to Dickens : ! Collection � Critical EssaY;S :  "It 
would be ridiculous to undervalue the social criticism, and yet one may 
be struck much more by a moral criticism that finds its inevitable ex­
tension in the vast panorama. of a social system. 11 3 It is important to 
understand that Dickens 1 s  moral criticism is of necessity also social 
1 Orwell, "Charles Dickens , 11 Discus sions , p .  38. 
2 Raymond Williams ,  " Dickens and Social Ideas , 11 Dickens 1970, ed. 
Michael Slater (New York: Stein & Day, 1970) ,  p. 97. -
-
3 Price , 11Introduction, n p .  13. 
' 
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criticism but that gentilesse, the prima.ry human value, is a personal, 
rather than a social , quality. For this reason the discussion of gen­
tilesse will necessarily concentrate on the individual characters , while 
the discussion of gentility will lead to 'Whole novels as representative 
of Dickens • s criticism of the social view. The individual, gentilesse 
quality must · lead to a larger view of the 100aning and use of this 
quality in social life . 
Ili.ckens • s  theme is continually the opposition between the individual 
principle or love and a loveless society.
4 
The "growth of love and 
social sense11 is a nineteenth century thema.5 and Victorian
. 
fiction 
essentially is concenied with the nature and purpose of moral action, 
the problem of "giving, loving , and growing out from self in an unjust, 
commercialized, and de-naturing society. 11
6 
Dickens was recognized 
imme�ately by his contemporaries for his ' ' tendency • • • to make us 
practically benevolent ' 1 as the Edinburgh Review said in 1838 . 7 
This inf'luence for good was ,  according to Gissing, realized by Dickens 
as a duty of an author and he therefore "necessarily esteezood as the 
most precious of his gifis l}iumoi:) that by virtue of which he commanded 
4 Hardy, ·Later Novels, p .  12 .  
5 Barbara Hardy, 11 The Change of Heart in Dickens • s Novels ,  n Vic-
torian Studies, 5 \Sept . 196;t) ,  67.  -
6 Barbara Hardy, The M�ral Art of Dickens (New York: Oxford Univ . 
Press, 1970 ) ,  p .  J. - - - · 
7 Edinburgh Review quoted in HW11Phrey House, The Dickens World, 
2nd ed. (1941; LOndon: Oxford Univ. Press , 191�2 ) ,  p .  4o. 
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8 so great an audience . "  He cultivated this influence for good very care-
fully, always considering the reader as he wrote . 
Dickens ' s  nzyth or gentilesse and gentility did not remain static . 
At first, in Sketches by �' his vision had doioostic happiness at its 
center as a goal and cure. Naturally this was popular with . the lower-
middle class because it was "available to everyone whose heart is in 
the right place. n9 But he gradUally ca.100 to see that 11good" homes , in 
a material sense, do not always produce 11good11 people and that goodness 
comes only through the development of the human spirit . Vice and misery 
can be bred in the hores of the rich as well as in the slums. lO He 
also cmoo to realize the complexity of love. In Oliver Twist or The 
-
� Curiosity � love is s�le and efficient, but by Bleak House 
Dickens sees that even love can be distorted and misplaced.ll Cockshut 
COJq>lains that it was too easy to be good in Jlickens • s  early novels . 
But Dickens did change. "One part of Dickens ' s  growth :into a mature 
artist can be expressed thus : he gradually caroo to realize that it was 
12 
not easy to do right . " Angus Wilson says that personal relationships 
8 George Giss ing , nHumour and Pathos , n Charles Dickens , rpt. in 
Discussions of Charles Dickens , ed. \nlliam Ross Clark (Boston: Heath 
& co. ,  1961 );:-p .  8. 
9 Margaret Lane , " Dickens on the Hearth, 1 1  Dickens 1970, ed. Michael 
Slater (New York: Stein & Day, 1970) 1  pp. 153-1$4. 
-
1 0  Wi l 1iams 1 "Social Ideas , 11 pp . 95-96. 
1 l  Hardy, Moral Art ,  PP • 4, 5,  9. 
1 2 Cockshut, p .  69; see also p. 13. 
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were continually a salvation from the evils of the world from Little 
IX>rrit on .
13 
Only human relationships and natural impulses , like bene­
volence and self-sacrifice ,  could give soc..:.al amelioration.
14 
J. Hillis 
Miller says in "Search for Identity" that the tennination or· Dickens ' s  
development in Ou r  Mutual Friend 11is man ' s reaffirmation , after a with­
drawal, of his particular, limited, engageroont in the world and in 
society. "15 Dickens grew in his understanding of gentilesse and of the 
problems that the "good" man must £.ace from both within and without. 
Barbara Hardy provides us 'With a useful idea in the discussion of the 
relationship between gentilesse and gentility when she says · that Dickens 
believes in "original virtue . 11
16 
Dickens ' s  development of his gentilesse characters and concepts 
will be discussed first in his children, through the child-parent 
relationships, and in the childlike adult; then the adult gentilesse 
characters will be discussed in general, including Dickens ' s develop-
nent of his women characters ; and lastly the process of the educated 
heart will be exanrl:ned, especially as seen in Pip of Great Expectations . 
In each type Dickens 1 s deyelopment of the gentilesse idea . can be fol­
lo�d as he grows into and ·out of various tootaphors for his under-
standing of the "good" man .  
13 Angus Wilson, The World of Charles lli.ckens ( London: Martin 
Secke r  & Warburg, 1970-r,p .  267.--
14 Donovan, p . 208 .  
J.5 J .  Hillis :Miller, 11The Search for Identity, 11 Charles Dickens : 
The World o:f His Novels , rpt . in Dis cussions of Charles Dickens , ed. 
WilJjam Ross Clark (Boston: Heath & co . ,  19611; p .  104. . 
l.6 Hardy, "Complexity, " p . JO. 
T� CHILD, THE ChJ:LD-PAHENT RELATIONSHIP, 
AND THE CHILDLIKE 
Dickens was very much interested in children and their view of the 
world. This interest stemmed from his own varied and deeply imprinted 
childhood memories . Di.ckens • s  childhood went .from the utmost in child-
ish happiness to the · deepest o.f despair. He was reared believing that 
he belonged to the genteel class (even though only the lowest reaches ) .  
His father could not live within his income and 1-rent farther and .farther 
downhill economically and sociall.y. The boy was unaware of what was 
happening until suddenly in 1823 when Dickens was eleven years old his 
· '  
fa'1Iily moved to London and he was removed .from school. When Charles 
found that he was to work as a common laborer at a blacking warehouse ,  
on February 7, 1824, his twelf'th birthday, he .felt as though his world 
had crashed upon him. Two weeks after Charles began work, his father 
and family took up residence in Marshalsea Prison for debt and youn g 
Dickens was le.ft outside to fend for himseir.17 His 'e1q)eriences and 
. 
wanderings . in London at that time can be seen in all of his novels . He 
has an amazingly strong recollection of fancies and emotions from child­
hood to draw from for his characterizations .  Dickens was always a good 
m:i.mi.c and observer, and this eJq>erience of London and �e common people 
in it filled a deep well from which he drew throughout his life . Al-
though he worked at Warren ' s  Blacldng Factory only six months , he had 
what Angus Wils on calls a "single traumatic experience o.f childhood" · 
17 Una Pope-Hennessy, Charles Dickens , 1812 -1970 ( 1945 ; rpt·. London: 
Chatto & Windus for the Repri.r.,t Society Ltd. , 1947), pp .  7-12 . 
which Wilson thinks caused him to be obsessed with childhood and thus 
limited his ideas .18 Although it did not limit Dickens to the extent 
Wilson suggests , the experience ce rtainly was trauma.tic and did result 
in a vital image 0£ Contrast between the Uwa,rm1 happy, £amily fireside 
within and the desolate streets and wa.Stelands outside . 11 19 He was 
eventually returned to s chool by his father when the latter received a 
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small inheritance to pay off his debts . But Dickens • s  mothe r wanted the 
boy to continue working, an attitude which made another deep inpres sion 
on him. llickens returned to the normal schoolboy life and never ren-
tioned his terrible experiences , not even to his wife or children. 
' 'I have never, until I now impart it to this paper, in any burst of 
confidence with anyone , my own wi:fe not excepted, raised the curtain I 
then dropped, thank God. ' ,20 He certainly used these experiences in his 
novels , ho�rever. Not only the observations of London and its inhabitants ,  
but als o the very vivid and specific feelings of childhood were burned 
into his creative spirit .  
Sone of Ili.cken5 • s  habitual defense of the unde rdog is found in his 
use of children . Gissing. and Orwe ll  s ay  nearly the same thing· concerning 
the position of children in the early Victorian period. In the words of 
Orwell, 11A sympathetic attitude towards children was a nruch rarer thing 
18 Angus Wils on, World of Charles Dickens , p .  59 . 
19 Angus Wils on, World of Charles Dickens , p .  50. 
20 Dickens quoted in John Fors ter, The Ll..fe of Charles Dickens , 2 
vols . (1872 -74; New York : Dutton, 1966 ) ,-y; 33 . -
in Dickens ' s  day then it is now. The early nineteenth century was not a 
good time to be a child. 1121 Dickens was not only interested in the 
meaning of his own childhood, but also in the social and :industrial 
position of children in general .  The child as a gentilesse character 
was in danger not just physically from industrial misuse,  but also 
morally .f'rom social pervers ions o:f humane values . 
Although Dickens continued using the child' s  point of view and 
isolation , Uthe me chanism of" the child ' s mind, its visualizing tendency, 
its sensitiveness to certain kinds of impression , 1 1 22 he found 
children inadequate as centers for his novels . 2 3 Only Oliver Twist and 
Little Nell function completely as centers .  From 1841 onward the child 
as the gentilesse figure is no longer at the center. Paul Dombey is 
brilliant but he is not the main concern in Dombey and �; mvid Coppel'­
field and Pip do not remain children; and though Little Dorrit is little , 
she is not ultimately a child. According to Wilson, u1t is also perhaps 
worth noticing as a mark of Dickens ' rich genius that he could be prod-
igal with his gifts , making masterly child portraits of Paul, David, and 
Pip serve re re ly as fractions of a large structure . Most post-Jamesian 
. 
novelists would have exhausted their total energies in such portrayals 
of the childh�od vision . "24 
21 Orwell, "Charles Dickens , "  Discus sions ,  p .  31; Gis sing, pp . 12-13 . 
22 Orwell, "Charles Dickens ,  11 Discus!=iions , p . 36 .  , 
23 Angus Wils on, 1 1The Heroes and He roines of Dickens , 11 Dickens and 
the Twentieth Century, ed.  John Gross and Gabriel Pe arson, rpt . in 
Di�kens : !:_ Collection � Critical Essays , ed. Martin Price (Englewood 
Cliffs , N . J . : Prentice-Hall, Inc . ,  1967),  p .  16. 
� Angus Wilson, "He roes and Heroines , tt p .  17 . 
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His children are very often gentilesse characters because Dickens 
seems to have believed in the natural goodness of individual mm , though 
not in Rousseauistic primitivism. He believed, as was mentioned pre-
viously, in noriginal virtue . "  Many of his gentilesse characters are· 
uneducated except for the 11educated heart" and many are children. 
Apparently, however, he cane to understand that age o� e ducation were 
not necessarily controlled variables ;  1 1virtue0 was not a prerogative of 
any class or age . 
At :r.irst, the gentilesse character, like Oliver in Olive r Twis t ,  
has a natural naivety, or  pe rhaps a power.ful good angel, which carries 
him through temptation untainted. Evil in Dickens • s first novels is 
active in individuals but the more passive good triumphs . His children, 
like Nell and Oliver, seem to have an invisible shield of righteousness ; 
yet a slight development can be seen from Oliver of 1837-38 to Nell of 
1841. Though both walk through the most vivid, realistic evils , Oliver 
lives happily ever after while Nell (like Mary Hogarth, Dickens ' s  
idealized sister-irl-law who died in his arms in 1837 ) dies .  Nell is 
<\,. 
assaulted by evil not only in outside individual forces , like Ql.P-lp , but 
also by misguided forces within her grandfather. Oliver goes through 
hell unscathed; Nell pas ses through the valley of the shadow and receives 
her reward. 
There are some obvious problems with these two gentilesse child 
centers . Oliver is , as Bayley says ,  11the child eleroont in a nightmare . u25 
25 John Bayley, " Oliver Twist : ' Things as They Really Are , • 1 1 Dickens 
CU:d � Twentieth Century, ed.  John Gross and Gabriel Pearson, rpt . in 
Dickens : A Collection of Critical Essays , e d. 1-ia.rtin Price (Englewood 
Cliffs , N . J . : Prentice-Hall , Inc . ,  1967), p .  94. 
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As an informal metaphor for inriocence stalked by the "beast in the night" 
he works; but with realistic characte rizat.ion Dickens has problems . 
Oliver acts at once as a child and an adult, a paupe r and a well-educated 
26 
ioomber of the genteel class . Dickens had come to know this evil from 
his London experiences , but he evades the problem (pe rhaps especially 
wlthin his own mind ) by saving Olive r through an odd innate gentility 
passed down £rom his parents .  llickens h� elt was save d by 'Willpower 
and conscious insistence on his superiority, snobbish though that was ,  
but he cannot yet admit this as a new author still striving for gentility 
27 
himself. He did, howeve r, create a valuable paradox; he created the 
archetype of the s ituation which he was conscious of only in his later 
novels . The first half of Oliver Twist dramatizes pove rty, ignorance , 
and the system supported by a faceless s ociety; the second hali' (which 
is almos t a separate novel ) places Oliver among the thieves and out of 
the faceless society c ome the good, genteel characte rs who are opposed · 
to the gang 'Which preys on society. The first half COl1J>assionately 
dramatizes the seeaS of crime; the second half idealizes the gentee l  
parts o f  the faceless society that allow this system to continue . The 
contradiction which might be observed bet-ween Dickens ' s  understanding 0£ 
the roots and his condemnation of the tree is really not a contradiction 
but is part of his s ocial c onvictions --uFor it was Ilickens 1 s  bitter 
conviction that the . cold-hearted cruelty that treated pauperism as a 
26 
. 
Cockshut, p . JO. 
27 Angus Wils on, World of Charles Dickens , p. 54 .  · , 
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crime brought forth its dreadful. harvest or criminality and �ce . u28 
Ili.ckens was not a philosophe r and he was a victim of his own contrad.ic-
tory feelings in his first nove ls ,  but in the later novels the paradoxes 
lihich he rather unconsciously produced concerning the relationships 
between the individual and his s ociety will be consciously faced, and 
Dickens will be a strong enough artist to see the ambiguity of the mind 
and to accept it . At this tDoo , however, Dickens has not yet effectively 
separated · gentility and gentilesse . In the rooantime Oliver is saved by 
a poetic justice which the reade r wants . 29 Though Ili.ckens has philo-
sophic problems , he is saved by his powers of observation and the reader 
nrust .finally agree with Edgar Johnson when he says that ultimately 
Oliver Twist 11is guilty of no underlying unreality in the conception of 
it,s ma.in characters and no falsification of its criminal world. 11 3° 
In Little Nell Dickens takes a step forward in his understanding of 
goodness . Whereas Oliver is saved from a fate which Dickens had even 
feared for himself when he was a child by a belief in the positive 
. 
effects of his actually genteel background which work through the passive 
boy, Little Nell embodies the belief that goodness can create goodness in 
others by the power of its example . 31 Therefore , as a gentilesse 
28 Edgar Johnson, Charles Dickens : His Tragedy and Triumph, 2 vols .. (New York : Simon & Schuster, 1952 ), I, 274.° -
29 Blount, p .. 17 . 
30 Edgar Johnson, I, 281 .. 
31 Blount, p .  17 . 
character Nell is more active in doing good� and the minor gentilesse 
characters reflect her good deeds back upon her·. 
Whenever Dickens was uneasy about soim aspect or his characteriza-
tion or goodness he reve rted to sentimentality. He was uneasy with 
Little Nell because she was the female purity with which he had. _so much 
trouble being honest; she dramatized the problem or death in a society 
without strong religious faith; and she dramatized the c ruelty that 
Di.ckens • s  society was inflicting on its children. Cockshut defines 
lll.ckens 1 s  sentimentality as a "falsification caused by an honest, be-
cause unconscious , evasion of s ome fact, desire or fear, which is too 
shocking to be faced. " 32 In Little Nell the reader is especialzy con-
ce rned with the sentimentality surrounding her decline and death. 
Hwrphrey House maintains that this was a real problem with the entire 
society of Victorian England because 1 t  • • • religion in a state of 
transition from supe rnatural belief to humanism is very poorly equipped 
29 
to face death, and must dl-iell on it for that very reason . "JJ Cons e quently , 
how Dickens handled Nell ' s  death was important to his working out of the 
gentilesse idea in ltj.s own mind. It is -well known that the whole English 
speald.ng world mpt when Nell died; when the ship brought that last issue 
to Aloorica the .first question shouted from the dock to the skippe r was 
• • Is Little Nell dead? ' ' 34 
32 Cockshut, p .  95 . 
33 House, p .  lJ2 . 
34 Edgar Johnson, I, 304. 
Wilson notes that Dickens enphasized the survivors , not the dead 
child. He compares the death of Nell to that of Clarissa Harlowe to 
show the difference in attitudes . "Clarissa Harlowe , like a baroque 
nx>nunent, is violently, almost frightening�, alive , "  while Nell is 
lifeless throughout. 35 Hardy believes that this lifeless  quality is at 
least partly due to llickens s s assumption that the reader will make the 
stock Victorian re sponses and thus he fails to particularize Nell as he 
did Paul Dombey and David Copperfield. 36 Whatever may be the technical 
cause of the present day reader • s  problem, Dickens is grappling he re 
30 
with the problem of gentiles se without religion. Religion is a dead old 
cathedral and has no vitality in � �  Curiosity �· It is usetul 
. to COITJ>are Chaucer • s  speci:fic Christian concept of gentilesse to Dickens ' s  
rather generalized untheological attitude toward religion. If nothing 
else this avoidance of specifics allowed him to appeal to almost everyone 
in his audience .  Thus the difference between Clarissa and Neil s  to 
Clarissa life began after death, to lli.ckens (since we cannot say that 
Nell has any philosophy) life on earth is the more important and so  the 
reaction of the survivors to the death is valuable . Once Nell has died 
Dickens switches the concern. innnediately to the living . 
Nell is also a victim and in this she is like �rtualzy all of 
Dickens ' s  children, both the gentilesse characters and the nti.nor notices 
on children in general. The parent-child relationship is particularly 
important in Dickens ' s  study o:r children as victims . In the case of 
J.5 Angus Wilson ,  Wo�ld ::.£. Charles Dickens , pp. 140-144.· 
36 Hardy, Noral Art ,  pp . 127-128 .  
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Little Nell, her grandfather, and their society, Edgar Johnson says that 
Nell is a " symbol for all of the victims of a society that might dis-
caver too late , as Midas did, that it had killed its children, but not 
even gained his gold. 11 37 Dickens was afraid that his society was 
sacrificing its gentilesse to attain gentility, as Nell ' s  grandfather  
ultimately sacrificed Nell because of his obsession with ma.king her a 
"lady. " 
Children as ce nte rs of the novel are abandoned by Dickens aft�r 
The Old Curiosity Shop of 1840-41 . · But he continues to use the negle ct - - ---
of children (and by extension negle ct of natural goodness ) as a sign of 
the social disease he saw around him. In A Chris tmas Carol for Christ-
mas of 1843 Ignorance and Want appear in the form of starving, neglected 
children to show Scrooge the failure of the economic system and to warn 
him that violence and crime are the results of ignorance and want . 
nickens treats this theioo more fully and more symbolicC'J.ly through Jo 
of Bleak House . 
The child takes an important role in Dombey and � of 1846-48 . 
Although Paul D:>rnbey . and his . siste r Florence are not as central to the 
novel as Little Nell or Oliver, they play important gentilesse roles as 
characters who , juxtaposed against their fathe r, can bring his gentility 
into relief. Pau1 is the creation of a more mature Dickens and his 
death is absolutely necessary in the thematic progression 0£ the novel. 
He is more complex than Oliver, but not yet as sophisticated a creation 
. 37 Edgar Johnson, I, 327 . 
as Pip will be ;  38 nevertheless , he shows Dickens 1 s progress in dealing 
with children more as human beings than as angels .  Paul ' s  famous death 
scene has less of the morbid sentimentality than that of Little Nell. 
Both Paul and Florence , as is the rule with Dickens ' s  child gen­
tilesse characters, know good by instinct . By 1848, however, there are 
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some struggles within the characters �  In Dombey and Son the developnent 
of Susan Nipper and Walter Gay as additional child gentilesse figures is 
noticeable . For the first time children are shol-at growing up and 
struggling with what they see of the adult world and must reject . Paul 
Dombey is not actually a "hero" of the book, even though he is the "Son"  
of the title ; he is primarily a catalyst for the action and the devel­
oproont of the character study of :Hr. IX>mbey. In Florence sone of the 
beginnings of a developrrent in Dickens ' s realization of the complexity 
of human relationships can be seen. She struggles with a love-hate 
relationship with her f'ather arid rmat he stands for. Ultimately love 
w.i.ns ,  rather too stickily for the twentieth century taste , perhaps , but 
in its triumph Dickens wants to show the human necessity of gentilesse 
relationships .  
Florence 1 as would · be  remembered after soroo thought, was seventeen 
at the end of the book, but she is remembered as about six and so can be 
discussed primarily as a gentilesse child. She is pure love in order to 
contrast with Mr. Ik>mbey. Kathleen Tillotson in he r excellent essay 
. "lhmbey � �n notes the problems that ni.ckens has 1 as all writers 
38 Angus Wils on , "Dickens on Children and Childhood, "  Dickens 1970, 
ed. Michael Slater (New York: Stein & Day, 1970 ) ,  pp .  200, 201. -
have, with making passive virtue attractive to the reader. 39 The gen-
tilesse character is hard to portray effectively and when a child is 
used the temptation to fall back on passive innocence or naivety is too 
great for many authors .  Dickens is growing here , hol-rever. Unlike 
Oliver ' s  amazingly naive conf'rontation with obvious outside evil, 
.Florence ' s  evil is within the family circle and her terr.ptation to aban-
don her pure love role is ve cy strong . Symbolically when she plays 
Dombey 1 s  11externalized conscience , a troublesome and even hated re-
minder of the ·whole world of feeling that his pride has foresworn, she 
does so becaus e  s omething within him responds to he r. u40 The crux of 
the novel is this relationship between gentilesse and gentility--the 
inner conflict going on in both hearts : Florence • s  as she struggles to 
maintain gentilesse and IX>mbey 1 s as he hardens himself against it and 
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her. Tillotson compares Dickens ' s  use of the father-daughte r trage dy to 
Shakespeare • s Lear and Cordelia. Dickens does not ever · cone to the 
depth of tragedy that Shakespeare is capable of, but he probably comes 
closest to a tragic character in the person of Mr. Dombey, who hardens 
his heart _against the exanple of love provided by F1orence . 4l 
-"' 
Dickens feels freer to create what he observes in life now. In 
Walter Gay Dickens does not allow himself much maneuvering room and the 
reade r neve r  s ees a distinct personality. Walter Gay 'Will certainly 
39 Kathleen Tillots on, " Dombey and S�n , "  Novels 0£ the Eighteen­
Forties ,  rpt . in Dickens : A CollectionofCritical Essays7ed . 11Iartin 
Price (Englewood Cliffs , N7J . :  Prentice-Hall, Inc . , 1%7 ), pp . 124-125 . · 
40 Tillotson, p .  122 .  
41 Tillots on, pp . 1201 12 3. 
grow up to be Mr. Tartar of Edwin Drood. In Susan Nipper Dickens allows 
more pe rsonality to his gentilesse characte r and shows the natural 
mixture or feelings of jealousy, love, embarrassment, and connnand. She 
begins the idea that not even children are all black or white , that all 
humans are mixtures of qualities .  However, Dickens , it nrust be remem­
bered, is not just a realist; he is a symbolist as well, and while his 
understanding of people grows he still uses the characters themselves 
as mtaphors for the human condition. Paul and Florence are attempts 
to j oin the requirements for recognizable humanity with the re quire­
ments for rootaphor. One or the other side of the equation is likely 
to cause imbalance , but Dickens continues to show his genius in the 
artistic struggle . 
Since David Copperfield is an autobiographical novel, Dic kens uses 
his recollections of his childhood experiences to create the child David 
and his childhood friends Steerforth , T raddles , Emily, and Agnes . Here 
is a much more varie d collection of personalities than was f'ound pre­
viously in children . However, as was mentioned by Wils on, the child 
42 portraits are only a f'raction of the novel ' s  structure . It is in the 
bildungsroman genre and extols the virtues of a · discipline d and prudent 
heart • As a result the children grow up and are neither innocent pro-
tagonists like Oliver or Nell nor are they symbols of the gentiles se 
qualities of childhood as Florence 'is .  
The Haunted Man (1848 ) is another foreshadowing of' the child as - -
society•s  victim in the person of the street arab cared for by Ya-s .  
42 Angus Wils on, "Heroes and Heroines , " p .  17. 
William. Olive r survived, but Ignorance and Want, the street arab, and 
Jo are doozood unless society follows the leadership of its symbol 
Scrooge and corrects its value system. 
By 1852 and Bleak House Dickens has move d farther into the adult 
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protagonist and the symbolic novel . Esther Sumners on, even in the short 
time she is seen as a child, is e fficient, thoughtful, intelligent , . 
submissive to the proper authority, but strong and as sertive w�en neces - . 
sa.ry. But Maurice Engel thinks that , even though Esther is the narrative 
center, a central character, perhaps even the central character, is Jo 
who connects W.th everyone . " Jo is an e.x:trene example of a recurrent 
type in Dickens 1 novels : the child already old l-rith knowledge of the 
ways and miseries of the world. u43 Prefigured by Ignorance and Want and 
by the street arab, as well as by 
_
the neglected Oliver, Hug� of Barnaby 
Rudge , and David Copperfield, Jo is the symbol of the victim unroman­
ticized, but showing s oioo hint of the noble savage44 type of raw in­
stinctive gentilesse of the lowest animal order. He responds to good­
ness , knows his f'riends , and is grateful in a dog-like wa:y. Dickens ' s 
point of course was not that he was good by instinct , but that he was 
- ·  
there ,  a symbol of the problem.s that the gentility ideal of · society 
creates by its negle ct of its own gentilesse qualities . Jo belongs to 
the lower animals·. He " don • t  know nothink. u45 Dickens puts himseir 
43 Engel, p .  118 . 
44 Angus Wilson , World £! Charles Dic ke ns , p. 233. 
4.5 Charles Dickens, Bleak House ,  ed. Edgar Johnson (Hew York : IA3ll 
Publishing Inc . ,  1965 ) ,  p .  258. Subsequent references appear in the text 
as BH. -
in Jo • s ragged shoes : "It must be a strange state , not n:?rely to be to1d 
that I am scarcely hwnan • • • but to feel it of nw own knowledge all 
Jl\1 lite l To see the. horses, dogs ,  and cattle , go by me ,  and know that 
in ignorance I belong to them, and not to the superior beings in rrr:r 
shape , 'Whose delicacy I offend! "  (BH, p .  258 ) Jo is certainly not a -
gentilesse character of innocence like Oliver, nor does he radiate good-
ness like Nell, but he is a symbol like Florence--a symbol of what 
society• s rejection of gentilesse quali ti.es in favor of gentility will 
produce even in the child. 
In 1854 Dickens wrote an uncharacteristic book. A book which F. R. 
Ieavis called in 1948 his only masterpiece46 and which many Ili.ckens 
lovers find vecy unrewarding.  It is a book attacldng the industrial and 
educational results of the Benthami.te philosophy. Although· the philos -
ophy itself is not important at this point in the dis cuss ion , Cecilia 
Jupe should be mentioned here as a s ort of gentilesse character. In the 
scheme of � Times she represents the healing qualities of gentilesse 
an d  imagination in a world wholly controlled by Bounderbys and Grad-
grinds. Tom and Louisa Gradgrind are not gentilesse characte rs and 
Dickens 1 s message is why they are not. Children reared in an unnatural 
philosophy (extreme Utilitarianism )  cannot be the naturally generous , 
sympathetic character that uneducated Sissy Jupe can be .  Jo shows what 
neglect, ignorance ,  and poverty can do to a child; Bitzer and Tom 
46 F. R. Leavis , "Hard Times : An Analytic Note , "- The Great Tradi­
�' rpt . in Charles :r:KCkens 1 Hard Times 1 : An Authoritative '£ext : Back­
ground, Source s , an d Conteronorary-Reactions : --Criticism, ed.  George Ford and Sylv�re Monod--raew York-: Norton & Co . ,  rn·c . , 1966), p .  339 . 
Gradgrind show what anothe r kind of extreme can do to original virtue . 
VJhile one may be childhood gone astray, the other is childhood led 
astray. � Time s has be en called Dickens 1 s  best and worst book. 
What Leavis likes about it, its purposefulness and spareness , Engel 
calls 11�xcess purposefulnes s "  ·· and a deficiency in density. 47 The 
symbolism intended in Cecilia Jupe , as a gentilesse characte r, is ob-
vious , but it is doubtful if she succeeds well because Dickens did not 
allow himself room for the ambiguous , the complicated, the controver-
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sial as he does in his dens e r  novels . Cecilia Jupe does not have the 
quality of personality that Dickens ' s  othe r child gentilesse. characters 
have , but she does play the gentilesse role symbolically in the novel. 
In Little Dorrit three children grow up in Marshalsea Pr�s on • . 
Dickens is more and more aware , espe cially since Ble ak  Hous e ,  of the 
pervasive evil 0£ the idea of gentility and of its evil influence on 
the ins titutions of society. As a true gentiles se character Little 
Dorrit greatly resemble s  Little Nell .  The nature of the evil agains t  
the gentiless e character changes drastically, however. Quilp i s  a 
pe rsonification of evi+, but Ll.ttle Dorrit has no dire ct individual 
evil opponent , except in Blandois . The vital evil influence is of 
gentility within and outside of the characte rs . Lionel Trilling in a 
well known es say on Ll.ttle lbrrit thinks that she is " the Child of the 
Parable , the negation of the social will . .. 48 Little Dorrit may be pure 
47 Engel, p .  171. 
. 48 Lionel Trilling, "Little Dorrit , " The Opposing Self, rpt .  in Discus sions of Charles Dickens , ed. William Ross Clark (Boston : Heath & 
Co . , 1961), p:- 100. 
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gentilesse in a J?lOre active role than Florence , but she is not really a . 
child, even though she is little . vJhile discussing children it is worth 
noting that Dickens has made progre ss in the psychological differences 
among children when he relates the childhood feelings of the three 
Dorrits , Pet Meagles ,  Tattycoriun, and Mi.ss Wade . 
Like David Copperfield and Little Dorrit, Pip of Great E?q?ectations 
is not seen primarily as a child. In Pip, Dickens shows even furyhe r 
development of the psychological complexity of the child. Pip grol-1S 
from a natural gentilesse figure into one who embodies s ociety ' s search 
for gentility and who gradually discovers that the gentility he searched 
tor was a false va1ue , that the true gentleman cannot be found among the 
Finches of the Grove . This is lli.cken.s ' s most straight forward state ­
ioont directly on the p roblem of a single individual and on the powe r  
and the falsity o f  s ociety • s  definition of gentility. Pip goes through 
a learning process which the reader is led to hope - in the end -vrl.11 re­
sult in an educated heart . Pip and Great Expectations will be dis cussed 
in detail as Dickens ' s  mos t  important example of the conversion char­
acter.  
Great E�ectations is Dickens ' s  last strong statement containing 
. a · child as the main gentilesse character. our Mutual Friend and Edwin 
Drood do not use children in �ortant gentilesse roles . However, 
ni.ckens does continue his examination of the c omplexity of children 
and the influence of the environment and s ociety on them. 
The child is an important gentilesse figure in Dickens ' s writing . 
With the child c o�s Ili.ckens • s  emphasis on the child-parent relationship . 
This relationship involves both moral and s ocial criticism, as Dorothy 
Van Ghent suggests in her essay on Great Expectations .49 The child-
parent relationship symbolizes and parallels the citizen-government 
relationship; both are seen as corruptions of authority by the use of 
people as things . Dickens examines the complexity or the child-parent, 
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gentilesse-gentility relationship in all its versions and perversions as 
a 100taphor for human relationships in general at all levels of society. 
Van Ghent calls it the "them of the Prodigal Fathe r. ,_,50 
First the child-parent relationship is noticeable in the "long 
sequence of rejected children, fatherless or motherless, neglected 
or abandoned, who move through almost all Dickens ' s  stories • 1.51 Just 
to roontion a few as the examples of the many, there are Oliver, Nell, 
Barnaby, Nicholas Nickle by, Florence and Paul, David Copperfield, Martin 
Chuzzlewit, Esther Summe rson, Pip , Ma.gwitch, and John Harmon. as sone 
major characters and Fagin • s  gang, the boys of Dotheboy• s Hall, Joe 
Willet, Edward Chester, Hugh, Jonas Chuzzlewit, the Pecksniff girls , 
Mary Graham, Tom and Ruth Pinch, the Jellyby children, Jo, Sissy Jupe , 
Jenny Wren, Rosa Bud, Helena and Neville Landless , Edwin Drood--all of 
these characters are missing one or both parents or have unsatisfactory . .  
parents . More could be named of course ,  but this forces the observation 
that although Dickens became lalorm for his celebration or happy family 
49 nOrothy Van Ghent , The English Novel: � and Function (New 
York: Rinehart & co . , Inc . ,�53), pp . 125-138 . 
50 Dorothy Van Ghent, "The Dickens World: A View from Todgers • s , u 
� Sewanee Review, 58 (1950 ) , rpt . in Dickens : � Collection of Critical 
!ssays, ed. Martin Price (Englewood Cliffs , N .  J . :  Prentice -Hall Inc . ,  
1967 ), p . 36. 
51 Edgar Johnson, II, 684 . 
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lite, his happy and COJr!) lete families (Toodles , Cratch its , P errybingles ,  
and Bagnets ) are extremely rare . Dic kens c ertainly praises the wa.:nn 
family group, but his actual portrayals or it are very f'ew.
52 
Of the parent-ch ild relationsh ips which fail, Dickens us es two 
main types : the parents who £ail their children and the children who 
tail their mother-sisters.  Angus Wilson ' s  essay " Dickens on Children 
and Childhood" provides an exce llent discussion of this problem. 
Parents, even with good int ent ions , fai l through selfishnes s  and gent ee l 
pre tensions ; conside r Mr. Domb ey, Mr. Dorrit, Mrs ·. Nickl eby, Mrs . 
Skewton, Good Mrs .  Brown , Mrs. J ellyby, Mr. Gradgrind, and Nell ' s  
grandfather as exanples or a very common type of pare nt in the Dickens 
wo�ld.5) Yet in David Copperfield (1849-50 )  Dickens coul d no t face the 
problems of Micawbe r • s  influence on his own childre n and careru1ly gives 
all the pity to David while he ign ores Wilkins, Jr. who is really an 
autobiographical . character. Those chi ld-parent relationships . 
that may actually b e  effect ive are kept " off stage1154 in Dickens 's 
world as objects to refer to but not as primary 100taphors for the 
gentilesse quality. 
The place of the child-become -adult, the mo th er-sister, is i..�or­
tant to the g en tilesse roo taph o�. The chil d' s innocence and naive good-
ness is added to the importan t quality of re spons ibility. Li ttle N ell 
begins it but th e culmination of this responsibility theme is found in 
52 Edgar Jolmson, II, 684-685. 
53 Angus Wilson, "Children, " p .  208. 
·54 Angus Wilson, tr  Children, " pp. 209-210. 
Bleak House in which children take the parental role : Charley Neckett , 
Esther at Bleak House , Prince Turveydrop , Caddy Je llyby, even the Sm.all-
wed children who we re born old. Parental responsibility, excep:t in . the 
Bagnets, is absent . The reader is perhaps inclined to forget that 
Skl.IJJ>ole has a wife and children, because his child-act is s o  c onvincing 
and so repulsive . or course , the ultimate symbol of neglect is Jo--
through whom Dickens asks who is responsible for the weak, helpless ,  
and poor . 55 Tom Gradgrind, Fanny and Tip Dorrit, and Charley Hexam all 
fail their mother-sisters • . The only successful substitute parent is Joe 
of Great Expectations . Wilson calls Joe the "divinely child-li;ke adult11 
whose "teaching to Pip implies a denial of those ve ry ideas of the divine 
wisdom of children, their intuitive and imaginative election . n.56 �­
though Wilson does not explain this satisfactorily, .he is t�ng to get 
at Ili.ckens•s increased understanding of the problems of childlikeness . 
Joe , whose gentilesse qualities have continued and s trengthened into 
mature understanding under the rigors of Pumblechook and Mrs .  Joe ' s  
buliying , is in a much stronger position than Pip, or Oliver ,  or Nell , 
'Who are trying to ma.intqin a naive kind of gentilesse . 
Dickens struggled with a philosophic problem concerning the child­
like quality of gentilesse . He comes to rej ect simple childishness as a 
way to gentile sse . As he. matured artistically and as he observe d his 
om exploitation by several John Dickens types (his father, his brothers, 
his in-laws all felt that it was their right to be supporte d by him &�d 
55 ' lhnovan, pp .  214-217. 
56 Angus Wilson , tr Children, 11 p .  208 .  
to be bailed out . o f  any problem by him) , he saw what Micawber, the 
childish, irresponsible adult, could do to Willdns , Jr. In Bleak House 
there is a 11whole mountain of irresponsible child-adults of whom Mr. 
Skimpole is the wonderful apex. 1157 Dickens gradually had found. that he 
must reject the "be as little c·hildren11 theory and Tony Weller and 
Micawber with it . He discovered that gentilesse must include respon-
sibility. 
It is true,  as Williams notes , that "many of Dickens ' s examples of 
positive goodness are related to this sense of a retained childlikeness 
• • • • u5B This retained childlikeness le�ds to sore characters that 
may be placed in the traditional role of the divine idiot or fool. For 
·exa.rrple , Wilson calls Pickwick a blessed fool or divine sinpleton of the 
. ' 59 Cervantes , Sterne , or LOstoevsky type . In another essay he. names 
Pickwick, Mr. Toots , and Joe as the true divine fools and finds Barnaby 
unconvincing when related to the riot. 60 Blount also finds Barnaby a 
. 61 failure, ••me rely a s quiggle in the plot. " Tillotson in her excellent 
essay 11Dombey and �" notes that nspeech after speech of Toots could be 
selected for its ludicrous but unerring penetration to the heart of a . 
62 situation; • children and fools speak the truth. 1 11 Barbara Hardy says 
5? Angus Wilson, " Children, " p .  211. 
58 W:illiam.s , "Social Ideas , 11 p . 96 . 
59 Angus Wilson, World of Charles Dickens , p .  35 .  
60 Angus Wilson, "Children, "  pp .  212 , 220. 
61 Blount, p .  23 . 
62 Tillotson, p. 128 . 
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�t Toots �rks. 1 1ra.ther like the Nurse in Romeo � Juliet �d
. 
reveal [s] 
both the rareness of the intensity and the solid human habitation from 
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which it [intense emotional appea.lJ springs . u 
Through all of thes e  characte rs Dickens is struggling with . the 
gentilesse adult figure and how to show this ne cessary aspect of some 
retained childlikeness . In Mr. Dick of David Coppe.rfield Dickens ex­
amined the purely childlike adult whose obsessions and childishness 
were hannless and who gave othe r characters a foil . �ut Dickens has . 
decided that mile flying kites is tun ,  the real help for the genj;ilesse­
gentility problem will coma from Joe who takes on responsibility and 
does his duty while keeping his humanity. Pickwick• s revel� ,  Scrooge.•  s 
gam3s 1 and Mr. �ck 1 s  ld.te evolve through Dickens ' s  attempt to unde r­
stand the necessity of childlike fancy and imagination in Sleary• s 
Horseriding to a more mature and complex combination of the childlike 
and the aduJ.t in Joe . The fam0us Christmas eff�ct of goodwill, gen­
erosity, love , and ld.ndness found in the early novels is gradually 
understood as a Saturnalian effect . The games and punch and pres ents do 
not last all year in one · grand party, but are used as a moment of retum 
to the child, a release from responsibility, a purging of the soul to 
�lenish the childlike love and openness in the man s·o that he may dis-
cover how to act out his gentilesse role all year round. In this Joe is 
the ultimate ttdivine .fool" mo combines adult insight with childlike 
love and giving .  Before this time childlike gentilesse qualities com­
bined with adult responsibility had been indicated by the littlenes s  and 
63 Hardy, Moral �, PP •  119-120. 
physical wealmes� or the gentilesse women in the ma.in roles , but in Joe 
Dickens creates his most successful childlike adult by combining strength 
and goodness . 
THE ADULT GENTILESSE CHARACTER AND 
THE CONVERSION CHARAC'TER 
Dickens • s  understanding of the good man developed as he matured as 
an artist; howeve:r, he always believed that nothing, especially not laws , 
could supersede man ' s conscience .64 He believed in the individuality of 
goodness . As he experienced more of the collective conscience of · ma.n in 
the f'onn of society and government and as he observed the increasing 
miseries of' the poor, he grew more pessimistic about the possibility of 
ever eY.pecting the gentilesse qualities to triumph . He struggled Hithin 
himself' and in his novels over this problem. He saw the gentilesse 
qualities in individuals but co.uld not discover them in institutional or 
social forms, so he was forced to conceive of gentilesse as a personal, 
individual q�lity. Orwell says that in this Dickens was nable to ex­
press in a comic , simplified and therefore memorable form the native 
decency of the common ma.n . u 
65 
The tension between the individual gentilesse qualities and the 
Social qualities of gentility is expressed well by Barbara Hardy: uThe 
knowledge of the inner life , I am arguing, is a source of Dickens • s  
conplex:Lty, or, t o  s ay  it another way, has its roots in hi s  complex 
64 . Engel, p .  67 .  
65 Orwell, . "Charles Dic kens, "  Discussions , P •  45 . 
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awareness of social nature as against what he sees as untanti.shed and un­
fallen nature . 1166 His moral vision contains this struggle bet-ween the 
social nature {gentility) and the unfallen nature (gentilesse ) . His 
child gentilesse characters usually embody a certain innocence and 
naivety but , as has been observed, Dickens found them inadequate as 
centers for his novels as his understanding of the struggle in human 
nature developed. As shall be seen he changed gradually in his use 0£ 
adult gentilesse figures also.  In fact the innocence wi th  'Which }fr .  
Pickwick begins changes in the course of that novel. 
Dickens saw the "capacity of art to affect people ' s  lives , 1167 even 
lihen he beca.ne less socially optimistic . He was concerned about his 
audience and wanted to improve them and their ideas by the only method 
he had, his novels and magazines .  He realized that popularity was 
necessary for effectiveness . " Dickens posits an order of responsibility 
for the writer: to grasp his readers as he can, but then not let them 
get away until they have been led to see the truth.1168 He connnented 
in a letter to Macready in January of 1853 about the necessity of going 
to "the great ocean of hutnani ty in which we are drops and not to bye­
ponds (very stagnant ) _here and there • • • •  1169 
Angus Wilson calls Dickens ' s  effort to keep his hope in the human 
heart an error in realism. 70 In the end the reader• s philosophy nrust 
66 Hardy, " Complexi.ty, n p .  43. 
67 Engel, p .  31. 
68 Engel, p.  29; see also p .  32 . 
69· Dickens quoted in Engel, p .  28 .  
10 Angus Wilson, World of Charles Dickens ,  p .  27 • 
answer that, but this hope in the gentilesse qualities of man (and the 
hope that he could encourage them) was part . of Dickens ' s  moral vision 
and as such wa.S necessary as an antithesis to the gentility which be -
came mo re  and more repulsive to him. 
nt ckens ' s  early novels often have the conventional "happily eve r 
after" ending which strikes the reader as an evasion of the .novels 
themselves . � Times,  Little Dorrit, ! � of Two Cities ,  a nd Great 
Expectations do not have these apparently superficial attempts at the 
solution of what Dickens came to see as a complex and ambiguous problem. 
Dickens had to show the paradox, the ambiguity, the complexity in life 
before he was able to accept the ambiguous or subdued ending for his 
novels . The problem with the res olution of, say, Bleak House is ob-
vious primarily because Dickens has succeeded so vJell in sh.owing the 
ambiguities of the moral and s ocial problems he faces there . 
G .  M .  Young says in his book on Victorian England that "Dickens ' s  
ideal England was not very far from Robert; Owen ' s .  But it l-Ja.S to be 
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built by some magic of goodwill ove rriding the egoism of progress . 11 
It was to be built by human goodwill and benevolence . In order to better . 
understand Dickens r s  " Christma.sy" people , Humphrey House 1 s discussion of 
Dickens • s attitude toward these benevolent rich, who are a la rge part of 
his conception of ge�tilesse in his early novels , must be reviewed. 
Dickens • s development must be followed from this benevolence which was at 
firat strong enough to defeat the evils imich he perceived in s ociety 
· 7l G . M. Young, Victorian England: Portrait of an Age ,  2.nd e d. 
(1936; London : Oxford Unive rsity Press , 195�), p .�o:- ---
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to his better unde rstanding of s ocial evils and his gradual fading into 
private charity and self- sac rifice and perhaps even a "brooding melan­
choly1•72 l-Jhen he began to feel that it was too late for s ociety and that 
only the individual could be saved from gentility. 
lli.ckens • s  ideal was a rule ·or human benevolence in human relations . 
Donovan says that Mr. Pic kwick was anticipate d by characters like Addison 
and Steele ' s  Sir Roge r de Coverley and Smollett ' s  Matthew Bramble of 
Humphrey Clinker. 7 3 The gentile sse characte r is picture d diffe rently in 
diffe rent envirorunents .  In Vic torian England activism, doing as well as 
knowing , was the ideal . Thus in Dickens ' s  early novels the gentiless e  
qualities found their outlet in individual benevolence , which Engel c on­
side rs one of Dickens • s  maj or themes at that time . 74 
According to Humphrey House the re is a group of benevole�ce figures 
in Dickens ' s  world who bas e their lives on those p rinciples of pe rsonal 
affe ction and gene ral philanthropy which the Benthamites disapproved of. 
This Pickwick-Brownlow-Garland-Chee ryble type is good-natured and un­
te�ted. Each does good apparently becaus e he must and none has . ·any 
philosophy about it . .As �Dickens saw them these characte rs filled an 
important social niche and were representatives of an improved moral 
o�er, even though, as House sugge s ts ,  "there is often no satisfactory 
link between the evil and the cure . Dotheboys Hall docs not break up for 
the last time because the Chee rybles are ld..nd or be cause Nicholas is 
72 Donovan , p . 208 .  
73 Donovan, pp . 138 ,  12 0, 252 . 
74 Engel, PP • 96, 72 . 
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High Minded, but because it is discovered that Squeers has forged a 
will . 1175 Nevertheless , these benevolent men are reflections of the good 
to be found in human nature . 
House lists four indications of benevolence as seen in lllckens • s  
early work (1830 1 s  and 1840 • s ) :  tt (l )  Generosity, in money, and in kiild­
ness • • • • (2 ) An acute feeling for suffering in all forms • • • • 
(3 )  Righteous , if ineffectual, indignation • • • • (4 ) An equable and 
benign temper • • • • "76 House says that Dickens saw t�e benevolence · 
ot the thirties and forties , which was partially caused by fear of the 
.masses and partially by the patronizing power of the newly rich, as a 
possibility for real reform. But Dickens was skeptical of theories and 
avoided all labeled group policies . "The only other course open to him 
was to take the conunonest and simplest sorts of human kindness and show 
them intensi.fied. 1177 House explains the present day reader• s antipathy 
to these roombers of the ancient "party of all good ren" as a natural 
result of their lack of reflection, their detachment from their t�, 
and their exaggerated moral qualities .  78 
79 Dickens used Christmas as a symbol of the benevolence ot the gen-
tUesse quality, thus the label of this · group as his 11Christmasy"· people . 
His ail!1 was the continuation of the Christmas spirit--his example was the 
15 House , p .  40. 
76 House ,  p . 46 . 
77 House, pp . 47-51.  
78 House, p . 51. 
19 House, p . 52 .  
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Christmasy characters "  These characters are easily and often to rn  apart 
as unrealistic and monstrous . · · House explains : "But it is irrpossible to 
understand what he was trying to do if we concentrate only on wat the 
Christmas attitude positively set out to teach: it is far more important 
f'or what it was nraant to counteract. • • • Mamrnonism, in general--the 
money-greed, go-getting, and vulgar snobbery or the bourgeoisie which 
Marx praised Dickens for portraying; there was the dim prudery which the 
nd.dcUe classes were beginning to use as their mark of social distinction 
from the lower; jovial open-handedness was consciously set off ag�st 
these . n80 
Mr. Pickwick is ni.ckens • s  first adventure in a full-fledged �bar-
acte�ation and Stevenson is correct when he says that Dickens "found 
�elt' [italics nti.n� developing characters that breathed · the · breath 
ot life a.'t'ld weaving them in a pattern that had depth and rooaning. 1181 
It is a commonplace in Dickens cri�icism to compare D:>n Quixote and 
Mr. Pickwick, but further, as Johnson notes , both Cervantes and Dickens 
82 began with a comic slapstick puppet 'Who began to grow and breathe . 
Although the young Dickens does not yet have tJie power of the much older 
Cervantes vision as it develops in the second part of � Quixote , 
Di:ckens does end up �th a creditable thesis on growth and moral devel-
80 ' House, pp .  63-67 ; see also pp . 52-53. 
81 Li
.
onel Stevenson , The English Novel : A Panarama (Boston: Houghton 
Mif'tlin Co. , 1960) ,  p . 242;--
82 Edgar Johnson, I, 172 .  
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opment . Hodgart in his book on satire says that Mr. Pickwick is "the 
finest fiower of the quixotic tradition. 1183 Nevertheless , Dickens . is 
no;mere near the moral metaphor and sensitivity that he will attain in 
his later novels ; however, the gentilesse quality of good, iiinocent, 
but naive Mr. Pickvrl.ck is unmistakable . Mr. Pickwick begins to under-
stand evil in the course of the· novel, and his author begins at the same 
time his struggle to understand the nature of good and evil and the 
relationship between the individual gentilesse character and his s ociety. 
Barbara Hardy protests that it is tald.ng Pickwick too seriously to 
analyze it as Dostoevsky did with Pickwick as Don Quixote , as W. H .  Auden 
does lVhen he shows it as the progress of the Fall of Adam from innocence 
to knowledge, or as Steven Marcus does lvhen he interprets it as a 
Christian :table with Mr. Pic kwick as Christ. 84 Hardy may be right in 
part, but the fact that Pickwick provides these opportunities of analysis 
shows that there is more in it than Dickens expected to be there . ·. · ' 
Dickens had not discovered his own artistic power but Pickwick shows the 
roots that his tey"thopoeic imagination sprang from. W. H .  Auden ' s  essay 
"Dingley Dell and the Fleet" says that the real theme of Pickwick . is the 
Fall of Man and that Dickens is p robably unaware of .it. 85 He is correct 
in, believing that Dickens was probably not aware of the implications that 
a · .3 Hodgart , p .  218 . 
84 Hardy, Moral Art� pp . 81-82 • 
• 85 W. H .  Auden, 1 1 � gley Dell and the Fleet, 11 Th: Dye:: ' s Ha.nd, rpt . 
in Dickens : A Collection of Critical Es says , e d .  l1artin P rice (Englewood 
Cliffs , N. J .7 �rentice-Hall, Inc . ,  1967), P •  69. 
Auden discovers , but Dickens did c onsciously consider the problem of 
innocence becoming cons ci ous of evil. At the beginning of Pickwick 
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Papers Dicmns was fishing for a story; gradually he worke d it out with 
the help of his audience ,  'Who recognized that Sam Weller was the perfect 
Sancho Panza figure that he needed. Then as the novel progressed 
J)ickens worked out the trial and prison scenes as part of Mr. Pickwick ' s  
disillusionment . Johnson says that in doing this Dickens invented the 
1 1realist· fairy tale , "  with a hero who cannot slay the powers of dark-
ness even though he may escape them, and that this pattern recurs in 
his work. 86 
As a gentilesse character, Mr. Pickwick changes in the course of 
the novel . He begins as a conventional obje ct of s atire ; he is primarily 
interested . .  in eating and having a good tiloo . Then around the niiddle 0£ 
the book the reade r is suddenly aware that he has been, as Johns on says , 
"behaving like a man of heart and sense . 11 87 In his p�face to the 
edition of 1847 Dickens had this to say in defense of the growing seri-
ousness :  "It has been obse rved of Mr. Pickwick that there is a decided 
change in his character ap · these pages proceed, and that he be comes more 
good and more sensible . · I do not think this change will appear forced or 
unnatural to my readers if they refle ct that in real life , the pecul­
iarities and oddities of a man who has anything wh�ical about him 
generally irrpres s us first , and that it is not until we are better ac­
quainted with him that we usually begin to look below these supe rficial 
86 
E dgar Johnson, I, 174. 
87 Edgar Johnson, I,  171. 
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traits an� to know the bette r part of him. u88 Dickens indeed gets to 
know Mr. Pickwick, hims elf, and more about his idea of gentilesse grad-
ually in the course or the novel . In Pickwick Dickens shows an ttideal 
89 vision of man and s ocietyu which gradually becomes more realisti c .  
From �fr . Pickwick, the f-at re tired businessman hero of innocence , 
Dickens moves to Olive r Twist in which he concentrates ori a little 
illegitimate orphan boy as the innocent hero . The gentilesse adults 
around .Oliver are nullities . Angus Wilson, in 11The Heroes and Heroines 
ot Dickens ". says that he cannot even dis cuss - Harry :Maylie of Olive r . . . . 90 
Twist or Edward Ches ter of Barnaby Rudge "for they are not there ." 
Mr. Brownlow and the Maylies strike the reader  as a handy • out • for 
Oliver. The strength of Oliver Twist is its portrayal of social .evil . 
and that evil • s  effect on the individual, not its demonstrati on of any 
active good. House says that Dickens is trying to emphasiz e two con­
f'licting ideas --ttthe immense diuna.ge that such an environment and up­
bringing c.an do, and • • • the fundamental goodness of human nature 
[that] can survive almost anythin g .  11 91 This leaves those lvho
. 
act as 
adult gentilesse characte� out of the important roles and hen ce 
nolibere .  
In Nicholas Nickleby Dickens tries to deal with the Cheerybles as 
88 
Charles Dickens , The Pickwick Pape rs ( New York: New Ame rican 
Library, Inc . , 1964 ) , p. x:i. . Subs e quent refe rences appear in the text 
as !!• 
89 Allen, p .  20. 
90 . Angus 'Wils on, uHe roes and He roines , "  p .  19. 
91 House, p.  220. 
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gentilesse charaqters in general and with Nicholas as a gentilesse 
character, especially in relation to Srnike . The problem, both Stevenson 
and Johnson agree , is that Nicholas and Kate and their lovers are color­
less because they are nonnal and never enlarge on the expected. 92 
Dickens is trying another kind of hero and plot--the conventional stereo-
93 tY.Pe of the love novel. He does interesting things with his minor 
characters ,  his villians, and his secondary plots at Dotheboys Hall and 
with the Crunnnles • theatrical company, but the conventionality. of the 
novel defeats nnlCh effort at moral. criticism, and indeed it came during 
a time 'When the rising young author was concerned with getting his own 
share of gentility. Thus the conventional structure prevents s ocial 
criticism, except . in the secondary form of the Yorkshire school criti-
. cism and in the conventional usurer villain where Dickens ' s  power finds 
an outlet in · Ralph. FUrthermore , ni.ckens 1 s own situation has not 
developed enough to give him the insight into gentility that he will 
· need for his most powerful moral criticism. 
In The Old Curiosity Shon Dickens returned to the child center who - - __... 
this time dies as a 11 resuit of the deprivation and wear imposed on her 
by poverty, injustice , and ill-usage . 1194 Dickens ' s eye for evil creates 
� roost fantastic devil, Quilp . To balance the individual evil he 
creates some adult gentilesse characters in the persons of Mrs .  Jarley, 
the forgeman, the school teache r, the Garlands , and Nell ' s granduncle--
92 Edgar Johnson, I, 287;  Stevenson, � English- Novel, P •  245 . 
93 Stevenson, The English Novel, p . 245 • 
94 Engel, p . 101. 
all of whom ultimately cannot save her. l'he Garlands , as Ilickens • s 
usual benevolent type , are not connected with Nell at all; they are 
pieces of the plot which hinge the victim and the would-be-rescuers 
togethe r. Although finally the gentilesse characters here are foiled 
in their attempts to help Nell,  the Garland group are successful among 
themselves . The forgeman is one or Dickens ' s haunting characters and 
shows the beginnings of his strong belief in the dignity of the p9or 
and their ability to help each other which will finally overshadow 
the easier benevolence personified by the Good Rich Ma.n .  
In Barnaby Rudge the only true gentilesse character is Gabriel 
Varden or the Golden Key. The other "good" characters ,  like Joe Willet 
and Edward Chester, are too undeveloped to stand as examples . Varden 
sholm a motion domwa.rd in class . He is a locksmith and average citi ­
zen who has what Edward Wagenknecht c�lls the 1 1understanding heart. 11�5 
Varden is an actively good man of strength and purpose but little money . 
Barnaby Rudge is a reflection of the conflicting emotions in Dickens . 
Even though Varden in part of the citizens ' militia, Dic kens was not 
happy about the law and order repression that would preserve the evils _ 
as tJell as the property. Johnson notes that Dickens really did not 
want to look at the vtctorious .forces of law and order too closely, 
because he· did not actually like them, except in the .form of individual 
goodness like Gabriel Varden . 96  Dickens is showing, as in Olive r Twist 
95 
Edward Wagenknecht , "Introduction, "  Great Expectations , 
Charles Dickens (New York: Washington Square Press ,  1956), P• x. 
96 Edgar Johnson, I ,  152 .  
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and ! Tale of � Cities , those mi.series he sees which make the popula­
tion sus.ceptible . to the evil of violence that is itself equally appal- -
ling . Varden is one of Dickens ' s  few active , physically strong gen-
tilesse figures . When he grows into Joe of Great Expectations he will 
have to deal with more complex psychological and social problems in Pip 
than Gabriel confronts in the physical problem of the mob • . 
Barnaby Rudge was hard for Dickens to write and after it was· fin-
· ished he travelled to America with his wife ·t o gather new ideas . At 
first Dickens seems to have written from a great exuberant store . His 
first four novels apparently took possession of him and grew of them­
selves ,  but it became harde r for him to write as he grew older . Among 
other thin gs he was coming to see the ambiguity and complexity o� both 
the individual · and social life around him. 
In Martin Chuzzlewit he began for the first time with a specific 
theme to develop--selfishness .  According to Johnson, the result is 
more angry and. is not mellowed by the genial humanity or high spirits 
th 97 . . b. l t at he had shovm before . He has none of the previous enevo en 
. 
rich and uses instead what Engel calls the 11 strange , highly energetic , 
penniless benevolence " of Mark., 98 He was so  busy with selfishness and 
its_· manifestations in . almost every character that he left the gentilesse 
characters rather underdeveloped. 99 AJ3 a result 11what is most real in 
hUJnan nature : its spontaneous feelings of affection or loving-ld.ndness 
97 Edgar Johnson, I,  470. 
98 
. 
Engel, p . 104. 
99 Blount, p .  25 . 
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.... - ... 
for others , "  which he is us ing as a contrast to sel.fishnes s  and hy-
pocrisy, gets rather blurred at the end. Hardy says that Tom Pinch 
101 
•stands in" for the child figure , and it does indeed seem s o .  Per-
haps Tom shows that goodness can be fooled into believing that dis-
guised evil is good; at any . rate although he is a throwback to the 
56 
irmocent, naive child(like ) figure , the new power of the social evil of 
hypocrisy c an  be seen in the tainting of the goodness of Tom. In the 
America that Dickens use s  in Martin Chuzzlewit gentilesse cannot exist 
in the pushing, or perhaps we should say that Dickens chooses not to 
. remembe r it for the sake of his ente rtaining satire • . 
After Martin Chuzzlewit of 1843-44 Dickens travelled again and 
there is anothe r two year break in his novelistic career .  He began 
his Christmas tales at this time . His most famous tale , ! Christmas 
Carol, is a fable or allegorical tale . Although Scrooge literally be -
coms one of the " good, benevolent men, who can chan ge s ociety by 
individual charity and generosity, 1 1102 he is , as a Christmas pers on, a 
11\Yth. The reader does not take him as a real me rchant, but as a re -
presentation o f  the grasp1.ng ,  gree dy English s ociety, comfortable in its 
thought of the workhouses and pris ons "t-Jhich will take care of the in­
convenient poor. It is England speaking when Sc rooge replies t o  the 
gentleD'lCln collecting Christmas donations for the poor: 
100 
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11 1 Are there no prisons? • asked Scrooge . 
'Plenty of prisons , • said the gentleman, laying do�m the pen again . 
' And the Union workhouses? ' demanded Scrooge . ' Are  they still in 
operation? • 
' They are .  Still, ' returned the gentleman , • I  wish I cotild say 
they were not . • 
'The Treadmill and the Poor Law are in full vigor, t..1.en? ' said 
Scrooge·. 
' Both very busy, si·r? 1 
1 0h !  I was afraid, .from what you said at first,  that s o�thing had 
occurred to stop them in their us.eful course , 1 said Scrooge .  1 � 1 m very 
103 
glad to hear it . "' ·  
Dickens sho-ws in Scrooge "a redemption through the . grace of the 
Spirit11 which he sees as the only re�dy. 104 Blount calls it a wish 
tulf'illment by making the rich . awa re  of the needs of the poor by way of 
this fable . 105 But Dickens puts himself in the fable too . As artist 
he plays the roles of the ghosts . Perhaps by showing the happy home · 
and love , the falling away through greed and self-centeredness , and the 
potential evil of Ignorance and Want, he can help his society toward 
its · redenption by encoµraging a reordering of values toward the gen-
tilesse qualities before it is too late . In The Chimes of the next 
-
lOJ Charles Dickens , "A Christmas Carol in Prose : Being a Ghost Story of Christmas , u  Christmas Books (New York: Charles Scribne r ' s  Sons , n. d. ) ,  p .  13 .  Subsequent references appear in the text as Carol. 
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year (1844 ) Dickens allows himself very direct social criticism and con­
verts Toby Veck to an appreciation of the gentilesse qualities all a-
round him by the use of fear and empathy, but in !}_ Cricket � the Hearth 
he returns to the altar of the hearth as the center of the family group 
and the example of love conve rts Tackleton . 
Dombey and � is o�en considered as the beginning of a new period 
for Dickens . His novels are divided into early and late perio ds and this 
novel is often seen as a kind of pivot point . Dickens ' s  early n ovels 
were loved in his own tiine and after for their exuberant comedy, high 
animal spirits , and sunny optimism. Although they have dark foresha­
dowings , they give this general impression.  With Dombey and Son Dickens 
�gan his darkening period, which really starte d in earnest with Ble ak 
House, during which he produced hi s  most symbolic work and grew more 
pessimistic . In the years from 1836 to 1846 he produced prodigiously 
from a seemingly bottomless �11 of the genius of observation. In the 
twenty-five years from Dombey and � to his death in 1870 Dickens 
wrote with incre as ing artistic skill and increasingly pessimistic re ­
sults as· he examined his s�ciety and fought with it t o  help it . 
Mr. IX>mbey is definitely a new style of character for Dickens . 
He and his environment are "mode rn . " House says that England was money-
mad in the middle • forties . The railroad mania and sudden investment 
106 . . t th opportunities climaxed in 1844-48 . Dickens was sens itive o e 
atmosphere around him and he captured it in Dombey and .� which has its 
last half set in the period contemporary with Dickens . The gentiles se 
106 . House , pp .  136, 138 .  
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characters come from both the old and new atmosphere , as for example in 
the persons of Sol Gills and Ne d Cuttle and the railroad worker, Mr. 
107 Toodles, but they are all from the poor or the weak. The benevolent 
rich are gone and the forme rly admirable old businessman have turne d  
into Dickens 1 s new un de rstanding · of the commercial bourgeoisie in Mr. 
lbmbey. The plot is centere d on the fall of the House of D:>mbey and 
as such comes about as close as Dickens eve r c omes to tragedy. The 
adult gentilesse characters do not have powe r, except as re fuges for 
.Florence to depend upon . lli.ckens spends more time in this novel on the 
social levels and draws a realistic relationship between the House it-
108 
self, the cle rks of the House ,  and the servants of the hous e . 
In Flo�nce Hr . Dombey dis covers the love he has despised . In 
Dickens ' s  Christmas tale of 1848 , The Haunted � and � Ghost· • s  Bar­
gain , Dickens reemphasizes the generative power of good and Mrs . William 
can gene rate love in those who are ruine d  by Red.law's· 11 gift" of for-
geti'ulness of the past . 
David Co;2Perfie ld shows Dickens 1 s incre ased technical facility but 
is not as artis tically hC?nsst as Dombey and � · It is an autobiograph­
ical novel and contains information in lightly dis guised form that · 
Dic�ns had never told anyone , but it als o contains a smugly middle­
class attitude toward life that helps to conceal a degree of defensive -
ness about Dickens ' s de s ires to be genteel himself. The gentile sse 
characte rs ,  like . the Peggottys , Traddle s ,  Betsy Trotwood, are those who 
l07 Angus Wils on, World of Charles Dic kens , P •  207 • 
108 Angus Wilson, World of Charles Dickens , P •  209 • 
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help the hero .  Micawber is the product o f  Dickens ' s  attitude toward his 
fathe r. But the theme of prudence that pe rvades all the relations hips 
is not conducive to moral insight . Dickens 1 s insight into the re lation-
ships of Iavid and Stee rforth, IG.vid and Dora, David and Uriah Heep are 
what Hardy calls ttie strength of the novel, "intense and local shafts 
which strike deep as human ins ights , honest revelations , and dramatic 
communications • 11109 The reader follows the emotional education of David 
and gradually sees that be low the comedy of Mrs .  Micawber or Betsy 
Trotwood there is much more that is dynamic and complex. He gradually 
learns that love can le ad to ruin , as with the spoiled Steer.forth , and 
that romantic love is not necessarily the ldnd to trust. Dicke ns has 
his gentiles s e  characte rs emphas ize what Anne Strong calls the dange rs 
llO of the "undis ciplined heart" --unfortunately the result is too smugly 
shown • . 
In Bleak House of 1852-.53 . Dickens trie d an experiment with point 
or view by having an omniscient author and a character alte rnat e  in 
narrating the novel, by which device the reader is both inside and out� 
side the story. Esther S�rs on p rovides the moral touchstone of the 
book and he r view is the known c onstant for the reader to iden tify with . 
W. J .  Harvey says that Esthe r is " static , consistent , passive • • • @.nc!) 
109 Hardy, Moral Art, P •  129.  
�lO Charles Dicke ns , The Pe rs onal His tory, Adventures ,  Expe rience 
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good·. "ill He says that Esther is a brake to control Dickens ' s  tendency 
to "episodic instensification, 11 the strong enphasis on episodes rather 
than whole plot line . She is a vdndow--we look through her at the 
. 
112 Dickens world--she is "lucid and neutral. at No author has ever 
created a great character out of passive, static goodness and Dickens 
has added yet another strike against her by making her narrate others • 
praise of her. Engel thinks that Esther is Ilickens • s  alter ego because 
she lacks the usual erotic wish-fulfillment with which Dickens ma.ni-
pulates other women characters • . She is definitely stronger than the 
usual good-woma.n gentilesse  character in Ilickens and there is no doubt 
that Esther stands for the forces of responsibility. As Wilson says , 
she has "guts 11 and courage, in spite of Dickens ' s  usual dwelling on 
•order, thrift and busyness . 1 1  114 
The other gentilesse characters are good in relation to their 
acceptance of responsibility, the theme of Bleak House . Esther is the 
115 
"sane and wholesome standard of morality in a topsy-turvey world. 0 
John Jarndyce does not see as clearly as Esther, but he does take up 
his responsibility for Ada and Richard. As Cockshut notices , Jarndyce 
lll W. J . Harvey, "Chance and Lesign in Bleak House , u  Dickens and 
the · Twentieth Centur.r, ed. John Gross and Gabriel Pearson, rpt. in 
lilckens :  A Collection of Critical Es says , ed. Martin Pri�e (Englewood 
Cliffs , N:J . : Prentice-Hall, Inc . ,  1967), P• 139; see - .4so P• 142 . -
112 Harvey, pp .  137-139. 
ll3 E l 4 nge , p .  12 • 
ll4 Angus Wilson, World of Charles Dickens , P •  2.34. 
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helps only those - mo are pleasant to help--Ada, Richard, Esther--while 
the people whom Dickens criticizes 1 like Mrs .  Jellyby or more partic­
ularly Mrs . Pardiggle , are atteITJ>ting to help those who are not so 
comfortably nice to deal with. One has to agree w.i. th Cockshut that 
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Dickens ' s  genius lay in his incozrparable power or imaginative observa­
tion, not in his intellectua1 comment on what he describes .
116 
While 
his personal biases or prefe rences and the prejudices of his age rray 
stand in the wa::r of his philosophizing, nothing stands in the wa:y of 
his observation.  
Dickens sees the problem of a brutalized proletariat in all its 
stark reality. The briclanaker • s  speech to Mrs .  Pardiggle is an ex- . 
cellent example . · · 
Is my daughte r a-washin? Yes ,  she is a-washin . Look at 
the water.  Smell it ! That ' s  wot we drinks . How do you 
like it , and what do you think of gin, inste ad ! An • t  my 
place dirty? Yes ,  it is dirty--it ' s  nat-rally dirty, · and 
it ' s  nat • rally onwholes oroo ; and we ' ve had five dirty and 
onwholes ome children, as is all dead infants , and so nruch 
the better for them, and for us bes ides . Have I read the 
little book wot you left? No, I an • t  read the little book 
wot you left . There an • t  nobody he re as knows how to read 
it; and if there was , , it wouldn ' t  be suitable to me .  It ' s  
a book fit for a babby, and I ' m not a babby. • • • How 
have I been c onducting of nzyself? iey, I 1 ve been drunk .for 
three days ;  and I •  d a been drunk four, if I ' d  a had the 
money. Don ' t  I never ooan for to go to church? No, I don • t  
never m9 an  for t o  g o  to church . I shouldn ' t  be expected 
there , if I did; the be adle ' s  too genteel for re . And how 
did nv wi£e get the black eye? vlhy, I giv • it her; and if 
she says I didn ' t , she ' s  a Lie ! (�, P •  lh3 ) 
Dickens does not always succeed very ·well with his conscious attempts 
at moralizing, but his genius of observation is unsurpass ed. This 
ll6 Cockshut, pp .  63-65 . 
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brickmaker• s reaction to the questions he knows are coming at him from 
ego-centric Mrs .  P ardiggle and her barging into his hovel .t o help him 
cannot be surpassed by · any of the later realists or natur�ts; but 
Dickens does not put his gentilesse characters {except Alan and Esther) 
. ' 
into the situation of facing this kind of seemingly hopeless despair. 
Dickens him.self had no specific answer for all of the complex questions 
his genius revealed. 
Of the minor characters ,  Alan Woodcou.rt is a pure gentilesse char­
acter. He faces Tom-All-Alone 's as one man using his skill with humane 
respons .ibility. Ada, George Rouncewell, the Bagnets , Boythome , and 
Oharley Neckett are dealt with sympathetically. Dickens sees the com-
laxity of' characte.r more clearly now and is less likely to create an­
gels and devils ; he is now more likely to create fallible but basically 
good characters with gentilesse attributes .  Even Sir Leiceste.r Ledlock 
becones a � gentleman 'While he forgives and waits for Lady �dlock. 
His true nobility and ma.nliness117 come to the surface and Dickens 
allows the reader to sympathize where he once condemned. In Richard 
Carstone Dickens experim::nts �rl.th the 11psychological and moral dete ri• 
118 
oration u that he will study at length in Great Expectations . 
In Bleak House Dickens is trying to study the contradictory ener� 
gies of virtue and injustice , of responsibility and irresponsibility. 
The gentilesse character is more than untested or naive goodness;  he is 
the one who sees the evil and takes up his part of the responsibility 
117 Hardy, 11 Complex:i. ty, " p . .34. 
118 E�ar Johnson, II, 767 .  
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tor that which is closest to him or most within his power. 
In 1854 Dic kens wrote � Tiloos .  He was beginning to understand 
better the difficultie s  of being good. The only real gentiles s e  char-
acter1 Cecilia Jupe , has been dis cussed. Rachael and Stephen Blackpool 
are not very effective because Dickens did not know enough about the 
laborer.119 His satire of the se 1£-made man ( Bounderby) is worth noting 
here ,  however, because Dicke ns had believed in the virtue of hard work, 
self-help , and self-denial and had risen tha.t way himself . Bounde rby 
shows the ambiguity of that favorite Victorian virtue . The resolution 
ot evil for Louisa is a withdrawal. Angus Wils on explains the change 
thus : ttHenceforth most ambition of a worldly kind will be s our grapes 
in the mouth, the only answer to social despair will be a withdrawal, a 
quietism, a Christian resignation, a very private life of limited good 
works • ,,120 
In Little Dorrit Dic kens returns to his more characte ristic style . 
The complexity and ambiguity of the Dic kens world increases . Meagles , 
the old Ili.ckens benevolent type , now does not ha.ve either the freedom or 
th i . 121 e nnocence to do good works .  He is tainte d by the gentility of 
the Barnacles , even though he wants to fight with Doyce against their 
power at the Circumlocution Office . 11Nr Meagles , however, thoroughly 
enjoyed Young Barnacle . • • • Mr Meagles seeme d to feel that this 
Small spice of Barnacle :Ln!>arte d  to his table the flavour of the whole 
119 Edgar Johnson , II, 8ll-12 . 
120 Angus Wils on, World of Charles Dickens � p.  236 • 
121 House , p. 166 . 
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family-tree . In . its pre sence his frank, fine , genuine qualities paled; 
he was not so easy, he was not so natural, he was · striving after some­
thing that did not belong to him, he was not himself. u122 Gentility 
taints ; it affects even the gentilesse characte rs .  Furthermore , Meagles 
is part of Dickens ' s  better understanding of the complexity of love that 
can stifle or spoil its objects , as can be seen in Pet and Tattycoram• 
Dickens is c oncerne d  with the psychology of his cha�acters --the 
prison of the mind. · Even his gentilesse characters like Arthur Clennam 
and Little Dorrit are tainted . But Dickens continues making miracles 
happen . Williams , in � valuable essay on Dickens • s  vi.si<;m, says that 
this indestructible goodnes s  which is found in Little Dorrit for example 
. is 11 genuine becaus·e it is i.ne:xplicable . 11 123 Realis tically no one can 
tell from me re the good will come . The s ame  environment that produced 
Fanny and Tip also p roduced Little Dorrit . Dickens • s  ability to see 
and to dramatize the ve ry re al. paradoxes and ambiguities of life make 
his vision ·powe rful . This seemingly magic al appearance of virtue from 
the . sane conditi ons that lead t o  vice , the unexplained flowering of love 
. . 
or the energy of goodness that grows up from the seed of original virtue 
'Whe re it :would have been expecte d to have died is part of Dickens ' s  
vision of the truth of the human condition .  Tuspite his disillusion-
122 Charles Dickens ,  Ll.ttle DJrrit, ed . John Holloway ( Baltimore , 
Md. : Pengliin Books , Inc . ,  1967), p. 252. Subse quent refe rences appe ar 
in the text as LD .  Special Note : those novels published by Penguin will 
be quoted as inthe text without the usual periods af'lie r abbreviations . 
12.3 Raymond Williams , The English Novel � Dickens to Lawrence 
(New York: Oxford Univ . P ress , 1970), P • 53 . 
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ments Dickens believed in humanity: "Without closing his eyes on evil and 
unhappiness he believed that goodness · could win a modest victory. 1112
4 
At the end or Little Dorrit, she and Arthur go "quietly down into the 
roaring streets • 11 (�, p . 895 ) Dickens sends them back into the urban 
community to live and by living to demonstrate the modest victory. 
! Tale of � Cities is not about the gentilesse-gentilit� struggle . 
It is about the results of heavy-handed gentility, as was Barnaby Rudge . 
It is a warning to society at large . One feels that it is a catharsis 
tot- Dickens,  an opportunity to spew his frustration and anger and re• 
. bellion onto society. Those who ·might be gentilesse characters , Lucie, 
Lorry, Dr. Manette, and Darnay, are psychologically and morally un­
developed. Only Sidney Carton is developed as a gentilesse character-- · 
this tine one who has failed in his earlier life but who comes to find 
his life by losing it. Edgar Johnson says that each main character is 
an aspect of Dickens himself but that he most identi.fies with Carton 
through whom he could show his longings and fears and the grandeur of 
. 
t • 1
25 
renuncia ion. 
. 
In Great Expectations of 1860 Dickens came back to the theme of 
gentility-gentilesse . The progress of Pip is followed as he moves from 
gentilesse to gentility and back again.  Pip ' s  expectations will be 
studied below in detail during the discussion of Dickens ' s  conversion 
characters . Here it should be noticed th::it there is a specific gen­
tilesse pole in Great Expectations . Through Joe, Bid_dy, the £orge, and 
124 Edgar Johnson, II , 903.  
125 . Edgar JohnsonJ II , 973, 981 . 
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the country Dickens creates a moral standard from which Pip moves .  
Dickens does not use the traditional image of the pure country, however� 
�I.rs . Joe , Orlick, Pumblechook, Miss Havisham, and Estella are all from 
this saioo rural environment, but Dickens does use part of the traditional . 
rural-urban setting to show the division in Wemmick, who is what could 
be cal.led a gentilesse character at hone and a gentility character at 
the office . Pau1 Pickrel sees Hr. Jaggers as both a parallel and con-
trast to Joe . He argues that when co�ared to Mrs . Joe·, Pumblechook, 
and Miss Havisham and their "sharp trafficking i.'1 emotions Mr. Jagge rs ' 
. reliance on facts seems honest and dignified. u126 He thinks that 
Ili.ckens saw that in real life the analytical approach to problems is 
much more successful than Joe ' s  poetic approach--uthe feeling that 
things somehow hang together and make sense,  that we can somehow relate 
ourselves as a whole to experi.ence �1127--but that he wishes to show the 
human need for Joe ' s  approach . Jaggers is an anomaly to most critics 
and this suggestion which eJ<Plains him as a good man who is using the 
wrong approach to life is one of the few attempts to explain him at all • 
. 
It should be noted also that the poetic view of life and the pr:i.ma.ey 
gentilesse character this time is a man .  Joe saves Dickens from his 
USua1 problem with making good women good for readers of more than the 
Victorian period. The gentilesse qualities of Joe are con:plicated 
l�6 Paul Pickrel, " Gre at Expectations , "  Essays in the Teaching of 
English : Renorts of the Yale Confe rence on the Teaching of English, e d· 
Edward J. Go rdon and Edwards . Noyes ,  rpt. in Dickens : /);, Collection of 
Critical Ess ays , ed. l.!a.rtin Price {Englewood Cliffs ,  N . J . : Prentice-
Hati, Irie . ,  1967 ) ,  p .  164 . 
127 Pickrel, p. 164 . 
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though. Joe is tainted with, not the love for, but the respect for 
gentility and its trappings . Biddy sees more clearly than Joe through 
the moral effect of Pip • s expectations . Matthew Pocket, Pip • s gen­
tilesse friend in London, is almost ruined by Pip 1 s gentility and ex­
anple of free -spending irrespons ibility . Great EJ<pectations is Dickens ' s  
most direct study or the moral question of gentilesse and gentility. 1
28 
The imagery of Dickens ' s  last complete novel, Our Nutual Friend, is 
most _stx?-king •  Dlst--�hat conglomeration of garbage , sewage, and all 
manner of refuse--stands for money and thus the false gentility of the 
. Podsnaps :i Venee rings , and their group of the midclle class . The gen-
tilesse characters ,  the Boffins , come from the lowest clas s e s  and are 
raised up by a quirk of fate. Johns on sayS that Dickens here renounce s  
11the dominant values of conventional and acquisitive respectability, 
and sharply �pudiate� the faith he once had in the Che erybles and 
the Rouncewells . 11129 The new pillars of society, Podsnap , Boots , Brewer� 
130 
Veneering, have uno fa.i.th and n o  principles save those of power. a 
The gentilesse values are found in the unsuccessful and in the misfit • 
. 
Although Orwell thinks that Dickens has come full circle again to rely 
in . 
. 131 . nl rt .  11 t on dindual kindness as the remedy, he is o y pa ia Y correc , 
· 128 An interestmg comparison of David Copoerfield and Great �­
pectations appears in Enge l • s Maturity of Dickens which shm.JS the 
changes in Dic kens ' s  attitudes and how they are reflecte d in the later 
novel) PP • 146-47 .  
129 Edgar Johns on, II , 1042 .  
l30 Edgar Johnson, II , 1042. 
131 Orwell, "Charles Dickens , 11 Discus sions , P •  33. 
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because there is no rerredy of the Cheeryble type in � Mutual Friend. 
Baffin ' s  money is useles s  to him; 132 he cannot do good with i�--Betty 
runs aWa.y from it, Bella is ruined by it, Johnny cannot be saved by it. 
The renedy for gentility and the miseries it causes is love and in di-
vidual control. Goodness cones from the foster-parents : Boffin , Betty, 
Ri.ah (to Je�ny) . The gove mment of Podsnap and Veneering in its par-
ental role is hopeless . The aristocracy is feeble rather than �vil . 
Engel s ays that the terror of .this feebleness is port�ayed in Wraybum 
who is too careless to even protect himself. 133 The combination of the 
lower and upper classes against the middle is considered at the end of 
the novel, but it is obvious that the lowe r clas s ,  Lizzie ,  is the 
stronger; and the fear that the uppe r class , Wrayburn ,  will raise one 
up and leave . the . moral situation as it stands or worse yet wilJ. corrupt 
the lower class as it corrupted the middle with false gentility is 
never examined in this novel. All of the gentilesse characte rs are 
complex; they all have faults and wealmess e s , but Dickens wants to show 
through the image of the riYer and of drowning , the symbol of death and 
I I 
resurrecti on , that indiv:i.dual re demption is p ossible . But in the end 
Podsnap remains • . Jolli'"lson s ays " Our Mutual Friend is The Wasteland of 
Dickens • s work. ul34 
The Wstery of Edwin Drood is incomplete and · cannot be analyzed - - -- --
ve ry well .  Reverend Crisparkle and Mr. Ta.rtar show more positive manly 
132 Hous e ,  p .  169. 
lJJ Engel, p .  137 . 
134 Edgar Jolms on , II ,  1043 . 
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good and Mr .  Gre'Wgious is a good lawyer. Wilson .notes that they are 
private forces of good fighting evil.135 Dickens trusts in the nheal.th 
. 136 ot human nature itself • 11 . It would be ea:sy to say that Dickens lost 
his powe r  to face the despair he had created in almost overwhelnti.ng 
waves in Bleak House , Little Dorrit , Great Expectations , and � :Mutual 
Friend--in all he had believed in the cork-like power of individual 
human goodness . In Edwin Drood he appears to have· been beginning an-
other but longer study in abnormal psychology. Society, or gentility, 
is much less important, though it is still attacked, but in this novel 
individual forces of good and evil vie in psychological warfare within 
the novel as within the mind.  
Dickens could not eJq>lain his vision intellectually; he  knew that 
human goodness was not limited by place , or time , or person but flowered 
in unexpected places;  he knew the power of gentility and the .futility 
of trying to change Podsnap, but his vision would not let itself' be 
drowned by despair. He dramatized the resilience of the unpredictable 
grass of human goodness that was mowed down, trod under foot , tested 
with fire , and still ins iste d  on returning green in the cracks of the 
sidewalk and at the top · of the dust heap . 
· In disc�ssing th� gentilesse characters in Dickens ' s  work, the 
modem reader invariably has trouble sympathizing with Dickens ' s  good 
women characte rs .  Perhaps a short discussion here will clarify 
Dickens ' s attitude toward this subject . Young in his discussion o.f 
l3.5 Angus Wils on, World £!: Charle s Dickens , P •  291 . 
l36 Edgar Johns on, I I ,  1126 .  
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·women ' s  educatio� in Victorian England says that the nineteenth century 
man liked his women ignorant and · good; from the goodness evolved chari­
table se rvice and .from woman ' s  traditional doma.in came the care o:t child-
ren and the �ick which, combined, led to the woman a.a teacher· and nurse· •. 
Ibsen. took his title , The Doll ' s  House , from Bella in �  Mutual Friend, 
but Dickens never developed this idea at all--it was a Late Victo rian 
theme .137 Dickens was outwardly a man of his age in attitude �ow_ard 
-wedding bells , tiny feet , and purity. He does not deal directly with 
love in a sexual way at all, even though he does not avoid sexual prob-
lems like prostitution, illegitimacy, incompatibility and divorce , and 
sadism and lesbianism. Angus Wilson tries to examine the paradox o:t 
Dickens ' s  apparent- emotional immaturity in dealing with the goodness or 
the love relationship -which was at the same time so important to the 
gentilesse concept by saying that u • • •  he was a strongly sensual man ,  
he had a deep social and emotional need for family life and love , he 
had a COJTi>ens ating claustrophobic dislike of the domestic scene , and he 
woke up to the s e contradictions in his sexual make -up very late . 1 1138 
It seems generally agreed that Ed.nnlnd Wils on was correct vihen he said 
that Dickens • s characte rs like Little Nell a..tld Rose Ma.ylie are patte rned 
·ai'ter his idealization of" his dead sister-in-law Mary Hogarth and his 
character type of the n devoted and seli'-ef"facing little mous e , who 
hardly aspires to be loved" l39 c omes from Georgina. Hogarth his house -
137 Young, pp . 90-92 . 
138 Angus Wils on , 11Heroes and Heroines , 11 PP • 17-18 . 
l39 Edmund Wilson, p .  58 . 
keeper sister-in-law. These last characters , Ruth Pinch, Esther, and 
Little Dorri t, conveniently take care of everything .14° Dicke ns  had a 
"dictatorial mania for orderlinessul4l as a reaction to his Micawber-
like parents . This causes the well-known obsession with key-jingling, 
busy, efficient little women whose goal in life is to clean cupboards 
72 
and watch afte r the idealized little feet of which Dickens himself would 
rather have had fewer .  Angus Wilson protests that no woman character 
has a mole body and whole mind. 142 
Ellen Teman has been discussed at great length and more has been 
14 . 
said about he r than is p robably subs tantiated. 3 A great deal of 
critical analysis of the late r  WOm3n characters is based on her almost 
entirely and most ·critics p raise Estella and Bella and even Helena Land-
less as better wonen characters because of he r presence in Di ckens ' s 
life . This does not seem to be refle cted so well in the characters 
themselves thoug4 . 
With good women characters Dickens does not seem to feel relaxed. 
He seems unable to use his amazing imaginative powers of observation on 
. 
the life and person of Rase M�ylie , Kate Nickleby, Little Nell, Yary 
Graham, Mrs .  P�rrybingle , or Agnes Wickfield as he can on Fanny Sque ers , 
the · Marchioness ,  Dolly Varden ,  Nrs . Gamp, or Charity Pecksniff . In 
140 Edmun d Wilson,  pp . 45-46 , 58 . 
141 Angus Wilson, World of Charles Dickens , P • 252 . 
142 Angu$ Wilson, World of Charles Dickens ,  P •  103 . 
143 See Ada Nisbet • s  book Dicke ns and :Sllen Te rnan and Edward 
Wagenknecht 1 s repJies and arguments , particularly Dickens and � 
2.0andalmongers .  
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nLckens • s  first novels he seems almost afraid of those gentilesse woroon. 
Esther is :much more clever and acid in her observations than any of 
those first good woioon would have been allol'�d to be . It is a.l.Joost as 
though that. wman of equal curiosity and intelligence that Dickens 
wanted but was at the saroo time afraid to want and which resulted in 
his deliberate marriage to a woman 'Who could be ttguided" was continually 
hau..'lting him. He is afraid to touch his good women so his best devel­
opment of women characters came in his problem woren--Ed.ith �mbey, 
LoUisa Gradgrind, and less so in Estella and Bella. 
These four woioon characters deroonstrate Dickens 1 s atte�t to show 
inner acti,on; they see themselves and dislike what they see . Hardy notes 
�·In their sensuali'ty and their exposure to experience they are as di!'-
, 
terent as they could be from the complacencies of Dickens ' s  ideals , Agnes 
or Esther Sumroorson, and have most in connnon with the prostitute with the 
heart; of gold, Nancy or Martha, as Edith clearly sees , drawing her 
DX>ther • s  attention to it in a fine ironic flight . 11144 Edith exclaims 
to ·her mother on the night before he r wedding : ttThere is no slave in a 
market, there is no horse in a .fair, so shown and offered and examined 
and paraded, Mother, as I have been, for ten sharooful years • • • • 
Have I been hawked and vended he re and there , until the last grain of 
Belt-respect is dead within re , and I loathe rnyself? "J.45 Hardy 
finds that Edith is ntckens • s  most successful analysis , though most 
144 Hardy, Moral Art , p .  59. 
145 Charles Dickens ,  D:>mbey and Son {New York: New AJoo rican Li­
brary, 1964 ) ,  p .  415 . Subse quent references appear in the text as IB .  
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critics would find othe�wise , and discus ses her detachment , sel.£-analy- . 
sis, and ins ight which shows Dickens • s  sensitivity to character$ who 
see the way but cannot follow it. 146 Dickens was finding that it was 
harder to do good than he had thought before . Edi th wears her bore-
dom as a mask for moral energy, l47 which .is her vulnerable spot and 
which can only be shown to Florence who will not attack he r  later. 
Ili..ckens shows inner action by silences , motions , and use of images . He 
overdoes s ome s cenes , such as the confrontations between Edith and 
Canter, but he sees the duality of mind and the retreat from conver­
. sion. Edith is a character mo rejects the hypocrisy of gentility, 
who \>rears a genteel mask t o  cover her gentilesse qualities , but 'Who 
ldl.en faced 1-rith the gentilesse action finds herself capable only of its 
rejection and a retreat into . revenge . ttA .  o . Cockshut remarks that 
Dickens ' s  good characters make goodness  seem very easy. Characters like 
. 148 Edi th are important becaus � they make goodness seem very hard. u 
Moral insight is dramatized in Edith, in Louisa it becomes more 
149 
incoherent , · in Estella it is only implied, and Bella shows its las t  
vestiges as a surface unde r  'Which a gentiles se character i s  waiting to 
come out . While Hrs . Skewton affects 1 1feeling" 1mich Edith must react 
against, Mr. Gradgrind affects pure rationality but Louisa ' s  reaction is 
146 Hardy, Moral �' p . 60. 
147 Hardy, Horal Art, p . 62 . 
148 Hardy, Moral Art , P • 67 . 
149 Hardy, Moral Art , p .  74. 
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not as coherent as Edi th 1 s . Louisa is led by misplaced feeling for Tom 
into a loveless marriage and by lack of response to her groping emotions 
almost int? adultery. �he has a " capacity for damnation . ul50 But 
!Duisa as a character is not strong enough or well enough defined to tie 
the novel together only on the basis of her response to the enforced 
lack of feeling which is the novel ' s  the100 . She is searching for the 
gentilesse experience but without any guide to find it loses herself in 
a perversion of love . Louisa 1 s reserve mas ks �he real . feeling that she 
was never allowed to show just as Edith 1 s boredom masla? the real feeling 
that she must never allow he rself to reveal . 
Estella ' s  moral insight is never shown--she is weaker than either 
Edith or l.Duisa because she is not a fighter. Her divided character and 
her problems with h�r lack of "heart" are not dramatized. She is not 
shown struggling with the necessity of gentilesse and the grave diffi­
culties of taking the action of acceptance . Her refusal of Pip to avoid 
hurting him must be read bet-ween the lines .
151 
The problem with the 
ending is partially caused by this lack of insight into Estella--the 
. 
reader has seen no struggle . 
0Bella is a :much less clear-sighted and intelligent character than 
the · other three , needi;ng her ' glaring instance 1 , as she calls it . 
n152 
Hardy says that although she talks about her evil qualities she never 
actually does or even seriously considers doing anything worldly or 
l50 Hardy, Moral Art, p .  14; see -also pp . 69-70. - -
151 
Hardy, Moral �' pp.  73-74. 
152 Hardy, Moral Art, p .  75.  
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sordid at all .153 She has been taken in by the promises of . gentility. 
She has a mask too, but it covers the goodness behind it rather too 
playfully to have anything near the power of Edith ' s  or Louisa ' s · divided 
character. 
Bella is a conversion characte r; she changes from gentility to 
gentilesse but her conve rsion is more like a struggle to be born as her-
self with the Bo.f.fins as midwives than a real change of charac te r. 
Dickens use d  conve rsions throughout his career as signs of the powe r  of 
love or innocence or goodness to affect the h\unan heart . At first 
Dickens ' s  characters did not change ; they were either good or evil 
{with the _exception of Jingle who was 11converte d11 by Pickwick ) or in 
the supporting cast and that was it . In l'artin Chuzzlewit and A Christ� 
� Carol, both written in 1843,  there are conversions . Scrooge , as a 
symbol or society, be comes aware of what really surrounds him and turns 
to benevolence and comnrunity from greed and isolation . Martin Chuzzlewit , 
Jr. ,  who is one of the examples of the selfishne ss theme , sees the e rror 
. or his ways through the outside example of Mark Tapley and his own ex-
perience of 11the sickness unto death " in America. Dickens ' s  conversions 
depend upon the converted character ' s  recognition or his own fault . 
' Though Dickens may s ay. that the change took months , as Hardy notes , it 
happens in one page and the conve rted character does not lapse . 1
54 
nLckens uses his imagination to provide the "glaring instance " for the 
l.53 Harey, lbral �' p .  76 . 
l54 Hardy, Moral �' PP • 28-32 .  
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unimaginative man .  In A Christmas Carol the arguments are acted out. 
It is 11the fantasy as a realistic suggestion of hypnotic the rapy. n155 
Martin is also jolted by an acting out of two parallel situations in his 
and Mark' s parallel sicknesses • . In the Christmas tales the conve rsions 
of Toby, Tackleton, Jeddlar, and Redlaw . come about from misery, love , 
and goodness dramatized. In Mr. Dombey Dickens shows the tragic he ro 
reduced by his orm acts and thus forced to accept the love he had. re-
jected. In Steerforth there is a hint of psychological understanding, 
-
while David ' s heart is dis ciplined. The reader sees the psychological 
_ problems of Richard Carstone and the Chancery dependents who do not see 
the futility of their expectations until it is too late for them to act 
out their renunciations of gentility on earth . In � Times niclr..ens 
analyzes how people come to be what they are 156 and again a man, Grad-
gririd, is reduced by his own actions . In ! Tale of � Ci ties the reader 
watches from the outside as Carton is transformed by the regeneration of . 
his spirit .157 But until Pip the reader never gets inside to watch the 
vital s truggle between gentility and gentilesse going on in the char-
, I 
acter '  s thoughts and thus never before feels what the character himself' 
feels before his conve rsion . Dickens ' s  basic thematic struggle between 
the ·  good in individuals ( gentile s se ) and the evil in individuals and 
finally in society ( gentility ) develops into its potential .in -his liter 
novels and most particularly in Gre at E:xpe ctations . 
155 Hardy, Moral �, pp . 36-37 . 
156 Ednnmd Wilson, p .  65. 
157 Engel, p . 180. 
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In Great E?cpectations gentilesse , the inner moral and ethical con­
dition of the supe rior man, is opposed to gentility, or society' s defi­
nition of the superior man as he is made known by the external accouter-
ments or wealth and social rank. Caste , lrlhich Stevens on puts at the 
heart of the English social system, 158 and its partner, wealth , are at­
tacked for their tendency to corrupt human virtue . Pip ' s  gentilesse is 
destroyed by society, which transforms "instinct into calculation, 
human love into manipulation, generosity into greed, spontaneity into 
sha.IOO and ambition. 11159 In Great Expectations Dickens ' s  staterrent about 
the falsity of society' s definition of gentility is centered on Pip, who 
t . . al . . 160 t al moves . hrough Wia.t Stange likens to a di ectic progression:  na ur 
virtue , rejection ·of gentilesse in favor of gentility, and finally aban­
domoont of his false values and a mature acceptance of his limitations . 
Great Expectations is a highly structured presentation of the futility 
ot self-delusion and the destructive results of the victimization which 
arises when individuals follow society ' s  definition of superior be-
havior and, as Wilson says,  when hwnans make either puppets or idols of 
161 • their fellow creatures • 
. Sylvere Monod· says the struggle is moral: 162 between . f'aithf.'ulness 
158 
' 
Stevenson , The English Novel, p .  352 . 
l59 Hardy, later Novels , p .  33 . 
160 Stange, P• 74. 
l6l Angu� Wilson, ° Children, u P• 226.  
l62 Sylvere Monod, Dicken s the Novelist (Norman, Okla. : Univ• 0£ 
Oklahoma. Press, 1967 ) ,  p .  481. 
-
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. to  Joe and his gentilesse and the lure of gentility presented by Estella 
and then by Pip ' s  expectations which demand that Joe be rejected. Pip 
at the time of his expectations is not spiritually strong enough to 
i'ight off society ' s  pretensions and so must reject gentilesse because it 
is as sociated in his mind with Joe who is not socially acceptable . He 
goes through his \.Jhole period of expectation passively and only regains 
active will once his pretensions are stripped from him and he can see 
that gentilesse , or inner goodness of spirit, has nothing to do with 
rank or wealth, but is an inte rnal condition of men which must be fought 
for and defended on any degree of the social scale . 
Pip 1 s  initial condition is a gentilesse of innocence in which his 
act of charity and mercy toward Ma.gwitch becomes a crine against society . 
Structurally Pip ' s scenes with Ma.gwitch in the graveyard are an excep­
tionally concise introduction of the primary plot, although the reader 
is unaware of it at the time . At the moment men Pip is first aware of 
�elf' and "the identity of things u163 he performs a good deed, iron­
ically by stealing, which brings a reward to him that appears to cause 
. 
his disintegration as an .ethical individual, but which ultimately leads 
through a paini'ul d.isillusiorunent to reconciliation and acceptance in a 
gentilesse of experience . Joe also has a gentilesse of innocence , but 
Joe is not cowed by s ociety into a guilt complex about helping a • •poor 
mise rable fellow-creatur. 1 1 {GE, p . 37 )  He has come t o  a mature under­
standing and acceptance of himself and his situation, but he did not have 
163 Charle s  Dickens Great Exoectations (New York: Washington Square 
Press , 1956 ) , p . 1. Sub�equent references appear in the text as �· 
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to be taught by the pain and disillusionment which Pip must go through. 
Archibald Coolidge says that . Great Expectations is "a unified, care­
. 164 fully shaped novel on the dangers of having fairy godmothers . 11 In-
deed many critics have called at1;ention to the fact that the plot line is 
the fairy tale turned upside down (beginning with Pip ' s  upside down view 
of the graveyard and Magwitch ) , that the moral is the folly of living in 
fantasy--what Ford calls "an ironic expose of the Cinderella theioo . n165 
The magic .fulfillment actually occurs in the form of Pip ' s _expectations. 
-
Suddenly he does not have to be coarse or connnon. He does not have to 
win the princess since she will be given to him by the fairy godmothe r 
(S!_, p .  152 ) ,  at least so  he thinks until the ogre166 _appears to smash 
his fantasy. Pip ceases all activity and watches the wand wave . over 
him, presenting him with all mate rial and educational requirements for 
entrance into the status of gentleman . 
Pip • s  expectations have made him both a victim and a victimizer, 
both used by and a user of others . Dorothy Van Ghent has an interesting 
study of the relationships and inversions of the human and nonhuman in 
Great Expectations in wW..ch she stresses the "thingness " of human beings 
when . they lose their inner life , when things are more importa'Ylt than 
pe ·1 16 7 p . • ts t op e and people are used as things by each other. rice poin o 
/' 
164 Archibald Coolidge , Jr. , Charles Dickens � Serial Nove list 
(Ames , Iowa: Iowa State Univ. Press , 1967 ) 1  p .  170. 
165 Ford, _!teaders , p .  37. 
166 Pickrel , p .  161. 
167 8 Van Ghent, � English Novel, pp .  12 -131.  
actions of the whole town to Pip during the three major stages of his 
career. ul71 
Although Pip looks down on his humble origins and on his forme r  
country associates as "poor cre ature s 0  far below him (GE,  p .  141 ) ,  he 
consistently fee lS  guilty about his tre atment of Joe and tries to ra-
tionalize it with s ocially acceptable re as oning almost immediate ly. 
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Joe ' s  learning and manners just will not do , he tells Biddy (GE ,  p .  143 ) .  
But Pip is never consciously c rue l  or malicious toward Joe , . only thought­
less . and weak. He is passive in his delusion, and though Joe 1 s 1rorld is 
insufficient for Pip and though he can never return , Pip is neve T  either 
forcefully hurtf'ul or helpful to Joe . 172 Coolidge has formulated an 
interesting an alySis or Dickens ' s  pas sive p rotagonists , who do not di ­
rect events o r  arrange things around them but whose primary behavior is 
reaction, sensitive reflection on stimuli which Dicke ns arranged . The 
re ade r  is made to worry about what will happen, to see events ove r var­
ious shoulde rs ,. to be involve d in the hero ' s  life , and to care partic ­
ularly about how those dange rous or mysterious expe riences will stiirru.­
late a psychological refo�tion . 17 3  In Pip ' s  case the re ade r hove rs 
. about worrying about Pip and his mis c onceptions , in suspe nse ove r how 
Pip · can eve r fin d his :way back to the goodness of Joe when he has be en 
guilty of such blindness and thoughtlessne�s . 
171 Ruth M. Vande Kie ft ,  ttpatte rns of Comrnmic ation in Great Ex­
E._ectations ,  1 1 Nineteenth Century Fiction, 15 (March 1961 ) ,  330 . 
172 Robert Garis ,  " Dickens Critic ism, 1 1  Vic torian S-tudies , 7 ( June 
1964 ) ,  385 . 
173 Coolidge , pp . 143, 155 . 
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When the revelation comes and the ogre turns out to be the fairy 
godfather, Pip is sn obbishly repulsed. Magwitch 1 s  expectation has been 
realized but the re sult is a c reation vmo hates him. Johns on brin gs out 
clearly that t·zhile Pip thought of his benefactor as a member of the upper 
clas s ,  he did not mind his parasitic role , and in fact after the reve-
lation he still did not mind being a parasite , but he was loathe to feed 
on such a low-class host as Ma.gwitch. l74 He thinks in pain th�t ttit was 
for the convict • • •  that I de se rte d Joe 11 (GE, p .  311 ) ,  as though i.f 
it were for Mis s Havisham and he r s ocial rewards he would have no qualm, 
but a convict does not p os s e s s  inhe rited, thus high-class ,  we alth. 
Ultimately Pip 1 s long forgotten gentilesse ·which requires charity, 
forgiveness , and gratitude tells him that he must help Magwitch. He rbe rt 
Pocket provides the necessary conscience reinforcement , but condescen-
sion sticks to. Pip ' s  manner until the loss of his genteel fantasy and 
wealth gradualli allows him to give and act rathe r than rece iving pas -
sively as he has been doing .  He es capes despair, Mille r says , by 
sacrificial love in the Kierkegaardian dialectical sense . As a gentle-
. 
man he had s ocial freedom but was in ethical slave ry--as a s e rvant 
of �!agwitch he gains hirns e lf  by losing himself . - In isolation they turn 
to each othe r only.
17� Pip ' s  enlightenment come s through his recogni­
tion of his COIJ¥>licity in s o cial guilt and he s ees that money, rank, or 
education give gentility but n ot gentile sse , or the spirit of humanity, 
l?4 Edgar Johns on, II , 987 . 
l75 J . Hillis Miller, Charle s Dickens : The World of His Nove ls 
(Cambridge , Hass . : Harvard Univ . Pres s ,  1958),pp .  274=270:-
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· without which a gentleman cannot be a man. Their fantasy has udwinclled 
into huma.nity. u176 
Society' s judgment of Magwitch· in the legal form of his trial is 
iooaningless to his inner condition, which can be revealed only in inter-
action with other men. Dickens is using this case as a s ocial symbol . 
According to Collins , death was no longer the automatic penalty in cases 
like Magw.itch 1 s , l77 but by standing by Magrrl.tch Pip actively reaft'irms 
his gentilesse in the face of s ociety. Dickens ' s  prison-like world 
trapped its victims by using familial, educational, legal, and monetariJ 
systems or institutions . He pictured the "wolves who stalke d through 
these institutional forests , n · and then showed that safety from them lay 
. 178 in sympathy and love for others . 
Di.clr�ns produced in Gre at Expectations a study of 11 a turning from 
self-regard to love and s ocial responsibility, u179 from gentility to 
gentilesse . Pip is shown his defect and is required to go through the 
pain of re-evaluation in order to be brought to a higher level of inne r 
quality. Society ' s pe rve rsion of gentilesse into gentility has been 
. 
graphically defeated in the particular and concrete yet universal ar-
tistic vis ion of the human neces sity of gentilesse . 
l76 Price , p .  4 • . 
177 Philip Collins ,  Dickens and Crime ( London : Macmillan & Co . ,  
Ltd. ,  1962 ) ,  p . 281 . 
178 Coolidge , pp .  1-a .· . 
l79 Hardy, 11 Change of Heart, 11 p .  49. 
CHAPTER III 
GENTILITY 
This thesis concentrate s on the opposition between the idea of gen­
tiles se, personal, hmna.ne virtue , and gentility, the s ocially accepted 
virtues . Gentility come s  originally .from the word gentilesse but has 
been perverte d into ITE aning the virtues of style , money, birth , powe r, 
and e ducation rather than Chaucer ' s  definition of the 11 gentil 11 man .  
The accoute·rments o f  rank are worshipped by ·those below the aristocracy 
and are yearned for as signs of gentility. In nineteenth-century England 
the middle clas s was growing in number and power. A rather marke d  three 
clas s system a rose which was also s·een by othe r observers , particularly 
by Matthew Arnold, who analyzed that society in Culture � Anarchy in 
which he explained :  "Thus we have got three distinct te rms ,  Barbarians , 
Philistine s ,  Populac e ,  to denote roughly the three great clas s es into 
which our s ociety is divide d • • • • u1 The middle class , Philis tines ,  
had just enough money t o  be concerned with being genteel. With money 
. 
they Could copy the style and education Of the old nobility, Barbarians , 
as well as exert a ve cy cons iderable amount of power in government and 
economics .  
Pe rhaps by obse rving Ili.ckens ' s  family one can see the gentility 
idea in action . Di ckens ' s  pate rnal grandmothe r was a se rvant but his 
fathe r beca.IOO a Navy Pay Cle rk and gradually rose in that service . The 
1 Matthew Arnold, Culture and Anarchy, The Portable Matthew Arn old , 
ed. Lionel Trilling (New York: Viking Pres s ,-'1949), P •  534. 
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family atte11¥?ted to live in a genteel style . John Dickens continually 
over-spent his income in order to maintain this 1 1style" of living and 
thus was gradually re duced to debtor • s prison. Charles grew up reading 
books and expe cting to .be bette r than the laborers and clerks around him, 
so that his reduction to the Blacldng Warehouse was a vertJ great shock. 
Forster includes Dickens •s own account in his biography: 
� •· • (I] felt my early hopes of growing up to be a lean:ied 
and distinguished man crushed in rrry breast. The deep remem­
brance of the sense I had of being utterly neglected and hope­
less; of the shame I felt in my position; of the misery it was 
to my young heart to believe that, day by day, what I had 
learned, and thought, and delighted in, and raise d  rrry fancy 
and my emulation up by, was pas sing away from me ,  never to 
be brought back anymore ;  cannot be written . Ny whole nature 
was so  penetrated with grief and humiliation • • • that even 2 
now • • •  [I] wander des olately back to that tirae of my life . 
The idea that he should work as a common laborer appalled him; he feared 
for his existence as a gentleman,  but rigidly maintained his difference 
so that he was called 11the young gentleman" by his fellow worke rs . 3 
Dickens was poor until he published Pickwick Papers and constantly 
drove himself to reach some kind of social status and freedom from 
poverty. His pove rty made pim unsuitable for an alliance with Maria 
Beadnell, though he courted her for four years . He taught himself 
shorthand and beca.roo a reporter--his drive, sld..11, and energy made him 
well-known in that profession. '·Jhen he published . Sketches by Boz he 
becaroo suddenly successful and Pickwick was a triwrrph .  He began earning 
at a great rate but was neve r totally free of money worries because he 
2 Forster, I,  22-23. 
3 Forster, I, 26. 
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wanted the style that he considered neces sary. Yet Dickens as an author 
belonged to no class . In his first books Pickwick, Cheeryble , Brownlow, 
and Garland have money to do good with, and they can act . But money 
ceases to be Dickens 1 s answer for the miseries of the world 1-men he 
gradually learns the te rrible e ff€ cts of the pursuit of gentility, which 
not only misdirects the energies of the pursuers but causes the neglect 
or the real social p roblems . 
At first when Dickens cried out against s ocial evils he thought or 
them as individual instances of ineptitude ih government or as the work 
or individual villains . By the 1840 • s  IJlckens saw that the perversions 
or personality we re  caused by the greed and hypocrisy of Hartin Chuzzle­
� and by the pride of Dombey and ·�· These themes re fle cted a deeper, 
more gene ral social wrong . He was finding that his society encouraged 
a wrong value system and that this upside down economic and social value 
system was pe rverting the indiViduals it touched. By the 1850 • s Dickens 
was aggressively portraying this false value system in his novels . In 
a lette r to William Nacready in October of 1855 he says that he has "no 
. ' 
present political faith or hope--not a grain , u  and calls the middle 
class " nothing but a poor fringe on the mantle of the upper" · 'Which does 
1 not· even want to be sqved from its bondage to gentility.4 He was p ro­
voked against that very group vmo had provided the saviors of his first 
novels . He saw that the middle class was so busy connecting itself in 
all possible ways with the uppe r that a dange rous breach was formed 
4 Charles Dickens , The Selected Letters of Charles Dickens , e d. 
F .  W. Dupee (New York: Farrar, Straus and Cudahy, Inc . ,  1960), pp .  219, 
220. 
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between the .poor. and the rest of society. The Two Nations that Dis raeli 
spoke of in .  1845 were becoming more and more separated:  • • Two nations ; 
between whom the re is n o  interc ourse and no sympathy; who are as igno-
rant of each othe r ' s habits , thoughts , and feelings , as i.f they were 
dwellers in diffe rent zones , or inhabitants of diffe rent planets ; who 
are formed by a different breeding, are fed by a different food, are 
ordered by different matme rs , and are not gove rned by the same l�ws .  
• • • The RICH AND THE POOR. 1 • 5 Dickens was afraid of the result of 
this breach and the pos sibility of revolution afte r the bad government 
bungles at Sebastopol . •· • Me anwhile , all our English tuft-hunting , toad-
eating, and othe r manifestations of accursed gentility • • • ARE ex-
pressing themselves every day. So , every day, the disgusted millions 
6 
are confirmed and hardened in the ve ry worst of moods . 1 1  
From the beginning Dickens habitually sided with the underdog and 
the outcast . He was considered a sentimental radical, according to 
Humphrey Hous e ,  because of this fact and because of his "reaction 
against the worship of the English Constitution and the affection for 
the English status quo , which were then the established creed and sent­
iloont . 117 In Oliver Twist Dickens sees both sides of the problem of 
Fagin ' s  Gang . He unde rstands and conde mns both sides . He identifies 
with whoever happens to be the victim and changes quickly between char-
5 Benj amin Disraeli, Sybil £!: The � Nations (New York: Al.fred A. 
Knopt, n . d. ) ,  p .  77 . 
6 
Dickens , letter to Layard, April 10, 1855, quoted in Engel, P •  45. 
7 House , p .  170. 
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acters , as Monod. pointed out in a 1962 symposium on Dickens : l-lben Nancy 
is beaten to death he is with her, but when Sikes is fleeing from the 
crime the author is with him. 8 At first Dickens saw the possibilities 
of help coming £rom the newly rich--the middle class that had not lost 
touch with the lower classes --but as the industrial society grew during 
the 18JO • s ,  • 40 • s ,  and • 50 • s  Dickens grew alongside it and saw that his 
hopes were not realized. 
The middle class got its pretensions from the new wealth of the 
older merchant class turned industrialist and financier. According to 
House, "Money is a ma.in theme of nearly every book that Dickens wrote : 
getting,  keeping,· . spending, owing, bequ�athing provide the intricacie s  
of his plots.; character after character is constructed round an attitude 
to money. · Social status without it is subordinate . 11 9  Money is the 
mans to arrive at gentility; with enough money the middle class be­
lieved that eve rything 11 iroportant" about the nobility could be achieved- -:­
style , power, education . The Chaucerian concept of the responsibility 
of nobility was nonexistent . The mid-nineteenth century English s ocie ty 
was a society " on the make . 11 
. Style was the most · important outward sign of gentility. One could 
buy' style lessons from }Irs .  Gene ral or one could buy its representative , 
Mrs .  Merdle . One could live on one ' s appearance alone , like Sir John 
B Sylve re Monod quoted in Dickens Criticism, Past,  Present, and . 
F\lture Directions :  A SJl1iq_)os iurn with George H . Ford, J .  Hillis Eiller, -.. 
Edgar Jolms on, Sylv�re H�nod, and Noel c .  PeyroutO'n, "1-ioderator ( Carri.­
bridge, Hass . :  Charles Dickens Refereiice-center, 1962 ), P •  49. 
9 House,  p . 58 .  
Chester or Blandois . The money requireioont could be reduce d  c onside r-
ably if the appearance foole d enough people . A large �habby genteel 
class hung on the e dge of the old status and gave up the neces s ities in 
order to keep up appe arances . 
The middle class -that had the money to buy the style got it partial-
ly by education . The result of Pip ' s  education is style cnly; the re is 
no sign of intellect but many signs of improved dress and manne r .  But 
b7 imitation of the "Ba.rbarian11 class , the Philis tines did not lose 
their distinctive faults . In fact it seems that in Pod.snap and Vene e r­
ing there is a culmination of all of the bad traits of both the upper 
and middle clas se s .  Arnold specifically mentions the exte rnal quality 
of all. of the girts of the aristocracy and their consequent lack of 
soul and the "incomparable self-satisfactionu of the middle class lmich 
10 
excludes it from the progress of understanding and learning .  Gen-
tility combines these two qualities particularly to the exclusion of all 
the inward and growing ge ntilesse qualities .  
Dickens was also conc e rned with powe r. The aristocracy and the 
. 
newly rich had a considerable amount of power in the gove rnment . Bad 
officials are obvious throughout Dickens ' s  work, but in the later novels 
the whole structure is rotten . Parasites , like Vholes and the Barnacles , 
are eating away at the s tructure with no thought about the eventual 
collapse of the whole upon them all . Dickens • s picture of Parliaioo nt 
and elections is cynical from Pickwick onward . Government doe s not help 
those who need it when they nee d  it . Gradually the results of this 
lo Arnold, pp .  519, 532 . 
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neglect grow worse in the madness and victimization of Bleak · Hous e ,  the 
roontal and physical pris ons of Little Dorrit, the revolution of . !_ Tale 
� � Cities ,  and the despair of � Hutual Friend. · In Great Expecta­
tions goverrunent is not of interest . Power over society is replaced by 
concern with the struggles of the individual within himself. 
Part of the theme of gentility can be observed in Dickens •s re­
action to the industriai revolution and the new urban culture . which was 
developing as he wrote . Morton Zabel calls him a "phenomenon, a pro­
digious comprehensive sensibility, a witness of history in the great 
crisis at which it arrived in mid-Nineteenth Century Europe • 1111 David 
Drlches traces the novel ' s  development fron: Austen, who took the "stable 
and hierarchic society'• for granted, through the socia.l changes of the 
first half of the century, during which time the author was confronted 
with the question of the 11 real relationship between public �steem and 
12 
true· moral worth . " This relationship bet·ween public esteem and moral 
worth is what the opposition of gentilesse and gentility is all about 
in Dickens • s novels . Daiches says that 11 • • • the commonest theme of 
the Victorian novel is the disparity between gentility and morality, 
between the claims of society and the claims of genuine personal integ­
rity • • • •  11 13 These changes were occurring while Dickens wrote, and, 
ll Morton Dau�m Zabel Craft and Character in Hodern Fiction (New , - - --- ---York: Viking Pres s ,  1957 ) , p .  18. 
12 David Daiches ,  The Novel and the Modern World, rev. ed. ( Chicago : 
Univ. of Chicago Press,  1960), p . 3. - ·----:- -
l3 Daiches, p .  25 . 
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. \ 
as the Victorian middle clasn was better understood, the connnitment to
. 
surface conformity and decency became obvious . Dickens ' s  realization of 
this resulte
.
d in his attack in Martin Chuzzlew:i.t and changed his attitude 
toward the · middle class . 
Another result of the social and economic changes was the creation 
ot an urban culture . By setting his characters into this culture Dickens 
dramatized the social and economic , as well as purely personal:, perver-
sions . of humanity. An understanding of Dickens ' s  use of the city is 
ve-r:r important for a complete understanding of how Dickens dramatizes 
his gentility-gentilesse  theme . Zabel calls Dicke�s a " dramatist of 
history and of the moral life; "  he is not a philosopher or theorist . 14 . 
Leslie Fiedle'r in Love and lliath in the .Ame rican Novel .notes that 
the 11urbani·zation of violence , "  . which took place in America in the 
19JO •s ,  was descended from Dante ,  Baudelaire, and Dickens who had �ed 
Florence ,  Paris., and London as · places of terror . 15 lli.ckens used his 
peculiar brand of animism, his demonic vision, to cre�te this city and 
in it he placed isolated, confused, lonely people struggling to find 
themselves . As Miller says , 11The nonhuman world seems menacing and ap­
parently has a secret life of its own, unfriendly to man, while the 
social world is an ine�Jicable game or ritual, in which people solemnly 
enact their parts in an absurd drama governed by nzy-sterious conve�tions . 11
16 
14 Zabel, Craft and Character, P •  21. 
l5 Leslie Fiedler, Love and IEath in the American Novel, rev• ed. 
(New York: Dell Publishing co:-;-1969), Pe 48'9. 
16 Hiller, "Search, " p. 101 . 
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Williams calls this the "crisis of the knowable community."17 Dickens 
is an urban writer in a society in which the former class connnunity has 
disintegrated for the writer because the Victorians discovered "that 
there was no necessary correspondence between class and morality. u 18 
When the recognizable community of England was discovered to contain 
more than Jane Austen ' s  single class there was a new burst of ·creative 
energy. Dickens emerged as the new urban author; George Eliot and Hardy 
Pr:i.lna1?J.Y re-examined the old rural culture . Dickens sees a new reality 
and creates a ·new novel in which uhis method � his experience . ul9 
_. / 
Isolation in the crowd, co�lication, rush, noise , Il'zy'Ste ry, coinci-
dence, ind.ifference --his way of seeing things is his form. This new 
form does not co� to .America until after Henry Jan)3 s has examined his 
sing1e class as Austen did; then the American novel comes to the urban 
crisis that England had faced in Dickens ' s work and sees her rural poor 
and her new urban centers . Ford says that the relationship between 
Shakespeare and Dryden is repeated in Dickens and James and that while 
the gain caine in areas of technic� sld.11 in each case , strength was 
20 lost in proportion. 
. 
Dickens ' s  way of seeing people and society is dramatized in his 
novels . The individual moral p roblem of, say, Nr. Dombey becomes in his 
Vision a social question , a reflection of and reflected in the s ocial 
17 Williams, 
lB Williams , 
19 Williams , 
The English Novel, 
� English Novel,  
The English Novel, 
2° Ford, Readers , p .  212 . 
p . 16 . 
p . 23 . 
p .. 32 .  
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conditions of the time . 21 Thus Dickens ' s  m0ral criticism becomes neces-
sarily social criticism and both are embodied in his method of writing; 
the human and s ocial condition is portrayed in art rather than through 
j ouxna.listic facts . Social conQition is always seen at the level 0£ 
human condition : the workhouse becomes Oliver, the Yorkshire s chool 
becoioos Smike , the curse of the sl� becoroos Jo, the lure of gentility 
beco�s Pip . At the sane time the human condition is refle cted in the 
way 0£ seeing the world, su�h as the claustrophobia, the street laby-
.. 
rinths, the £ear of falling and suffocating which fill the first half 
or Oliver Trtist and reflect the condition of Oliver ' s humanity to the 
reader. According to Williams , . the vision in literature is not a matter 
of policy or factual report .but "a whole way of seeing that . is connnuni­
cable to others ,  and a dramatization of values that becomes an action . 11 22 
This aspect of Dickens ' s  vision nrust be recognized before the force 
of his novels can appear. Die.kens was bitterly cri"t:.icized for his 
"unrealistic " coincidences and mysteries,  ,:ihich he believed we re a true 
and vital characte ristic of the urban culture . His use of animism, 
hallucination,  and dreams confused the realist . Now, however, as N.  C . 
Peyrouton said in his introduction to a symposium on Dickens , u .  -. • we 
know Dickens appreciated and utilized h.is great visual insight to ex­
ternalize , that he moves in the delineation of character and atmosphere 
from the outside in, not v:Lce ve rsa, that his phantasy and imagination, 
because of their terrible literal quality, take on a larger-than-life 
21 Williaim , The English Novel, p. 48 . 
22 1'r.; ll1· ams ,  mh .,..., i ·  h N 1 59 �"..... � r,ng is ove , P • • 
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�nsion. 1123 That last seems to be the essence of the reader ' s  reaction 
to Dickens--he is larger than life , more ambiguous , more conplex; he 
laughs louder and cries longer; he fears and dre ams and sees nreviously 
_ ... 
unrecognized reality with greater insight; he is more alone , more outcast, 
more rebel and yet more sociable , more loving, more jolly; Dickens is 
larger than life while paradoxically giving the reader more re all ty at 
more levels than any other English novelist.  
This chapter on gentility will trace the progress and changes in 
Dickens ' s  moral criticism. Gentility is a ra.J.se god which lures even 
Dickens himself' at first, but which is gradually revealed, exposed by 
Dickens as the perverter of the human spirit , and ·which is dis covered as 
the parasite that ' s aps the · strength from Victorian energy for good and 
grows fat l<Ji1ile the moral and s ocial p roblerr.s of Dickens 1 s time are dan­
gerously uns olved . Victorian society was putting its ene rgy toward the 
wrong .goal. 
STAGE ONE : 
PICKHIGK PAPERS TO BAH.�1.ABY RUOOE 
Dickens mature d in · his unde rs tanding of gentility just as he did in 
understanding gentilesse . He was originally a victim of the gentility 
idea himself and saw in the novels of his first stag? a definite polarity 
ot good and evil with good ( sometimes genteel ) men and villains of power 
facing each other. He was concerned with s ocial abuses from the firs t 
23 N� c .  Peyrouton quoted in Dickens Criticism: ! Symposium, P •  viii . 
but saw them as manifestations of evil in some sense separated from 
people themselves .  
Jli.ckens began immediately with specific symbols which the re ader 
. can relate not only to all of tlle characters in Dickens • s  novels ,  but 
also to his omi e:q>erience . The two important embodiments which drama-
tize the gentilesse-gentility opposition throughout Ili.ckens ' s  career are 
the fire or the hearth and hospitality or eating and drinking .  24 In 
nineteenth�century England the hearth was the center of family activity 
and thus was an automatic symbol for unity, warmth, and brotherhood. 
Whenever Ili.ckens wants to show gentilesse or human communication the 
hearth fire is in the setting; when he specifically wants to show a lack 
of humanity or communication the hearth is cold or is removed from the 
scene,  as ·1n Ibrnbey and � 'Which shivers with cold images and in Oliver 
Twist in which the only fire of companionship in the gang ' s  world is 
Fagin ' s to which the outcasts of society draw for protection. Fi re  un..:. 
controlled also is an important image for violence and man • s passionate 
nature run wild, as can be seen in the burnings of Barnaby Rudge and ! 
� £.!: � Citie s . The· other important image is hospitality. Pickwick . 
Papers obviously revels in eating and drinld..ng--1135 breakfasts 1 32 din­
ners J 10 luncheons J 10 teas and 8 suppers ,  while drink is mentioned 249 
times . 1125 • Let us break bread together '  is a uriive rs al  symbol of broth­
erhood and good will, but Dickens makes it contingent on hospitality. 
The amount or ldnd of food is n ot as important as the manners of the 
24 Lane , pp . 163,  164, 166. 
25 Lane , p .  166 . 
host and guest . · Oliver has some bread but no care ;  f.ombey• s  guests at 
Paul ' s  christening have food but no human co�ication; Pip .is indig­
nantly attacked £or his very existence by Mrs .  Garge ry 1 s guests at 
Christmas dinner. On the other hand right before this scene Pip has 
fed }!agWitch less food, at a much worse table , but with care .
about 
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whether the convict enj oyed it . This becomes particularly obvious when 
contrasted to Pip ' s  later genteel inhospitality to ¥agwi.tch when the 
criminal returns . 
26 In these two broad symbols , the hearth and hos -· 
pita.lity, is the introduction to Dickens ' s  use of the intrinsic and 
natural as symbols reflecting the human conditi.on. He will make much 
mqre detailed use of symbols as he matures artistically. 
Cockshut notes that Dickens approaches the problem of an indus ­
trial society slowly. 27 Dickens is careful to say that all of his good 
.
rich roon worked, though he neve r shows them doing so or even explains 
how they solved the discrepancy between benevolence and money grubbing . 
House says that at this stage capitalism was on a srna.11 firm or profes ­
sional basis and that after 1850 there was an increase in investment and 
in the power of money. 28 �ctually Dickens simply grew up with the 
changes themselves . In this first stage of his development D:ickens J s  
real interest is not in the money itself, but rather in what it c an  do 
tor or against people . He was concerned with the new possibilities for 
human goodness that came from a wider distribution of adequate income . 
26 5 . Hardy, Moral �1 p .  1 1 .  
2 7  Cockshut, pp . 87-88 . 
28 House ,  pp .  164-165 . 
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But, as House says , he neve r ·  shows money as a patron of the arts or a 
creator of beauty or even as a possibility fo� long term good in public 
endowment . Money has . a power ove r thos e who do not have it and Dickens 
is c once rned vtlth that powe r  for good or ill . 
29 
Dickens •s  other attitudes changed and developed, too . In this 
first stage he attacks evils in the system of law, prisons , workhouses , 
charity, religion , and e ducation . But his vision is still optimistic 
about change ; when the law become s  the Chancery and the prison is a 
- . 
mental one and charity drives the good poor to their deaths , he is no 
longe r so hopeful about the ove rall powe r of the genteel characte rs .  
Dicke ns uses details as often as p os sible , but in all his novels he 
insists on judgirig all inte llectual theorie s  and s ocial results in te rms 
of human trel.f are alone . This , Johnson thinks ,  ke eps his vision bal­
anced rathe r than extreire , 3
0 
and in his later novels leads him into 
paradoxes and ambiguities which he does not force himself to res olve .  
At first, however, he allows himself to appear to be a know-it-ali be-
31 cause he is us ing his e�e rience from about 1827 to 1037 . He has not 
becoma cons cious of the evil in his conception of gentility, as it not 
only controls the characte rs ,  s ociety, and the reader, but als o as it 
influences hi.msel.£. An other problem encountered . in the criticism of 
Dicke ns •  s novels is what Young s ays is a reflection of the times : a 
confusion w-Jhich is "equally ready to denounce on the grounds of humanity 
29 6 House , p . 1.  
JO _ Edgar Johns on, II, 1130. 
31 8 Angus Wilson, World of Charles Dic kens , P •  2 .  
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all who left things alone , and on the grounds of libe rty all who tried to 
make them be tter. n 32 This is 1ihy Edmund Wilson says that Di ckens is 
s.tupid · about politics ; 33 Dic kens sees only the result and judges it, 
rathe r than giving any thought to the theory. Perhaps this is a 
strength in actual fact, howeve r, because it keeps Dickens away from all 
parties and axe grinders ; he may be naive about poll tics at first but 
this gives him the s trength to be on no s ide but that of humanity. 
Blotmt says that Sketches � Boz already shows Dickens ' s  charac ­
te ristics and his . revulsion from the world ' s  .. trhypocrisy, hardnes s ,  and 
. lack of charity
. 1 1 .34 Pickwick Papers shows the progress of the i.'1llocent 
Mr. Pickwick toward expe rience . In his progress the re must be a villain 
or two to help driunati�e the problems he mus t  face . The inte rpolate d 
storie s show the presence of evil in the storyteller ' s eye but also 
show that Pickwick does not recognize thes e evils , hatred, pove rty, 
disease , and revenge , as re ality for him to deal with . He meets the 
11villain11 in the pers on of Mr. Jingle , who is all appearance and vir-
tually no reality and who changes at will from one pose to anothe r. He 
studies petty-minded politics , but they have no evil result in the end 
except in keeping small minds busy. He �ets gentility in the form of 
Mrs·. leo Hunte r an d  he r exclus ive party, and lo , there is evil ( Jingle ) 
masquerading as nobility. He is tes ted by the evil lawye rs ,  Do.� on and 
Fogg, and by his term in the Fleet -vlhe re  he comes face to face with real 
32 5 Young, p .  o . 
33 Edmund Wils on, pp .  26-28 . 
34 Blount , pp . 11-12 . 
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despair and finds that he must withdraw from it .t o a private room. 11 It 
is a -world seen with no ende avor to deny the reality of ignorance ,  fool­
ishness ,  ma.lice , stupidity, prejudice , s coundrelism, suffering, vice, 
and evil, 11 35 as Johnson says . .But Pickwick finds that he can survive .  
The law which was always thought to be infallible , efficient , and 
just is exposed to Mr. Pickwick in all its self-se rvice as a. c rue l  
11game . 11 Auden obse rves that the lawyers a re  not s o  mu�h evil, as they 
are just playing the le gal game ,  unfortunate ly with clients who are not 
just playing • .36 The result is that Pickwick, who has the power to · stop 
playing, fo rms a " little heavenly city11 around himself, as Hiller s ays ,  
vme re he is the center of a ci rcle of goodnes s which therefore depends 
entirely on him. 37 D:movan �ays that the Pickwick Club has been s uper­
seded by Pickwick ' s new .allegiance to soci ety at larg� . 3
8 
It is t rue 
· that Pickwick sees the irrelevance of Tittlebats 'When he is confronted 
with .the Fleet , but the s ociety which encapsulates Pickwick at the end 
is really not one " at large . " 
This analys is makes Pickwick Papers sound like a very dark book-­
it is not that . Come dy is 
·
a c atharsis in all of Dickens ' s  work .  The 
comedy gradually becomes more bitingly satiric and refle cts the dehu­
maru.zing of humans in Iti.cke ns • s  late r vision ,  but Dicke ns neve r gives 
up the power of laughter as a civilizing force which gives balance to 
35 E dgar Johns on, I, 17 3 .  
36 . Auden , PP • 75 , 78 . 
37 Miller, World of � Novels , PP • 32 , 31 .  
38 
Donovan, P • 251 . 
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· the vision and " fights egoism and inhumanity. n 39 He understands the us e­
fulness of comedy as a contrast and as a reality in human lile .  Johns on 
says that without this healing powe r Dickens would have been 1 1 a fellow 
wanderer with Edgar Allen Poe through regions of haunted and phantasflla.l 
dread1 1140 but with it Dickens c_an keep his balance and sanity in spite 
or a world Vis ion that grew darker and darke r as the years passe d . 
Oliver Twist is a much darke r novel than. Pickwick and it . . does in-
deed seem as though Dickens might have become a P oe . Dickens always ex­
perimente d with form and subject and usually avqided conventional he roes 
and heroines . In his first novel he used a fat old man and in the second 
an illegitimate charity boy. · Gentility does not enter his work as a 
class problem until Dombey � �, but from the first novels �nward it 
is a problem of mo rals . The gentilesse qualities nrust be de fende d by 
Oliver ' s irmocence again�t the social evils that plague him and the vil­
lains who work against him. Johnson notes that in Oliver Twis t ,  as in 
Barnaby Rudge ,  Dickens sees and dramatizes the social evil , but is real� 
ly interested primarily in his individual villains . 4
1 What the reade r  
. 
once thought was just fantasy and melodrama. bec omes to the post-!4,reudian 
reader an amazing labyrinth of dreams and hallucination, both he re with 
Fagin and Stkes and later in Jonas and Montague Tigg of Martin Chuz zle -
39 William Ros s Clark, ed . , "Introduction , "  Dis cus sions of Charles 
Dickens ( Bos ton : Heath & Co . ,  1961 ) ,  p .  viii . 
40 Edgar Johnson , I ,  163 . 
41 Edgar Johns on , I ,  535 . 
. I 
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�· 42 Dickens has the power to make the reader follow his changing 
sympathies --the reader hates both authority and criminals; he is 'dth 
the gang and then suddenly with the mob that hunts them.43 As Bayley 
says in his essay uoliver Twist, �' the reader cannot stand back from 
this novel.44 He becomes involved with opposite, contradicting sides;  
nLckens moves him with or without his consent. This novel shows Dickens ' s  
serious intent but without the symbolism he uses later.  Here he u3es 
what Bayley calls natural imagination45 and relies on his powers of 
actually se eing . He has two kinds of villain here :  Monks and Bumble are 
plot devices , especially Monks; Sikes , Nancy, and even Fagin are sho� to 
have inward selves besides their outward characteristics . This forces 
the reader to look into the outcasts of society 'Whether -he lvill or no . 
The Gothic becoroos here and now, rather than far away and long ago � 46 
The nightmare is the Vic torians ' contemporary city and is caused by the 
social problems that surround them. Bayley says that for the reader 
Dickens ' s villains are more frightening than the classic and knowing evil 
of Iago because "we cannot expel them for what they do ; they have the 
' 
· -·n47 unelq)ungable nature of our own nightmares and our o-vm consciousne s s . . 
In the dream-like world of the novel Oliver passes through the day-
42 Stevenson, The
. 
English Novel, p .  457. 
43 Angus Wilson, World o:f Charles Dickens , P •  132 .  
44 Bayley, p .  90. 
45 Bayley, p .  95 . 
46 . Bayley, p . 96 . 
47 Bayley, p . 84. 
dreams and wishe s , guilty an d  innocent , or man ' s  inhe rantly double 
nature . 48 
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Olive r ' s resistance to evil is pas s ive . He nrust ·not allow himself' 
to be taken in by the comradship of the gang as Fagin has arranged. . The . 
conventional plot of the los t and dis inhe rited o rphan is made real by 
Dickens ' s , and therefore the reader • s , empathy49 and by Dickens ' s  use 
of the dream-like atmosphere and the spider web imagery with Fagin at · 
the cente r den drawing the outcasts to him. Miller sees this as a battle 
inside Olive r between the ttfear of exclus ion " from love , home , friends ,  
and community against the 11 fear of e nclosure " seen in the workhouse ,  
coffins, chimney swe ep j ob, dark unde rground-like rooms , and labyrinths 
50 ' 
of stre ets .  The result is a turning to the past in his dead parents 
as he Sees that past through his U goodH friends �-filckens trie s this 
solution but cannot be satisfied with this avoidance of the future .for 
. 5l . . t · 1 alit . very long . �he p roblem o.f how to retain the gen 1 e s se qu Y in a 
't-rorld t·lhich is either morally indiffe rent or actually predatory cannot 
be solve d for Dickens • s  late r characte rs ,  as it was for Olive r, by look-
ing to the past . 
The individual evil effect was for Dickens the dramatiz ation of the 
social evil . In Oliver Twist Dickens attacke d the Poor Law and ·work­
house as a system of re lief for the poor. But , as House notes , this 
4B Bayley, 
49 Miller J 
50 Miller, 
51 Miller , 
pp . 8,5-86 . 
"Search, 11 p . 
World of His . - --
World of His - -
102 . 
Novels , PP • 68-69. 
Novels , p . 84 . 
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state continued unaltered
52 
so that by � Mutual Friend almost thirty 
years later it was ·still the re to be attacked through Betty Higden . 
Dickens had been poor and had no illusions about blessed poverty. The 
slums and Jacob ' s  Island were a . reality of Victorian England and he 
wanted them to be known and described them _realistically. He was dis -
gusted with the public ' s  attitude toward the poor and their rem.anti-
cizing of criminals . To Dickens· this uchari ty" was without love �.nd 
thus did no good for the receiver and damned the giver.53 Trevelyan in 
his British Histo ry in � Nineteenth Centu r'IJ (1732 -i90l ) says that this 
partisanship against the poor and their .advocates by the government it-
self " did much to distort and embitte r the social proces s of the Indus -
t 
' 54 rial Revolution . 1 1  In Olive r Twist Dickens showed the poor �nd pov-
erty• s cor·ollary, the criminal, as victims and as 1.Jhole human beings ,  
with bo th  good and bad attributes ,  witn recognizable human needs and 
characte ristics . He avoided niany of the purely physical . horrors so that 
the readers would not be diverted .  As Johns on says , "The evil that was 
being done to the spirits of human beings was more important even than 
the hideousnes s  and disease in which their bodies were steeped, dread­
fully though the two were linked. 1 155 The readers 1 attention.. must be 
focused on the false s ocial and moral values that we re  causing and pe r-
52 House , p . 94. 
53 Engel, PP • 49-58 . 
54 George Nacaulay Trevelyan , British History in the Nineteenth 
Century ( 1782-1901 ) ( London : Longmans , Green & Co. ,-Y921 ) ,  P •  71. 
55 Edgar Johnson, I, 280. 
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petuating these evils against the struggling gentilesse qualities which 
were being regularly crushe d  by genteel Victorians . 
After the retire d busine ssman and the illegitimate child, Dickens 
went to the c onventional plot with a hero and he roine in Nicholas 
Nickleby. Again there is the villain who moves the main plot in Ralph 
and in Arthur Gride . Dickens tries his hand at aristocrats in Sir 
�berry Hawk and Lord Veris opht but fails to make them more than pup-
pets of the eighteenth century aristocratic type . He is not yet a part 
of the actual genteel world and so can only do well with 1vhat he knows-­
the middle class and the poor of the London streets . The main plot is 
the story of the progress of Nicholas and Kate toward finding a place 
for themelves . The most ioomorable s ections , however, are the inter­
ludes at the Yorkshire school and with the Crummles . It is in this part 
that the mo ral e££e ct of gentility is seen . Dickens is still trying to 
make rooney work for good with the Cheerybles but he has added Nicholas • s 
good deed in saving Smike as another form of benevolence without wealth. 
The primary theme of the s ocial criticism is greed and its effe ct on the 
evil characte rs and thos e who surround them or may be in their powe r. 
The gentility p robiem in Nicholas Nickleby is a moral one , not a 
cla.Ss p roblem as such.- Evil is still individual and follows outward 
i'rom the evil cente r in radiating influence , rathe r than the late r en­
tire atmosphere of gentility that suffocates goodness�  The firs t  to 
succumb is Nicholas • s  father, victim of his wife ' s  advice on spe culation . 
At his death he is surrounded, as Blount says , by 11 reactions simplified 
. . . 56 
into choric attitudes" ·which epitomize each social pose or opinion . 
56 Blount, p .  37 . 
lOS 
His s on ,  Nichola� , turns out to be s ome vague kind of gentleman . This 
is probably a reflection of Dickens • s  own wish to be a " gentleman, u but 
neither of them have the background to support the claim. - Angus Wilson 
thinks that 11the young, s ociallj' unsure Dickens had need not only 0£ a 
false gentility and of hatre d of the aristoc racy, he needed als o a su.£-
. 
57 fused and vague love or the past--a mark of the genteel. u Dlckens 
uncons cious ly lets Nicholas be come gente e l ,  pe rhaps a idsh-fulfilling 
act, and in the end Nicholas buys back his old family home . 58 Dickens 
did not really love the past at all, as can be seen from his many c om-
men ts on the. "bad old days . "  In fact when he was inventing titles £or 
imaginary books in the false shelves on the door of his . study at Tavi-
stock House he used "The Wis dom of � Ance s tors ,  of l·1hich the succes­
sive volumes we re labele d :  ' I .  Igno rance . II .  Superstition . III .  The 
Block .  rv .  The Stake . v .  The Rack. VI . Dirt . VII .  Disease . I Along-
side this bulky work was The Virtues of � Ances tors ,  a . s ingle 
vol� 
so narrow that the title had to be printed sideways . u 59 Neve rthe les s ,  
Dickens was taken i n  by the vague gente el tradition himself a t  this 
. ' 
early stage of his eareer. Wilson maintains that still in 1839 t,he 
ndddle class was defending its e lf against the eighteenth century tactics 
of 'the aristoc racy, and s o  the confrontations involving Sir Nulbe rry are 
not far fetche d .
60 Gentility in Nicholas Nickleby is a moral p roblem 
57 .Angus 'Wilson, " Heroe s and Heroine s , " P • 19. 
58 Angus Wilson, 1 1He roe s and Heroine s ,  1 1 P •  19.  
59 Edgar Johnson, II , 750.  
60 Angus Wilson , �2.d of Charle s Dickens , PP • 16-17 • 
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and the oppositipn is be tween thG good man and the bad one , who can be 
either the old style aris tocrat or the new style upper-middle clas s  
usurer. 
The s ocial satire of the Yorkshire s chools is obje ctified by Squeers 
and by Dotheboys Hall and more specifically yet by the history of Smi.ke . 
These scene s are really an addition to the plot to explain the abs ence of 
Nicholas while Ralph works on Kate , but they are often as sume d tq be the 
main plot of the book . Although they are not, these adventures cer­
tainly are the most memorable epis ode s . Squeers is one of the gre e dy  
villains but is obviously below the epitome o f  greed and cunning por-. 
trayed in Ralph .  Arthur Gride while more of an ogre is les s  of a master 
villain than Ralph. These three --Squeers ,  Ralph ,  and Gride--are the 
villains who move the action and are responsible for the evil in the 
Nickleby world . They are all motivated by gree d because money is power 
or becaus e of the miser ' s  sense of poss ession , not because money leads . 
to any particular status . Afte r  all D'ickens was c once rned with that 
status himse lf .  They live at ve ry diffe rent material l eve ls : Ralph in 
luxury, Gride in pove rty, and Squee rs between . They use the gree d of 
each othe r  and of other characte rs , like 1'-'Ir. Bray, Mantolini ,  i:1r. Snaw­
ley, and Sir Mulbe rry, to advance the ir evil designs . 
Set against this evil is the nma.n-to-rnan, " though rathe r patron� 
izing, goodnes s of the Chee rybles , 61 the young knight type re actions of 
Nicholas , and the typical innocent maidens in Kate and 11adeline . Ford 
notes that these ordinary or c onventional characte rs when co�are d  to the 
61 House ,  p . 67 . 
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uhighly s tyliz ed, strongly-colored individuals , [Ralph, S quee rs , Gride , 
for example] • • • are pale and ins ignificant, and, paradoxically, im-
62 probable . 1 1  Strangely, i n  Dickens· the i'antas tic larger-than-li.fe char-
acte rs bec ome the nom and the ordinary normal characte rs shrink to a.1-
most nothing . Dickens is delighte d here , and in the second and third 
stages of his career to a lesser and les ser extent , with the badness of 
his villains .  Like Twain, he has the power to cre ate and enjoys his 
"eff'ects , 11 one of which is the fantastic villain. 
In this first stage of his development Dickens sees the defects of 
man clearly but does not have any far reaching vis ion of the nature of 
society itself. According to Mille r  in Charles Dickens : · The World £! 
� Novels , which deals primarily with the theme of identity a�d the 
confrontation between the individual and the world, Pickwick e s c apes the 
powe r  of evil by creating a little good world, Olive r escapes by loold.ng 
backwards to his past, but the. Nickleby world escapes by retreating into 
convention . The theater subplot parodies the conventional s t.yle of the 
main plot . Dickens can see the painful s olitude of each individual but 
I 
he cannot deal with it yet without coming back to a maudlin kind of 
sentiment .63 His descriptions of Madeline Bray and her plight drug the 
reade r ' s sens itivity and keep the p roblem conveniently awa:y from the 
reality which the reader and Dickens both recognize . Dickens ' s senti­
�ntal descriptions of Little Nell are bette r because they have a rela­
tionship to the reade r and his experience . Dickens gains by each ex-
62 Ford, Readers , p .  137 . 
63 Miller, World £f_ His Novels , pp . 89-93 .  
perience, by each attempt to find a viable point of view for thinld.ng 
about the people and the socie ty he can see all around him. 
In Nicholas Nickleby Dickens begins in a small way the idea of 
gentility as a cias s  problem. By observing two different classes of 
people--the lower class Kenwigs and the middle class Wi.titterlys --
he studies the phenomenon of gentility. Hrs . Kenwigs was "a lady of 
som pretensions to gentility. 1164 The absurd de ference paid to the · 
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slightly higher caste of her. uncle Mr. L:i.11.yvick, the wate r-rate col­
lector, is seen later in all levels of society and certainly in a les s · 
comic vein. In Nicholas Nickleby Dickens is simply noticing human . na-
ture , as he did in Pickwick ' s  encounter with Mrs .  Leo Hunter and her 
class gentility, Without giving his observations any particular moral 
inportance . The power of money, in even so small an amount as the es-
tate of a water-rate collector, i s  obvious . Lillyvick is 11 the great 
man--the rich relation--the unmarried uncle " (NN ,  p .  180)  and his gen­
teel influence is immense in this little society as long as he has an 
inhe ritance to offer.  The middle -class Mrs . Wititterly affects that 
form of gentility which Dickens later saw as such an ene rvating influ­
ence _ in Victorian s ociety. Mr. and Mrs . Wititte rly live at Cadogan 
Place, "the connecting link between the aristocratic pavements of Bel­
grave Street ,  and the barbarism of Chelsea" (ml, p .  268 ) , and afi'ect 
what they believe to be the manne risms of fashion while looldng down 
64 Charles Dickens , Nicholas Nic kleby (New York:- futton, 1907 ), P •  
467 • Subsequent refe rences appear in the text as NN • 
no 
upon as many others as possible . They live in a shabby genteel home and 
do their best to act out the prope r pretensions . For this re as on . Hrs . 
Wititterly affects a tt de licacy, " which according to her husband is
.
a 
sign that she is 1 t an  ornament to the fashionable world. 11 Orn, p .  271 ) 
Mrs . Nickleby thinks Mrs . Wititterly is a ve cy superior person be caus e ,  
"She is pale enough, and looks much exhauste d. 1 1  (£!!:!, p .  273 ) Thes e  s ane  
signs of gentility a re  not particularly comic in Edith Dombey
.
or Lady 
redlock. 
Gentility becomes an even more important thematic function in The 
� Curiosity Shop as the background cause for the entire problem of the 
novel, although Dickens does not emphasize it as such. Nell ' s  grand-
father wants to make her a Hlady. 11 His desire to achieve that genteel 
and economic status , le ads him to destruction by ·way of gambling . 
Dickens is beginning to s ee the power for evil of this desire f'or gen-
tility. Yet the danger is seen as coming primarily from Quilp and his 
confede rates . Daniel Quilp has Ralph Nickle by' s cunning, Arthur Gride 1 s 
lust and greed, and Wackford Squeers ' cruelty an d  s adism all rolled into 
one . Without doubt this i's Dickens • s  greates t  villain pitted against his 
most helpless innocent without the mediation of the strong good savior. 
He .puts Nell through every horror. 
Blount says that the novel is 11modified picaresque 11
65 in for.m. The 
adventures of Little Nell lead he r all over England and get her ac� 
quainted with a wide variety of people . Usually the good or helpful 
characters are unconventional types like Mrs . Jarley, the bargeman, the 
65 Blount, p .  21. 
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.furnacema.n, and the schoolmaster, . while the genteel, respe ctable society 
in the pers on of Miss Monflathers is bitterly satirized. Only the poor 
and lowly c an  help the t ravelle rs--both the good fairy and the evil 
66 
fairy mis s . them until it is too late . Mille r notes again with respect 
to his discus sion of es cape from the world ' s  evils that Dickens is try-
ing yet another answer--the retreat to a rural past--but this also fails . 
Dickens has no romantic illusions ; the escape to the idyllic past which 
. 67 
can no longer exist means death . 
Besides the attack ·on gentility that c an  be seen as the cause of 
Nell ' s  disaster and which is obs e rve d  in the characte r of ¥.ris s  Mon -
flathers � Dickens attackS s orre · s ocial abuses , though· they are les s  ob­
vious in � Old · Curiosity Shop th� they are in other novels . In the 
Reve rend Mr .  Stiggins of Piclntlc·k Papers Dickens started on a life -long 
campaign against hypocrites in minister ' s  clothing . He hate d the Cal­
vinist gloom that wanted to re fus e  the pe ople the healing balm of e nter-
tainment and laughter. In The Old Curiosity Shon Kit Nubble s ' s  mothe r 
· - - ___.._ 
is tempted toward this gloom by Little Bethel, the local nonconformist 
chapel .  He re Dicken s concentrates on the effect of the religion, not on 
pers onifying it in some preache r. Later he uses Melchisede ch Howle r in 
Dombey � �' Reverend Chadband in Ble ak House , the Murdstones in David 
Coppe rfie ld , and ¥!I's .  Clennam in Little Dorrit . He had been expos e d  to 
"Chapel Christiani tyn as a b oy by his nurse , who often took him with he r 
66 Edgar Johns on, I ,  326 . 
67 u.: 11e r, ld f • 'l'o.T 1 95 i·u. Wor £._ His i"ove s ,  p • • 
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to church and on visits to her friends . 68 In The Old Guriosity Shop Kit 
saves his mother by getting her away from the gloonzy-1 guilt-ridden 
place . In particular he tries to c onvince her that cheer.t'ulness , en­
j�nt, and bows in her bonnet . are not as sinful as she has been 
tenpted to believe . 
Can you suppose · the re • s  any harm in loold.ng as cheerful and 
being as cheerful as our poor circumstances vdll pe rmit? Do 
I see anything in the way I ' m made , which calls upon me to be 
a snivelling, solemn, whispering chap ,  sneald.ng about as if I 
couldn ' t help it , and e xpressing mysel.f in a most unpleasant 
snuffle? on the c ontrai ry, don ' t  I s ee every reason why I 
shouldn ' t? Just hear this ! Ha ha ha !  An ' t  that as nat 1 ral 
as vra.lking, and as good for the health? Ha ha ha ! An • t  that 
as nat 1 ral as a sheep ' s  bleating , or a pig ' s  grunting, or a 
horse • s neighing , or a bird ' s  singing? Ha ha ha ! Isn ' t it 
mother? 69 
This pro-natural humanism is Dickens ' s  answer to the genteel philos -
ophical attitude of the new and patronizing wealthy middle class to­
ward the poor. This pious form of gentility was particularly hatefUl 
to Dickens who believed in human dignity at all levels of socie ty. 
House says that the popularizing of the theories of Malthus was 
done in the Victorian period primarily by Harriet Martineau, whose em­
phasis on "Nece ss ity � Blessedne ss ! 11 was the kernel of this attitude 
Dic ke ns hated s o .  n rn the linld.ng of those two words is seen the grim 
alliance bet.-Jeen Malthusianism and Nonc oni'ormity, against which s o  nruch 
of Dickens ' s s ocial benevolence was a protes t .  Malthus hung over Eng­
land like a cloud. • • • I.et the poor live hard live s ,  s ober, celibate , 
68 Edgar Johnson , I,  30-32 .  
69 Charles Dickens The Old Curiosity � (New York: Dutton, 1907) ,  
p. 16J. Subsequent ref�rencesappear in the text as OCS • 
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and unamused; let them eat the plainest food, pinch to save , and save to 
lower the rates--then .- civilization ' might win through.. And how aptly 
it fitted the gloomier Christian virtues ! i t  70 Dickens cures Toby Veck in 
The Chiloos from believing that he and all his poor friends � useless 
and should be dead. This attitude is Vlhat lli.ckens feared most--that the 
poor would lose a sense of their mm humanity and dignity. For this 
smoo reason Kit must save his mother from the bondage of gloom. 
Dickens was a popular moralist and reformer, however, because he 
could strike ua good religious note without committing himsel.f beyond 
the common stock of Chris tian phrases . u11 To him the Church ' s  £unction 
was as a unational depository of good-feeling11 ; 72 the forms and doc ­
trines did not concern him at all as long as they did not ruin . the nat­
ural virtues of man, as · Little Bethel threatened to do . This nru.st be 
ma.de clear because Little Nell ' s death was made meaningful to the reader 
partially by this inoffensively vague Christian feeling that Dickens 
used. 0£ course , it was also meaningful becaus e deaths like this �re re 
a common e�erience for all Victorians , since there were no hospitals to  
speak· of, and it thus aroused memories of deaths at home , especially of 
Children ' s deaths . 73 
· The attacks on religious and moral hypocrisy continue throughout 
Dickens ' s career. uoriginal virtue 11 was roontioned in the discussion of 
70 House , pp . 74-75 . 
71 House , p .  110. 
72 . House ,  p .  111. 
73 Angus Wilson ,  World of Charles Dickens ,  P •  JO. 
gentilesse an d  should be re -emphas ized in all of Dickens 1 s  religious 
criticism. lli.c kens believe d in a religion of works whose reward was 
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seeing good and happines s  he re on earth . He neve r mentions s in an d he 
rejected the concept of original sin completely. 74 }Ian is good, he 
believe d, but is corrupted by s oc ie ty and environment . Some are jus t  
c re ated with greater strength to res ist the temptation to· evil than 
othe rs are . Olive r and Nell are inexplicably uncorrupted by the evils 
· around them, though the Artful DJdge r and Nancy have fallen. 
What i s  Quilp then? Quilp s trikes the reade r as the devil him.self--
surrounded · by demons like Sampson and Sally Brass and Tom Scott. Jolm-
son calls him a 11 sexual athlete " and Lindsay traces him to Dickens ' s  
manic s ide . 75 Edmund Wils on in his es say 11 1lickens : The Two Scrooges "  
notes that for all Quilp ' s s adistic qualities his wife and his boy never 
try to get away from him; " • • • they admire him; in a sense the·y love 
him. "76 Quilp is a fas cinating character and no dou�t all kinds of 
psychological studies could be done on him and his c reator, but in this 
thesis he represents a pe rs onal evil which is gradually being supe rseded 
by the s ocial evils . In· The Old Curiosity � the s ocial evil of 
gentility as seen in Nell ' s  grandfather is beginning to replace the 
pe rs onal devilry of Quilp . 
74 House , pp . 111-112 . 
. 
15 Pamela Hans ford Johns on , HThe Sexual Life in Dickens 1 s  Novels , u  
rckens 1970, ed. Hichael Slate r (New York: Stein & Day, 1970 ) ,  PP • 
76, 178:--
76 ·Edmund Wilson ,  p .  63. 
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The villain of Barnaby Rudge is Gash.ford, the manipulator of the 
mob and of Lord Gordon for his 01-m gain, against whom is set the good-
ness of John Grueby. But the real interest in the book is the impact 
or the mob and of the opportuni�y for revenge on those who have been 
victims of their enviroruoont . One of the central plots is that of Sir 
John Cheste r and his bastard son Hugh. This , with the story and sym­
bolism of �nnis , is whe re Dickens gets down to the most cutting criti-
cism of his socie ty. 
f3arnaby Rudge was designed in 1836 but was continually put off 
Wltil Dickens was finally forced by his publishe rs to write it in 1841. 
In the beginning of the novel the social forces are seen at the indivi­
dual level, as is usual with Dickens ; acc ording to AngUs Wils oz:i , the 
two tyrant fathers , Willet and Che ster, who are holding down their . s ons , 
are representative of eighteenth-ce ntury authority. The s ons revolt by 
leaving England. Contraste d to thes e fathe rs is Gabrie l- Varden, · a good · . 
father an.d maste r bes et by a shrewish wife and a ' reactionary revolu-
tionist ' appre ntice in Simon Tappe rti t,. who wants to return to the 
good old age of his ve rs io� of the guilds . 77 In the setting of 1775 
and 1780 Dickens dis cusses the problem of right authority and the answe r 
of ' revolution to which the mob is driven by its genteel maste rs . 
Johnson is c orre ct when he asse rts that 11 the s ocial forces repre­
sented by Sir John Cheste r, and the social conse quences represente d by 
Hugh and Lennis and Stagg, not religious hatred of t�� Catholics , are 
11 Angus Wilson, World of Charle s Dicl:ens , PP • 147-149 . 
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the true cause o't the riots . u78 Stevenson says that Barnaby Rudge is a 
transition for Dickens " from impulsive ass aults on individual abuses to 
anxious as sessment of his political philosophy. 11 79 The personal devils 
like Quilp or Ralph or Jf.LOnks anci Fagin are no longer to have control of 
the situation . Control of evil is passing from the individual to the 
society that influences him. Gashford is not in control of his riot 
after the s ocial revenge of Hugh and the pure violence of tennis .take 
over from him. More importantly nickens is not centrally conce rned with 
Gashford. Dickens is studying authority and rebellion as s ocial phenom-
ena . 
The central image of the book is the hanging of- Hugh ' s mother, 
starving and abandoned by he r ugentleman" love r. The relationship be -
t-ween the gentility of Sir John and his- responsibilities i s  vital to the 
theme and structure . Johnson s ays "No more cogent symbol could be found 
tor a society that denie d its own child.ren--denied even the relationship 
or brotherhood between the prospe rous and the inpoverished, that ignore d  
and neglected the masses , exploited and maltreated an d  corrupted them, 
left; them to filth and ignorance , refused to accept any responsibility 
for them unles s they we re  in the last s tage s o:f destitution,  and then, 
if 'they fell into vice and crime ,  let the law take its brutal cours e  to 
t · 80 I he last rooasure of s eve rity. " Hugh 1 s curse is Dickens s curse : 
" Upon these human shambles , I,  who neve r raised his hand in prayer till 
78 Edgar Johnson, I , 334. 
79 Stevenson, The English Novel, p .  248 . 
80 
. 
Edgar Johnson , I, 333-334. 
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now, call down the wrath of God I On that black tree , of which I am the 
ripened fruit, I do invoke the curse of all its victims , past,  and 
81 
present, and to come . 1 1 Hugh dies cursing his genteel .fathe r and 
rerembe ring only to think of his dog-- • ' You wonder that I think about 
a dog just now. • • • If any man deserved it of me half as well, ! I d  
. think of him. ' 1 (BR, p .  541 ) 
Sir John Chester is the ugentleman11 personified, who lives of:f 
his appearance and who would take advantage of anyone to keep up his 
style , including his son Edward 'Whom he desires to marry to a rich 
hieress for the sake of his own future support in the manne r  to  vvhich he 
is accustomed. Contrasted to him the beast-like Hugh has the possi­
bilities of true nobility. This riot for revenge against society is 
based on this very discrepancy between the present gentility and the 
possible gentilesse ; according to Engel the problem here is 1 1that 
. 82 
poverty and injustice make evil men out of the potentially noble . u  
·tennis, the hangman, is one of Dickens ' s  most interesting psycho­
logical studies . Dickens is on no one ' s  side,  as is o�en true , and 
�nnis "embodies the clash of ideas , that permanently haunted his c rea­
tor, the clash of law and violence . u 83 Dickens saw the causes o:f vio­
lence .and sympathized .but could not condone either the violence or the 
use of authority. He saw too many sides of the question to force him-
81 Charles Dickens, Barnaby Rudge ( London: Collins , 1953 ) , P • 541. 
Subsequent references appear in the text as BR. 
82 
Engel, p .  102 . 
83 Cockshut1 p .  75. 
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self into a set �wer. In Barnaby ltudge , as in !:_ Tale of Two Cities ,  
he is examining his reactions both to the injustice an d  to the violent 
revenge . U3nnis is particularly inte resting in this respect because he 
is the worst of both sides . As . a rebel he simply loves violence . .A..s 
a han�"llan and thus "as a representative of the darker side o.f law and 
justice , and of . the strange pas sions that lurk beneath the calm logic of 
. 84 just retribution for crime ,  Dennis has seldom been surpassed. " 
The other rebels are having their revenge , each for his particular 
wrong .  They a re  going through a violent purging and, in the cas e  o f  the 
fire scenes , sometimes s elf destruction. In the end nothing is s olved. 
Society hangs the rebels that it can catch and leaves the basic cause 
untouched. Dickens abhors the public hangings , abhors the violence of 
both the mob and the law, and abhors the s ocial evils that caus e  the 
neglect and the isolation .  
STAGE TWO : 
HARTIN CHUZZIEWIT TO DAVID COPPERFIELD 
. 
Actually the re are no sudden breaks in Dickens ' s  development 0£ the 
concept of gentility, or false social values ,  as the cause of the evils 
besetting Victorian England. During the first stage Dickens developed 
Pers onally to the point of seeing that being good was not as easy as he 
had thought, that monetary benevolence was not the practical social 
answe r that he had hoped, and that the reasons for the social struggle 
"upward.11 that had gripped  the Victorian age might not only be false , but 
84 Cockshut , P •  78 . 
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actually might be leading farthe r and farther aWa.y from the gentilesse 
qualitie� that all men nee ded to survi.ve in their connnwti.ties . 
The second stage of the development of the idea of gentility lasts 
from 1843 when Dickens wrote N"artin Chuz zlewit to 1852 and David Copp�­
field. Bet�een these two novels are Dickens ' s  most famous Christmas 
tales and .the novel Dombey � ��· In these novels Dickens begins by 
being interested as an artist in spe cific theme development . · Martin 
Chuzzlewit is built around the theroo 0£ selfishness and hypocrisy; 
fumbey and Son is based on the ramifications of pride ; and lhvid Copper- . 
field, although it is basically an autobiographical novel, uses  the 
consequences of the undisciplined heart as its theme and contains sub­
themes on the effect of religion (Murdstone ) and the effect of . charity 
(Heep ) 'Which Dickens had dwelt on before � Lb.vid Copperfield is , in a 
way, an interruption in Dickens ' s  development, a stopping off for ·trying 
to study himself before he goes on to his greatest social and moral 
criticism and his darkest novels of the last stage of his career. 
Orwell says that Dickens • s criticism of society was "almost ex-. 
elusively moral, n because rrhat he was after was the most basic value 
system. His cures were not superficial; 11 In every page of his work one 
can see a consciousness that society is vJTong s omevmere at the root. "  
85 
This root was the false value system that humanity had duped itsel.f into . 
The gentilesse qualities }re re forgotten in the rush toward style , status ,  
and power. Engel says that Dickens did his best t o  P_�int out 11to the 
English O?l eve ry possible occasion the 1 social evils and vices ·• -vJhich 
B5 Orwell, " Charles Dickens , 1 1 Discus sions , PP • 31, 32 • 
they did their best not to recognize, and [to unde rmin� the false 
values and prides by which they lived and destroyeci li:fe . 1 1 86  In this 
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stage of his career Dickens examines these 11social evils 1 1 and reflects 
on the perversions of personality caused by them, but it is still pos-
sible for some of the society to ward off the perve rsion . In his third 
stage no one can escape the taint of gentility. 
In Martin Chuzzlewit there is what Edmund Wilson des cribes · as a 
new ldnd of evil--the accomplishment of evil by pretending to do good, 
hypocrisy, 87 This will continue in the other two novels of this period. 
The tension darkens from the comical hypocritical philanthrophy of Peck-
sniff to the ego-centric self-service of Ik>mbey and the siniste r genteel 
piety of 1-lurdstone . In 11artin Chuz zlewit , also ,  Dickens begiti� t rying 
to plan his unified theme and s tructure . He is more careful in .Dombey 
and Son 88 and his last novels are very complete]¥ unified .  
- -
Ednrund vlilson notes that .Dickens had lost his faith in the middle 
class once he saw them in action--"the self-important and moralizing 
middle class who had been mald.ng such rapid progress in England and 
coming dom1 like a damper on the bright fires of English life --that is , 
on the spontaneity and gaity, t.,he frankness and independence , the in­
stinctive human virtues , which Dickens admired and trus te d. 11 89 Daiches 
says that the re was a gene ral concern over "the relation between public 
86 Engel, p . 72 .  
87 Edmund Wilson , pp. 31-32 . 
88 . 
Tillots on, P •  117 . 
89 Edmund Wilson, p .  30. 
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esteem and real lTOrth" and that Victorian fiction examined hypocrisy as 
a product of thi� society and studied the impersonation of virtue �y vice 
which was encouraged by the social reliance on exte rnal appearances . 90 
Gentility impe rs onating gentilesse is examined in Pecksnilf. This 
theme of hypocrisy and selfishness ru:i�s throug� the novel so completely 
that there are exa.mples �f every possible variety. In fact Dickens be­
came so engrossed in the creation of the various villains that he ·  rather 
ignored the gentilesse characters . 
The most obvious example of this hypocrisy and of selfishness is 
Silas Pecksniff, who creates a public self to such an extent that he 
disintegrates at the end after he is exposed. He is entirely the hypo-
. 91 . crite--House notes that he even has a false job.  As a father he sells 
his daughter Mercy into the clutches of Jonas , as a teacher he sells the 
plans designed by his students , as an e�le and roontor he uses Tom 
Pinch as slave labor and as a built-in glorifier, as a helpful friend he . 
lusts after the possible inheritance that old Martin ' s  companion Mary 
may bring. Pecksniff is w�at Allen calls a "moral monster of sel.f'­
regard. 1192 Houghton in his book on the Victorian period, � Victorian 
� .2.f �, uses Pecksniff as a sign of the definite strain of hypo­
crisy fostered in the Victorian culture . 93 Tillotson says that Dickens 
90 Daiches , pp. 2, 4. 
91 
House , p .  57 . 
92 Allen, p .  16 .  
93 . ) Walter E .  Houghton , The Victorian Frrum of �, (1830-1870 
(New Haven , Conn . :  Yale Univ . Press for Wellesley College , 1957 ) ,  P · 394 .  
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exposed this as �a peculiarly English and contemporary vice , as dis tinct 
from reioodiable and spe citic . abuses . 1194 In Forster ' s  discussion of the 
novel he found that the .Aloo rican criticism at least did not have a Peck-
snitt. 
Bred in a more pois onous swa.np than their Eden, of greatly 
older standing and much harder to be drained, Pecksnif'f was 
all our 01-Jll.. The confession is not encouraging to national 
pride , but this characte r is s o  .f'ar English, that though our 
countryioon as a rule are by no means Pe cksniffs the ruling 
wealmess is to countenance and encourage the race . When 
people call the characte r exagge rated, and protest that the 
lines are too broad to de ceive anyone , they only refus e , 
naturally enough , to s anction in a book what half their 
lives is passed in tolerating if' not in worshipping . • • • 
A greater dange r he has exposed more usefully in showing 
the large r numbe rs ,  who , des iring to be thought bette r  than 
they are , support eagerly pretensions that keep their own 
in countenance , and without being Pecksniffs , render Peck­
sni£fs pos sible . 95 
Marti;!! Chuz zlewit was not a popular book. Ford gj_ves seve ral 
reas ons , among them the public disappoint�nt with Barnaby Rudge and 
A.Dwa rican Note s (1842 ) ,  but s �  that it failed als o because it struck 
too close . tt For not only had he reduced his enphasis upon sentimental 
pictures of innocent goodne s s , he had also shifted his s atire away from 
remote institutions such as the Yorkshire schools and directed it up on 
the Victorian sanctuary: the home and family. 11 96 
Pecksniff s e ems to be entirely gentee l  appearance . Jorias Chuzzle­
ld.t,, on the other hand, is a very different kind of study. In him · 
Dickens retums to the purely moral villain rathe r than the moral and 
94 Tillots on, p .  118 .  
95 . Fcrste r, I ,  293-294 . 
96 Ford, Readers , p �  48 .  
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social villain, such as Pecksniff. He represents a :f\l.rther extension of 
the problem of Ralph and Gride and Quilp in the brutalizing effect of 
constant, single-minded greed. Like these earlier villains he is not 
interested in status or style but only in the feeling and power of mone1'. 
In Jonas • s  marriage to Mercy, Dickens expresses a theme that he returned 
to often--"pooishroont by marriage . 1197 But Jonas provides primarily a 
gothic nightmare of a murderer and his mental deterioration. He is a 
Poe exercise . 98 In Jonas the psychology of guilt and fear and self'-
&JCPOSUre is explored. The central study in the character of Jonas is 
99 the psychology of crlme and punishment. This ld.nd of villain and the 
relationship betvreen the nru.rderer and his victim fascinated Dickens . 
He examines it by showing the development of the idea in Jonas .� s mind 
and the murder of Montague Tigg. Murder is done to hide a nrurder that 
was not connitted. Jonas was guilty of the death of his father only in 
intent, but the murder of Tigg condemns him. The division of the self 
b7 evil is important throughout the gentility theme . In this novel 
Pecksniff is a completely public self and Jonas is a stong analysis of 
a man �o has divided himself s o  deeply that he is afraid of the ghost 
ot his other (public ) self when he commits murder : " •  • • not only 
fearful � himself, but � himself • • •  he became in a manner his own 
97 Pamela Johnson, p .  176 . 
98 Hardy says that Poe 1 s 11Telltale Heart" (January 1841) is related to an earlier Dickens story � Clockcase . 
99 Hardy, Moral �, PP • 113-114. 
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ghost and phantom, and was at once the haunting spirit and the haunted 
man. 0100 
In Martin Chuzzlewit , Jr. Dickens tries to show the creeping, un­
noticed effects of selfishness .. Though he does not make young Martin 
into a very clear pers onality, Dickens does show unrnistakably that 
Martin is unconscious or his fault , vmile the reader groans over his 
self-cente redness . Martin is conve rted by the example of Mark, · but when 
he comes home to England his "great expectations " (MC, P •  128 ) are 
handily fulfilled. Miller objects to this and says that Dickens is 
still experimenting with how to save his gentilesse characters and that 
although he tries to show young Martin acting for himself, ultilna.tely 
"human providence0 in the form or old Martin is used to s ave hµn.-101 
Vhen Dickens went to America he expected to be ilrpressed.
. 
Angus 
Wils on describes him as a " genuine enemy of gentility, and a violent 
opponent of all class patronage , • • •  [who] had only just emancipated 
himsel.f from a narrow, innately vulgar, petty bourgeois background • • 
• • 11102 Dickens obviously saw the moral problems in America with the 
same quick eye that he saw them with in England. In America Mark and 
Martin find all the "Pecksniff'ery and Chuz zlewittery, 1 1  all the greed, 
lOO Charles Dickens, Martin Chuzzlewit , ed. Edgar Johnson (New 
York: �ll Publishing co. , 1965), p.  778. Subsequent references appear 
in the text as MC . -
101 Miller, World of' His Novels , pp . 142, 141. 
102 Angus Wilson, World of Charle s Dickens , P •  163.  
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cant, and hypocrisy they can stand.
103 
In Aroorican society Dickens 
C'.1'0ates an analogue for his s ocial criticism at home . Dickens has been 
greatly criticized by many critics for the lack of well-rounded social 
realism in his Aloorican scenes , in spite of the fact that he uses the 
saroo vein of c riticism he had used on England and that his criticism 
is probably . more clear-sighted than Anericans would care to admit . 
The result of the influence of gentility is a kind of general "lr\Y'S­
tery of identity, 11
104 as Stevenson calls it, pervading the novel .  Hardy 
notes. that during his whole career Dickens is "interested in the assump-
tion of a social clothing, mask, habit , role , 'Which may stifle the inner 
lite entirely, or still allow it a little inner breathing space . nl05 
Pecksniff, Mrs . Garrp , Jonas , old Martin, Tigg, and Nadgett are . all 
ambiguous . Pecksniff is all surface ; Jonas is mostly hidde� depths ; old 
Martin has disguised his real personality; Mrs . Gamp has an alter ego in 
her · creation of Mrs . Harris ; Montague Tigg becomes 'l'igg Montague and 
creates a company of pure appearance; Nadgett is so isolated that he 
writes letters to himself; young Bailey changes nanes and thus selves at 
the whim of Todgers • s  boarders; Chevy Slyme is afraid to do anything at 
all for fear his genteel surface will not hold up . ,As a result of this 
Dickens forces a questioning of "the whole technique by which one infers 
103 John Holloway, " Dickens and the Symbol, n Dickens 1970, ed. 
Ml.chael Slater (New York: Stein & my, 1970 ) ,  p .  69. 
lOU Stevens on, � English Novel, p.  249.  
105 . . 
Hardy, "Conplexity, " p . 39 . 
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reality- from the· data of sensation, .,ie6 on the basis that hypocrisy can 
only exlst when one takes these appearances as reality. The inpe rsona­
tion of gentilesse by gentility and the fUrther ilrpe rsonation o.f' gentil­
ity by the lower classes ,  Wich · drains so Jmlch useful energy rrom soci­
ety, are both challenged as useless mas querades . As Forster says ,  the 
English �re allowing and even worshipping the Pecksni!.f's • 
.AJOOng the minor characters in Martin Chuz zlewit is one 0£ Dickens ' s  
most fantastic creations-·Sairy Gamp . Sarah Gamp is a villain , a cruel, 
insensitive nurse who is purely self-centered in all things , but the 
_
reader ' s reaction to he r is very conplicated. In a strange way she be­
comes a myth before the reader ' s eyes . Cockshut says she be co100s a 
''Praetematural re ality" to the reader. 107 Miller mo is conce.med with 
the self and isolation as themes in Dickens , notes that Mrs . Gamp is 
separate .f.rom everything around he r, including he r own clothes and he r 
108 patients . For instance , her umbrella, not Sarah , beats up Tom Pinch 
at the wharf. 
This tremendous instrument had a hooked handle ; and its vicinity 
was first made known to him by a paini"ul pressure on the wind­
pipe, conse quent up on its having caught him roun d the throat
_. Soon after disengaging himself with pe rfect good humour, he nad 
a sensation of the ferrule in his back; immediately af:te rwards , 
of the hook entangling his ankles ; then of the umbrella general­
q, wande ring about his hat, and flapping at it � a g:e at 
bird· and lastly ot a poke or thrust below the ribs 1 win.ch gave , , � . f him such exceeding anguish, that he could not re .u.-a.in rom 
turning round to offer a mild remonstrance . (£!2, PP • 671-672 ) 
1� Miller, World of His Novels , PP • 131-1.36 . 
107 Cockshut , pp . 20-21. 
l08 
Miller, World of � Novels , PP •  118-ll9. 
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Ibrothy Van Ghent in "The Dickens World: ·A View from Todgers • s "  empha­
sizes the demonic quality of lll.ckens world, in which the nonhuman has 
an almost violent amount ot li.f e and will . She describes his world 
as a 11 nervous universe , 'Whose · ganglia spread through things and 
people alike, so that moral contagion, from its breeding center in the 
human, transfonns also the non-human and gives it the aptitude of the 
diabollc . 11109 
Although Dickens always used anindsm as a form of very extensive 
personttication , this sudden burst or nonhuman will and energy fore-
ahadows the nonhuman influence that "society" and "gentilityn will have 
on characters later. The environment is not neutral in Dickens . He 
carries this farther than the Romantics and turns it upside do�. 
Everything is alive and has a will of its own, especially buildings , 
personal property, and even parts of the human body. Nature is not in 
twie with the individual soul, but reflects a gene ral inf'luence beyond 
the individual, or rather an evil energy that is activated in each soul 
b7 this general influence .  As Jonas rides in the coach with Tigg nature . 
speaks to him from the depth of his own soul and frightens them both 
with its ferocity. In Bleak House the fog lies on England like the 
evil influence of gentility, obscuring all connections between people 
and leaving each one isolated and the classes separate, obscuring the 
reality 0£ Tom-.All-Alone ' s which would stand exposed in the sun. 
lli.ckens • s firs t formal Christmas publication, � �hristmas Carol 
in 1843, . was done while he was at work on Martin Chuzzlewit . It was 
l09 Van Ghent, AA View from Todgers ' s , " PP • Jl, 28 . 
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his best Christmas tale but his other tales were also very popular with 
his public . ! Christmas Carol is a fable about the conversion of' 
Ebenezer Scrooge , who stands for the economic man and Victorian society. 
Johnson calls it "a plea f'or society itself to undergo a change of' 
l.10 
heart . 11 Through Scrooge and the three ghosts Dickens challenge s  the 
Victorian cash-box oriented society to examine where it has been, where 
it is1 and where it is going . According to Hardy, he makes no e.ff'ort 
to examine "the difficulties and subtleties of' leadillg the good lif'e , 11 
as fables usually do not.
ill 
The money-centered inhumanity of' a society 
11hich depends on the operation or workhouses and prisons , as Scrooge 
does, is raced with the shivering figures of' Ignorance and Want . 
The happy home · of the Cratchi ts contains all the usual details of' 
Dickens ' s  famous "happy ho� , " which he shows so rarely: "Cleanliness , 
doJEstic order and efficiency, the little woman , a troop of' happy and 
untroublesoim children--one, perhaps , a particularly saintly one , a1-
lolft3d to be ailing or a cripple for greater effect--these are the es ­
sential scenery; the focus of the well-set stage is invariably the fire , 
. 
( ' the crisp fire, ' • the brisk sea-coal· fire 1 1 the hearth in symbol and 
112 
in i'act ) ; comf'ort and security are represented by food and drink. " 
eoDpare d to this Dickens details the cold, miserly, ' lonely life of' 
Scrooge , sho� him the error of his ways ,  and invites him to join the 
good life .  Through scrooge , Dickens admonishes England to cut off the 
llO 
Edgar Johnson, I ,  487; see also P •  485 . 
111 Hardy, Moral �' p .  81. 
ll2 Lane , p .  160. 
chains of the ca -bo»3s and purses and reassert the gentilesse qual,­
ities : love, concern, and natural humanity. 
For Chris.tmas of 1844 Dickens wrote The ChDoos .  Rather than the 
129 
fable approach to England' s  problems , he attacks several current ques­
tions and tells the story from the angle of the poor themselves . John­
son s� that "!!!!. Chims is evidence of Ili.ckens 's growing preoccupation 
with social problems and of his growing lmowledge that they could not be 
eJCplained in terms of individual villainy. nllJ Michael Slater ' s essay 
"Dlckens 1 s  Tract or the Times 1 1 is very useful in explaining all of the 
contenporary issues ; according to Slater Dickens was veey moved by the 
Second Beport 0£ the Children ' s  Employme nt Commis sion which he got from 
Dr. Southwood SmLth in 1843 (the same report that led to Eliza?eth 
Barrett ' s  11 Cry of the Children" ) and decided to shock the comfortable 
society into awareness . This story was an overt entry into the polit­
ical arena. He refers in � Chires to the suicide problems , particu­
larly the case of' a mother and child in 1844; to the agricultural labor 
problems in Dorsetshire (which also led to Hood' s "The Lay of the Labor-. 
er" ); to the great landowners and their attitudes in the person o:r Bow­
le7; and to the Malthusians , utilitarians , a nd political economists 
in the person of Hr. ·Filer. The general horror of the calloused  thinking 
that surrounded the s olutions offered appalled many. Jowett later said� 
1 ' I  have always f'elt a ce rtain horror of political economists since I 
heard one of them say that he feared the famine of 1848 in Ireland would 
ll3 . Edgar Johnson, I, 5.34. 
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not kill oore than a million people , and that would scarcely be enough 
to do much good. 1 1 114 Unfortunate ly this was merely good Malthusian 
philosophy. Although the passage was later deleted, Malthus • s  Es say 2E 
� Principle � Population (1803 )  originally said that a man without 
labor and who could not live off his parents has • • no claim or right to 
the smallest portion of food, and, in fact , has no business to be where 
he is . '' US With this in mind Trotty Veck declares that he has no 
business being alive because he is poor. Dickens must cure him of this 
self-defeating notion and must expose the brutality of the current gen­
teel theories . He chooses the device of a death-dream in which Trotty 
sees all of the worst predictions of Alderman Cute (Sir Richard Laurie .) 
and Mr. File r coming true . This self-defeating attitude was ei:icouraged 
by the genteel to keep down the lower classes . These theories were 
acceptable be cause the genteel rich and the shabby genteel, who had 
their pretensions , had the right to continue living on the basis . of 
their material "success . "  In spite of the "theory, 11 however, when Toby 
is transported back to life he lmows the value of a hwna.n heart; as a 
gentllesse quality and 0:£ a loving, happy home , however poor. 
Other Christmas tales The Cricket on the Hearth and The Battle of , --- -- ---- - -
�' are about family love and trus t .  � Haunted Man is of the most 
interest. Written in 1848 The Haunted Man and the Ghost 1 s Bargain c rone  --- -- - -
114 Jowtt quoted in c .  Woodham-Smith, � Great Hunger, quoted in 
Michael Slater, '' Ili.ckens • s Tract for the Tires , "  Dickens 1970, ed.  Michael Slater ( New York: Stein & Day, 1970) , PP • ii4, 99-=i°i4. 
115 Malthus quoted in Slater, "Tract, " P •  llS. 
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just after Dombey and �· It was concerned with the value of the mem­
ory. The 100st important character in it is a small boy, a street arab, 
who shows no disintegration of his humanity when deprive d of his nemory 
because he is as near to an ani]'.nal as a hwna.n can get . ni.ckens comes to 
no conclusion about him and his place in society, but the p roblem preys 
on him until he examines it through Jo in Bleak House . The goodness in 
the story is perpetuated by Mrs .  William Swidgers through whom Dickens 
dramatizes his belief that goodness can gene rate goodness and can with-
stand and . even overcome the evil surrounding it . This , of course ,  
parallels ntckens • s hope in IX>mbez � � in which Florence struggles 
with he r father throughout the entire novel until finally when gentility 
is destroyed love' wins . 
Dombez � Son was , according to Cockshut , the first important Eng­
lish novel on the indus trial socie ty. Its dominant symbol for that 
society is the railroad. ll6 It was published at the �ame time as 
Thackeray ' s  Vanitz � and shows a great artistic improvement in 
DLckens ' s  work and a further change in his attitude toward society. He 
waited two years afte r Martin Chuzzlewit ended before he began Dombey 
and Son in 1846. In it Dickens sho1iS a new attitude toward business and -- -
Weil.th . Tillotson calls it the new " gloom of wealth 11 which is capable 
ot poisoning all relations hips : 11Wealth is an evil, corrupting the 
heart; prospe rity a house built on sand. 11117 
116 Cockshut ,  p . 97 . 
117 Tillotson, p .  131. 
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Here Di.ckens puts gentility, the false social values ,  in a position 
or inportance . The individual villain does not control the action• . ' 
society is the pervasive infiuence . Miller says that " • • •  one of the 
central purposes of Dombey � � is to confront the pride , falsity, 
and isolation of the upper clas s ,  immured in its riches , living in a 
perpetual masquerade of pretense ; and the lcwer class, with its warmth 
ot generosity and sentiment, breaking down all barriers between person 
ua 
and person.q  These false barriers that separate classes and individ-
uals, these false social values , are dramatized by Dickens in the cen­
tral person of Mr. Dombey. 
Mr. Dombey is certainly a different image from the Pickwick-Cheery­
ble businessman and even the Chuzzlewit type . Here Dickens attacks the 
genteel style . The new pseudo-aristocrat of the new commercial-indus­
trial society is pe rsonified by Dombey. Johnson says that in his career 
Dickens "beca.J"OO steadily more analytical of the causes underlying the 
world ' s evils . " 119 His analysis led him straight to gentility, or false 
social values ,  rather than to the idea of an evil power in the person of 
a viJJajn like Quilp or Ralph. In Dombe;y � � Dickens creates an 
entire society f'rom Good Mrs . Brown through Cuttle and Toodles and Perch, 
�ough Mrs . Skewton and Major Bagstock and Carker up to Dombey the new 
aristocrat and Cousin Feenix the old aristocrat . Edmund Wilson calls it 
120 
an anatolT\V of s ociety. 
llB Miller, World of � Novels , P • 144. 
119 . 
. 
Edgar Johnson, II, 626 . 
l20 Edmund Wilson, p .  34. 
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Mr. Dombey• s  gentility allows him to. be preyed upon by Mrs . Skewton, 
Major Bags tock, and Mr. Carker and eventually to be unsuccessful at the 
business that made him an "aristocrat. •t Juxtaposed to Dombey and his 
parasites is the warm, happy absurdity 0£ the lower classes . Captain 
Cuttle and Solomon Gills, the Toodles family, and Mr. Toots fill chap­
ters contrasting with the cold, hard seriousness of' Mr. Dombey. Paral­
leled to the lipper-class prostitution of' Mrs . Skewton and Edith are Mrs . 
Brown and Alice . . The entire society has the corrupting tenptation or 
the buying and selling of humanity itsel.£. The parent-child relation­
ship in the Toodles f'ami.ly and between Soloroon and Walter contrasts 
with Dombey' s  utilitarian view 0£ Paul ' s childhood as a stage to . be left 
behind as quickly as possible , so that Dombey and son can becom3 Dombey 
and Son121
 
which to him is o! ultimate importance, and Dombey ' s utter 
indifference to his other child, Florence . 
Dombey is a symbol of the economic and moral system. According to 
Johnson, eve�ere "competitive greed and indifference to the welfare 
of others create a cynical economic system that spawns all the vices and 
122 ' 
f "-h * . cruelties o:r s ociety. "  . Dickens uses other symbols or "' is new s oci-
ety. . The railroad is both a symbol of the progress of industr-.r and a 
syinbo1 of the disruption of the entire society by a powerful and un­
stoppable force . It comes to Stagg • s  Gardens , destroys the community, 
but gives it new life at the same time . Of the gentilesse characters 
Solomon and Cap ' n Cuttle live in a past age , but Toodles is of the 
121. Marshall, p .  213 . 
122 Edgar Johnson, II, 635 . 
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future and the railroad. This new industrial order can bring death 
(Carker) and destruction, but it can also bring new· jobs and new impor­
tance to the worker. In the economics dominated t-rorld o.r Dombey �· 
�, . the ma.in symbol shows both the hope and despair of the Industrial 
Revolution. Dombey himself is a representative of the merchant and 
individualist o.f the past economic society who when he arrives at gen­
tility lets the control of his business fall to the less genteel and 
thus ruins himself. 
As a representative of the pseudo-aristocrat of power and wealth 
rather than birth, Dombey symbolizes "the arrogance of the ruthless 
acquisitive ambition which had becore a new godhead of middle-class 
. 123 . . 
England and Europe . u Zabel says that 1 aside from the interruption of 
Ihvid Copperfield, Dombey � � and Dickens ' s  last six novels are 
novels ot "realistic social analysis and revolutionary implications . n
124 
In them Dickens embodies a profound distrust of society' s v£Uues and a 
deep fear or the results of mass striving a:t'ter vanity while both the 
old and new problems of mankind and his enviromoont go unsolved • 
. 
Instead of villains Dombey � � contains individualizations 0£ 
social evils :  Carker who represents the new classless group which preys 
on the :foolish pride ·and egoism of the genteel; Mrs .  Skewton and Good 
Mrs .  Brown who represent the unprincipled buying and selling of body and 
soul; Mrs .  Skewton and Major Bagstock who represent the falsity of the 
fashionable world and the grasping after that new ve�ion of power and 
123 
Zabel, Craft � Character, P •  24. 
124 Zabel, Craft an d  Character, P •  23. 
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infiuence which the desire f'or style exerts ove r wealth. H�hrey House 
says that the "snob problem11 was not really important until after the 
Befonn Bill of' 1832 forced the upper and �ddle classes . into closer con­
tact,· both culturally an d  socially • . In the • forties there arose "those 
interminable controve rsies about what a gentleman is , "125 and Dickens 
saw that the human nature he had been studying was turning inexorab:cy 
·toward gentility, the s ocial evaluation of' wealth, style , manners , 
education, and infiuence that resulted in proper social appearance and 
p.osition, rathe r than toward the gentilesse qualities and virtues of 
unspoiled hwnanit;y. Those virtues he found more and more in the lower 
classes who could resist the genteel temptations because they- were 
closer to the natural, unperverted gentilesse qualities , closer to 
nature , and closer to each other. Of' course Dickens saw the ambiguity 
always--Mrs . Skewton and Mrs . Brown represent opposite poles o:f society 
but similar evils--the child Florence and most of the Toodles children 
can remain good as long as genteel social pres sures pass them by, · but 
Biler, Toodle • s  son, is destroyed by Dombey ' s· ttcharity11 and the Chari-
. 
table Grinders .  
Williams sees the central. theme of Dickens ' s novels as the meaning 
and substance of' conntrunity. 12
6 
The "social" power of the community had 
not been felt in such force in England before this . Dickens :feels the 
change and tries to express his ideal of gentilesse and human community; 
he examines relationships between people and bet·ween the individual and 
125 House, p . 15 3.  
126 Williams , � English Novel, P • 10. 
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society. Tocqueville notes concerning the dell¥)critization of society 
that was occurring everywhere at this ti.ma (1830 ' s )  that the power of 
individual private judgment and action was growing less ,  while the 
power of society ' s  group authority was growing greater.127 In England 
in the mid-Victorian period n society11 was striving upward socially with 
single-minded aggressiveness and those le.ft below simply ceased to exist . 
Williams expresses this new effect thus : "Society from being a fraroo-
wrk could be seen now as an agency, even an actor • • • • as an appar-
ent� independent organism, a character and an action like others • • • • 
. It was a process �hat entered lives , to shape or to deform; a process 
personally known but then again suddenly distant, complex, incompre-
. 
128 hensible,  overwhelming. " 
In Dombey � � Dickens directly faced the gentility problem in 
his new industrial society 1 but he was unsure about his own place in 
that society. In 1847 he had begun an autobiographical statement for 
129 . Forster but could not bring himself' to finish it. In David Copper-
field, his most autobiogr�phical work, llickens goes over his life up 
to 1849 trying to make sense out of it to himsel.t. Although it was 
perhaps his most beloved novel, David Copperfield is not as artistically 
suooesst'Ul as his best work is . It has the marvelously memorable char-
127 Alexis de Tocqueville 11Concerning the Principal Source of Be­
liefs Among temocratic Peoples : 11 r.emocracy in .Aroorica, ed. J • P • Mayer 
and Max lemer, trans . George Lawrence (New York: Harper & Row, Pub. '  
1966), pp. 399-400. 
128 Williams , � English Novel, P •  13. 
129 Forster, I, 19. 
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acters and s cenes that come out of every Dickens novel, but as a whole 
it is flawed by Dickens ' s  concern for his public image . This makes 
especially the end of the novel seem like an apology for the snmg, 
comfortable middle-class genteel life that Dickens later castigated. 
In Great Expectations Dickens studies his roontal. progress _more honestly. 
But when he tells his public those things about his life that he wants 
- to disclose in David Coppe rfield, he is caretul to be guilty of nothing 
more than a lack of prudence and dis cipline himself. It is inte resting 
that, . as Miller says ,  the novel is built around the problem of romantic 
l 
. . 130 . . 
nha i ove and marriage . Dickens struggles WJ.th his own u ppy marr age, 
· ana.J.,TZes it, then unfortunately takes the simple escape of ki.lling off 
the unsuitable 1.n.f'e ,  ]))ra, and showing the ideal life center in Agnes ,  
a center which he felt as a void in his own life . 
In a study of the gentility theme in David Coppe rfield it ·would be 
more logical to observe the unconscious, rather than the conscious , 
results " of his efforts . Dickens may have been less than honest about 
any of his own faults ,  but his powe rs 0£ observation could unconsciously . 
examine his characters . · AS Engel notes , "Though the scheme 0£ David 
Copperfield points to the desirability 0£ social status, the sanctity 
' . 131 and authority of status are often under attack. " In the persons of 
Uriah Heep, the Murd.stones , and Steerforth he attacks respectively the 
effects of poverty and charity, of religious perversion, and of upper­
class gentili.ty and lack 0£ moral discipline . 
lJO Miller, World £! � Novels , p .  150. 
l3l Engel, PP •  153-154. 
In Uriah Heep , according to Cockshut, "Physical repulsion, moral 
disapproval and class supe riority are mingled, are boiled up together 
into a .kind of broth where they be cone indistinguishable . n132 Even 
though this emphasis on physical repulsion is an unfair roothod which 
138 
was used very rarely if' ever again by Dickens to make the reader hate 
the villain and despite lli.ckens 1 s rather genteel sort of class supe ri­
ority which is represented in David, Dickens cannot ignore the re�l root 
ot Uriah Heep ' s  moral faults • 
. • But how little you think of the right.f'ul umbleness or a person 
in llG" station, l·laste r Coppe rfield ! Father and me wa.S ho.th 
brought up at a foundation school for boys , and Mothe r, she 
was likewise brought up at a public , sort of charitable , 
establishment . They taught us all a deal of umbleness --not 
much else that I know of, from morning to night . We was to 
be umble to ' this person ,  and umble to that, and to pull �ff 
our caps here ,  and to make bows the re ,  and always to lmow our 
place, and abase ourselves before our bette rs . An We had such 
a lot of bette rs ! • • •  • It was the first time it had eve r 
occurred to me that this detestable cant of false humility 
might have originated out of the Heep family. I had seen the 
harvest, but had never thought of the seed • • • • . I had never · doubted his iooanness,  his era.ft and malice , but I fU.lly c om­
prehended now, for the first tw, what a bas e ,  unrelenting, 
and revengeful spirit, must have been engendered by this 
early, and this long, suppression. (�, pp. 514-515 )  
Hardy notes that even though David speaks very priggishly, Uriah en­
forces the s ocial and inoral insight . The reader can see that Dickens 
aa· author and David are not identical. 11It certainly marks Dickens 1 s 
imaginative re cognition of the social significance of Heep and the 
socially determined nature of the ethics of industry. 1 1133 In this kind
. 
ot moral criticism Dickens moves beyond his historical limits , limits 
132 Cockshut, p .  119 . 
l.33 Hardy, Moral �, pp • . 125-126. 
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which seem to ope rate more strongly in Lavid COJ?perfield than in any ot 
his later novels , into the universal critical observation of hwnan 
nature that underlies all of his best mora;l. criticism. 
Another kind of villain is shown in the Murdstones . In f'airytale 
style Mr. Murdstone is the ogre . He is another representation in 
Dickens ' s  battle against the religious gloom which was previously 
_ discussed. House says about Murdstone that 1 1 • • • the bully:Lng and 
avaricious character comes first,  and the religion follows as subsequent 
justification oi it . 11134 Consequently, Mura.stone comes on stage as both 
the local Calvinist gloom spreader and the Utilitarian bully who sends 
David off to labor ·as is useful after making his young life miserable 
with mathematical problems on cheeses . This ldnd of moral criticism is 
found again and again in all of Dickens· 1 s novels . 
Yet another kind of moral criticism is found in the character of 
Steerforth.  Dickens ' s  psychological d0scription ot David ' s  admiration 
and the mental juggling he must do to keep that adnti.ration when he sees 
that Steerforth often acts out a gentilesse manner, as with the Peggot• 
tys ,  tor example , when he obviously feels only contempt for their low­
ness ,  is very perceptive . Marshall feels that this is an important part 
of· the theme . Steeriorth is the childish first stage of David ' s  prog- -· 
ress toward understanding himself, and when David reaches maturity he 
must have found a wa;s to reject Steerforth 1 s value system while s till 
keeping the memory of his purely emotional impact on himsel£ at one 
l34 House , p .  121. 
JliO 
stage in his lif'e .135 Angus Wilson says that Dickens is beginning to 
understand that even love may distort; the personality.136 Steer.forth 
is worshipped by his mothe r and has au the money and authority over 
others that he could want, but . has no seli'•discipline or responsibility. 
In this novel on the "undisciplined heart, " Dickens shows that too 
much or 'What society values can ruin the pos sible noble man, just as 
irrevocably as too little ruined him in Hugh of Barnaby: Rudge. Of 
course to Emily, S teer£orth represents that gentility she aspires to 
have and ruins he rself" to get . She entrusts herseli' to a man who is 
spoiled, undisciplined, and insensitive for the sake 0£ gentility. 
These three characters ,  Uriah, Murdstone , and Steer.forth, are the 
most important �jor characters who are objects or Dickens ' s  moral 
( 
criticism, but that most memorable product of ni.ckens • s  genius , Wilkins 
Mi.cawber, should be nentioned here .  Micawber is a complex character. 
He is both a manipulator and a victim of the shabby genteel tra�tion. 
He and his family survive by means of his amazing use of language; they 
live their lives on a stage , as Bush puts it. 137 Socially Dickens . 
created Micawber to fly in the face of the ¥..althusians and the Utilitar­
ians . He has children. he cannot support, he lives off others , and 
through most or the novel he is quite useless ,  an unth..-rift.y and im­
prudent man• Dickens sho-ws his human ambiguity--Micawber is lovable 
but dangerous 1 as David points out to Traddles , even though Traddl.es 
l35 Marshall, PP • 169-174. 
l.36 Angus Wilson, World of Charles Dickens , P •  214. 
l37 Bush, p . 20. 
has no. money to lend Micawber, n ' You have got a name ,  you know • • • •  • u · 
(00� p.  426 ) As was · !1¥3ntioned before , Micawber is .a .father figure to 
David, but lli.ckens would not face this problem from his own ·real auto­
biographical place in Willdns ,  . Jr. Dickens 1 s parents were Micawbe r­
style people , although his father was actually a hard worke r, and the 
disorganized mess that he describes in the Micawber household repre-
- sents that which caused Dickens to be obsessed with order and cleanli­
ness in · his own household.. Onell conplains that the Micawbers are 
138 - · .  inconsistent, but perhaps the Micawbers themselves in their ambigu-
ities and the reactions to them by Dickens and his other characters 
would be. better described as simply · human nature . 
The desire for the genteel style and manner led Dickens ' s  father 
to observe on going into prison (in the words of Micawber) :  " 1 Annual 
inco� twenty pounds , annual expenditure nineteen nineteen six, result 
happiness . · Annual income twenty pounds , annual e.xpendi ture twenty 
pounds ought and six, result misery. 1 1 1 (�, p . 182 ) In Dickens1 s  later 
d8.rker novels he doubts that this pervasive influence of gentility can 
be ·escaped. His vision gradually gave up on the new powerful middle 
class , and the strength that he knew he had used to pull himself' up in 
the world loses its value when the only goal is gentility. 
· The power of David Copperfield, says Engel, cOlues from the poign­
ancy of caution ,  limitation, and defeat rather than from the sur£ace 
thene of prudence . 139 This power is the forewarning _ �f his future dark 
138 
Orwell, "Charles Dickens , 11 Discussions , PP • 40-42 . 
139 Engel, p . 152 . 
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novels . But unfortunately Cockshut is correct about Ihvid Copperfield 
ldlen he .says that Dickens was ••moved successively or even simultaneously 
by a desire to be admire d for his extraordinary triUlJl>h ove r circum­
stances , a desire to be pitied as a childish outcast, and a desire to 
appear as a gentleman to whom e ducation and literary culture came as a 
140 . birthright . Y  In David Coppe rfield Dickens cherishes his own genteel 
- pretensions , but the f'our novels that co� between the . end of fuvid 
Copperfield in 1850 and 1860 when he wrote Great Expectations give him 
-
more insight into the insidious quality of those f'alse s ocial values 
that the social half of his personality wanted but from whose ugly 
personal and s ocial results his artistic vision recoile d in fear and 
indignation . 
STAGE THREE : 
BIEAK HOUSE TO OUR MUTUAL FRIEND · 
ni.ckens • s  last group of n ovels from Bleak House begun in 1852 until 
his la.st conplete novel � Mutual Friend finished in 1865 are commonly 
referred to as his dark 11ovels . His contemporaries and those many 
readers who valued his . bubbling hwnor above all else rejected these 
noVels as inferior works because of their dark quality. Actually they 
contain the important work of Dickens ' s  maturity as an artist and in the 
Ili.ckens revival of the last twenty years these novels have been ac­
c�d, while , unfortunately, the earlier novels have been ignored. 
Dickens ' s work taken as a whole shows his growth in understanding human 
140 Cockshut, p .  116. 
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nature and socie:t7. It shows the · thematic unity . of the conflict between 
gentilesse and gentility. The later novels are darker as gentility � s 
power increases and Dickens • s  optimism decreases . In these later novels 
Dickens shows the pervasion of the entire society by gentility and the 
ugly consequences these f�e social values produce for humanity. 
In the later 1 i'orties , according to House , Dickens ' s vision grew 
"from the 100rely personal and doroostic towards an 'understanding Qf the 
complicated interaction of countless social forces . 11141 Because the 
power to change society was sapped from the single individual Dickens 
was forced to conclude that the extent of gentilesse. would be found in 
isolated individuals doing good as ·much as they could in their own 
small worlds . And even these individuals would not find it so  easy to 
be good as it appeared in the earlier Dickens vision. Even these. gen­
tilesse characters were not immune from the moral disease of' gentility 
and its social symptoms . In the later novels lli.ckens sees 'What Engel 
calls a llpervasive and blighting spiritual disorder. 11142 Ford says that 
the closer Dickens got to the " Dark Tower itself" the stronger and more 
pervasive he saw the fore.es of society that his novels were exposing. lL.J 
George Bemard Shaw particularly admired Dickens 1 s wrk and his 
statement about what· Dickens discovered in his society is very pene­
trating. Shaw said that lli. ckens had found 1 1  that it is not our dis ­
order but our order that is horrible; that it is not our criminals but 
lU House , P •  213. 
142 Engel, p .  189. 
143 Ford, Readers , P • 85. 
our magnates that are robbing and murdering us . 11144 In spite of the 
specific
. criticisms that Dickens includes in 
every novel, the result is 
universality. Orwell said that because Ilickens did not see the a.Dswe.r 
as a rere change o:f shape , the very "vagueness of his discontent is the 
mark of its pe rmanence . 11145 Dickens was not a philosopher. He depended 
on his intuition and insight; the result, says Jolmson, is •.•a sharp in­
telligence which pierced through the complexities of the social scene to 
a co�rehension of . its shocld..ng realities that was essentially true . n
146 
This essential truth can be found in Dickens 1 s most grotesque characters , 
in his simplii'ications and his ambiguities , in his personifications 
ot values ,  and in his demonstration or the necessity of the gentilesse 
qualities in a wo�ld bent upon suppressing them. 
Dickens ' s  social criticism was usually a moral admonition to in-
dividuals to see what was around them, to feel with their fellow men, 
to touch and taste and listen to the mass of humanity that made up their 
community and then to act--to act with their natural human goodness 
rather than with the cruelly indifferent "surface" that s ociety de-
. 
marided. Dickens admonished by demonstration . He demonstrated the mud­
dle of the courts , the barrenness of the extremely utilitarian philos­
ophy, the obstructionism of the government, the rage of the mob, the 
moral disaste rs that lTD.lst come £rom the love of gentility. He picked his 
evils to be representative . As House says �  "Of course, nothing suited 
144 Shaw quoted in Ford, Reade rs ,  p .  235 .  
l45 Orwell,  "Charles Dickens , "  Discussions , P •  44. 
146 Edgar Johns on , I I ,  1128 . 
Dickens better �han that an evil was an old evil, ·that . Parliament had 
tinkere d with it and failed to cure it , that the re had been a Conmrl.ttee 
or Lords about it , that a Board or a set of Honourable Commissione rs 
had been appointe d to in quire into it and report on it , that pape rs 
about it had. been through and through the Circumlocution Of£ice , ac­
cumulating Barnacle inst ructions How Not To Do It . 11147 
The first old evil that Dickens set upon in his dark period was 
the Chancery Court and with it the responsibility and interconnec tion 0£ 
humanity. In Bleak House the entire noveP s vast and co�licate d struc -
ture i s  in its elf a demonstration of the inevitability o f  interconnec� 
tion between all levels of the society . When Stevenson obje c ts that 
" real life is never s o  tidy, 0148 he is showing insensitivity . to the 
theme , which he wants to take the form of a sto ry  plot . Donovan is much 
closer to the "plot" when he des cribes it as a p rogressive dis cove ry of 
149 patterns and relationships uniting the characters . Edmund Wilson 
says that it repres ents a new literary genre , "the novel of the s o cial 
group . u l.50 (Stevenson says that it is the "firs t detective novel , "  
151 . 
also . ) The s ocial group contains representatives of all social . 
levels , from the aristocrat , Sir Leice s ter Dedlock, to the animal-like 
crossing sweeper Jo •. Dickens ' s  theme is the brotherhood 0£ man and the 
147 House , p .  45 . 
l4B Stevenson , � English Nove l, P •  298 . 
149 Ibnovan, pp . 223, 227 . 
150 Edmund Wils on , P •  34 . 
l5l Stevenson ,  � English Novel, P •  298 . 
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necessary responsibility conne cte d  with it . His warning is , "If' people 
are not related morally, they will be related amorally in a vast des-
t . 152 ructive process . " 
Some of the symbolism is based on the thene of isolation and dis-
integration that is opposed to connection and growth. In Ble ak House 
no one �an see;  the at:roosphere is opaque and all eyes are turned in­
-ward. Everything arid everyone are falling apart, disintegrating , de -
conposing . The gove rrunent and its system of "justice 11 is cheating its 
supplicants or ignoring its responsibilities . As far as the govern-
nent is concerned Jo does not exist and the Chancery Court seems to · be 
deliberately driving its dep endents mad. Taken down to the individual 
level Dickens shows individuals ignoring their responsibilities ,  usually 
for vecy genteel reasons : Lady �dlock abandons Esther, Mrs . Jellyby 
ignores her household, Mr .  Turveydrop selfishly consumes his child ' s  
existence . Se t against this isolation and alienation are the gentilesse 
connections of responsibility and love . As usual Dickens brings his 
s ocial criticism do�m to the individual moral level .  He dr�tizes the 
theme . 
The parent-child · relationship is important as it always is in 
Dickens , especially .here because it shows the natural human need for the 
gentile sse qualities of love and responsibility in parent figures , pub- · 
lie and private . The largest s ocial parent role is taken by t�e govern­
ment and its repre sentative , the Lord Chancellor ' s  Court , which was 
1.52 Mille r, World £!'_ His Novels , P •  209 .  
. . , , ""' d . d . . . 15 3 on.gina-....., esigne to prote ct widows and orphans . The court is 
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literally the father-guardian of Richard Cars tone and Ada Clare and 
holds the lives of many other suitors in its hand. "This is the Court 
of Chance ry; which has its decaying houses and its blighted lands in 
f!Very shire ; which has its worn-out lunati.c in eve ry madhouse , and its 
dead in every churchyard; which has its ruined suitor, with his s lip­
shod heels and threadbare dres s ,  borrowing and begging through the 
round of every man ' s  ac quaintance • • • • " (BH, p .  37 ) The court is 
the larges t dramatization of this abnegation of responsibility and its 
results . Justice is forgotten ; people are £orgotten . Here again, as 
in Pickwick, the law is playing its game , but here no one goes to j ail 
on principle ; the clients go mad, commit suicide , are destitute and 
victimize d. The other rotten center of the novel is T om-All-Alone • s ,  
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ldlich · stands , according to Van Ghent, as the father of Jo. "As, . on · the 
ruined human wretch , vermin parasite s appear, so these ruineQ shelters 
have bred a crowd of foul existence that crawls in and out of gaps in 
walls and boards ;  and coils its e lf to sleep , in maggot numbers , where 
I 
the . rain drips in; and come s and goes , fetching and carrying fever, and 
sowing more evil in its eve ry footprint than Lord Coodle , and Sir Thomas 
IOodle ,  and the Duke .of Foodle , and all the fine gentleioon in off"ice 
dovm to Zoodle , shall set right in five hundred years--though born ex-
pressly to do it . u  (!l!:!, p . 257 ) 
l53 Donovan, p . 213 . 
154 · Van Ghent , "View from Tod.gers • s , " P •  33. · 
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Gentilesse responsibility is the individual, pers onal, 100ral 
resp onsibility. Van Ghent s ays  that the theioo and structure are unified 
when " the woman who has denied her child [Lady �dloc� and the diseased 
boy (Jo] to whom s ociety has been an unnatural f'ather are laid s ide by 
side in the saroo churchyard to be consumed by the same worms , physical 
nature asserting the organicity which moral nature had revoked . 11 155 
The pers onal responsibility the� underlies the entire book: ·pers onal 
responsibility, interconnection , brotherhood, the unity of all of s oci-
ety • . 
Angus Wils on says that Dickens shows society on all levels as made 
up of " little lmots of self-regarding and therefore trivial-minded in­
dividuals , each negle cting the family or pers ons dependent up �n him, 
as the ruling classes do the people of England. 11156 llickens is e special-· 
ly angered by middle-clas s genteel ignorance and neglect, because that 
class is simply c reating an artificial barrier between itself and its 
origins . Mr. Snagsby did not know that Tom-All-Alone • s existe d  until he 
was led there by Bucket and Tulkinghorn . "Between his two conductors , . 
Mr Snagsby passes along the middle of a villainous stree t, undrained, 
unventilate d, deep in black nn.id and corrupt water • • •  and reeking with 
such snells and sights that he , who has lived in London all his lif'e , 
can scarce believe his senses . 1 1 ( BH, p. 349 ) Mrs . Jellyby does not know 
ha " . that her husband and children exist because her eyes ve a curious 
habit of seeming to look a long way off . As if • • • they could see 
l55· Van Ghent , "View from Todgers • s , " P • Jl. · 
l.56 Angus Wils on, World of Charles Dickens , P •  233 . 
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nothing nearer than Africa ! "  (BH, p .  71 )  This genteel, and also im­
perial, habit of bearing one ' s  burden as far aWczy from home as possible 
aggravated Dickens very much. Jo could sit on the very doorstep of 
this genteel form of charity and be ignored. 
He [Jo] is not one of Mrs Paradiggle •s Tockahoopo Indians ; 
he is not one of Mrs Jellyby' s  lambs ;  being wholly uncon­
nected w.Lth Borrioboola-Gha; he is not softened by dis­
tance and unfamiliarity; he is not a genuine foreign­
grown savage; he is the ordinary home-made article . Dirty, 
ugly, disagreeable to all the senses , in body a common 
creature of the common streets , only in soul a heathen. 
Homely filth begriroos him, hoiooly rags are on him: native 
ignorance , the growth of English soil and climate , sinks 
his immortal nature lower than the beasts that perish .  
Stand forth, Jo, in uncompromising colors ! From the sole 
of thy foot to the crown of thy head, there is nothing 
interesting about thee . (BH, p .  685 ) 
In spite of this at least Mrs . Jellyby neglects her responsibilities for 
so�thing, however remote . Mr. Turveydrop is perhaps even worse because 
he is th� parasite , the "genteelly �overished and hypocritical wor-
hi r tl . "157 H s pper of the upper classes , a gentlemen s gen ernan • • • • e 
drains off the labor and energy of his son to maintain himself in a gen­
teel style . And worst of all is the carefully planned hypocrisy of . . 
Harold Skimpole . He tells Esther:  • I You lmow I don ' t  intend to be re­
sponsible .  I never could do it. Responsibility is a thing that has 
always been above me.;.-or below me • • . • • ' '  (!!!_, P . 876 ) All 0£ these 
characters are variations on the theme of irresponsibility and neglect--
a negation of the gentilesse qualities . 
These characters are also integrated into the theme of decay
. 
farther away from gentilesse a society gets the more it decomposes . 
l57 Engel, · p .  123. 
The 
The 
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Bleak House world is in an advanced stage of decay on several levels . 
For instance observe Mrs . Jellyby 1 s  closets : ubits of mouldy pie , s our 
bottles , Mrs Jellyby 1 s  caps , letters , tea, forks , odd boots and shoes 
of children, firewood, wafers , . saucepan-lids , damp sugar in odds and 
ends of pape r bags , foot-stools , blacklead brushes, bread, Mrs Jellyby • s 
bonnets , books with butter sticking to the binding, guttered candle ­
ends put out by being turned upside down in broken candlesticks , nut­
shells , heads and tails of shrimps , dinner-mats , gloves, coffee-grounds, 
umbrellas . •  (.!?£!, p .  462 )  Turveydrop himself is held together only with 
bands and stays . Also Johnson says that " all these people exemplify 
the decay of the lofty principles and noble ideas that they profe s s ,  
into irrelevance
'
, flippancy, indifference , selfishnes s ,  and h�tred • . ,155 
Mrs . Jellyby and Mrs . Pardiggle represent charity, Chadband religion, 
Turveydrop courtesy, Sld.mpole culture . All have decayed from a gentiles ­
se origin into uselessness and self-serving gentility. Ford makes this 
comment on the reaction to Dickens ' s  criticism: "One of the nzysteries 0£ 
his reputation is that it was sustained in spite of his biting s atire 0£ 
Victorian puritanism, anci that readers who were under the influence of 
the real-life equi vale
.
nts of Chadband and Mrs . Jellyby apparently ad-
; . . di ul n
l59 
mired the author who · mad.e these figures ri c ous . 
In 1851 England held the Great Exhibition . In 1852 Dickens wrote 
Bleak House in reaction against that genteel self-satisfaction that he 
hated so when at the very same time he saw the slums and disease and 
l58 Edgar Johnson, II, 768 . 
159 
Ford, Readers ,  P •  34. 
l51 
mdcUe of government at the level of the individual in the Cbancecy.1
60 
Young reports in Victorian England: 1 1  ' There have been at work among us ,  • 
a Nonconformi st preacher told his people , • three great social agencies :  
the IA>ndon City Mission; the novels of Mr. Dickens ; the cholera. • It 
had never been forgotten : it was always due to return . It ca.me . in 48/ 
49 and again in 54.
11161 Dickens looked around at the s lums and disease , 
remembered the revolutions and cholera of 1848 , saw the glass dome of 
the Great Exhibition , and exploded over the self-centered, sel£-satis -
tied, gentility-oriented English people and their ignorance and neglect 
or the unseen poor and the invisible pestilence . 
All of society is shown to be pervaded by this blindness that gen­
tility requires and the consequent isolation . The only relati.onship s  
are parasitic . Skimpole , Turveydrop , Smallweed, and Vholes are all 
bloodsucke rs . Charity is blind; religion is blind; and justice sees all 
too well that the "law ' s "  side of the balance shall receive all 0£ the 
weight . The govermoonts of Coodle , Doodle , Foodle , and Goodle alter­
nate rd.th Buffy, Cuffy, Fuffy, and Huffy (.fil!1 pp . 197-198 ) all to no 
etteot . 
Dickens seems to be making a spe cial effort in Bleak House to 
�amatize the ambiguities of life . As Hardy note s , Sir Leice s te r  s tands 
by Lady Dedlock with "natural • nobility. '  11162 le st he snee r too easily 
160 John Butt and Kathleen Tillotson , "The Topicalit! of B1eak 
House , "  Dickens at work, rpt. in Discussions of Charle s lli.ckens , e d .  
William Ross Clark ( Bos ton : He ath & Co . ,  1961 ) , PP • 6-o-66 . 
161 Young, p . 55 . 
162 Hardy, "Complexity, 11 P •  45 . 
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at routine an4 order Dickens presents the reader with Sld.mpole , who 
so100times talks so well with what Cockshut calls "bogus, informal good 
will) aJ.63 that the reader finds himself tempted ·as Jarndyce was , un­
willing to believe Esther • s penetrating analysis because he wants to 
believe in Skimpole ' s childishnes s  as an alternative to the horror 
around him. The reade r wants to believe that Prince and Caddy will be 
happy but their baby is weak: "She is not such a mite now; but she is 
deaf and dumb . "  (�, p .  925 ) 
The only hope that Dickens shows is found in Esther . Liberated 
by her illegitimacy from false e�ectations and forced into f'ull respon­
sibility for her life , she brings order and responsibility and regenera­
tion into the chaos of the dec omposing world . Ili.ckens 1 s  vision of the 
power of gentilesse against gentility is much darker--only in each per-
sonal sphere can . any good be done . Dickens ' s  conce rn is to impre s s  on 
his readers through the characters that they have other people in their 
sphe res; they are not isolated; there are relationships �o be a�know­
ledged. For Nemo, Coavins es , Jo , Lady Dedlock, as Donovan says , the 
. 
awareness came too late; they were discovered as fellow hwna.ns only 
after they were dead . 164 
Krook, surely one of Dickens • s most bizarre characters , dies by 
Spontaneous Combustion . Dickens produces in this death a most grotes -
qu d f p. ·l · t · t This will be the end of the social e an ear.L u warning o soci e y. 
163 . Cockshut , p .  129. 
164 Donovan, pp . 228-229. 
�tructure; full of "self-engendered diseases, it will annihilate it­
self by its own corruption. ul
65 
153 . 
� Times departs from the panoramic novel style of Bleak House 
before it and Little Dorrit after. Johnson calls � Times a ••morality 
drama, stark, formalized, allegorical, do�nated by the mood of pierc­
ing through to the underlying meaning of the industrial scene rather 
than describing it in minute detai1. 11166 Ironically Dickens uses . the 
rural symbolism of sowing, reaping, and garnering to show that even in · 
this new industrial world humanity carmot escape the natural progression. 
DLckens always judged any system by its fruits, not by its theories . 
His attack on Utilitarianism is an attack on the calculated, statistical 
view of life that results from the theory. The philosophy 0£ llard 
tacts itself', says Johnson, "is only the aggressive formulati on of the 
inh . . f . . t . all ttl
67 
umane spirit o Victorian ma eri sm. 
F. R. LeaVis in The Great Tradition proposes that Hard Times is 
Di.ckens • s only serious work of art;
168 his analysis o f  the novel is use-
. di ul69 tul, but Engel very aptly notes that 11it seems almost Gradgr:i.n an· 
. 
to count Hard Times as Dickens • s best work. Dickens wanted to strike -
a blow for the worke r but he really did not know the laboring class well 
at all. He had an artistic understanding of London and its inhabitants ,  
165 Edgar Johnson, II , 781. 
166 
Edgar Johnson, II , BOJ-804. 
l67 Edgar Johnson, II , 809. 
168 !£!avis, p .  227 . 
169 Engel, P• 175. 
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but not of the northern industrial centers and their community life . 
Consequently his view of the worker es Stephen Blacl<pool and of the 
labor organizer as Slackbri.dge , and especially his understanding of' how 
the workers and new unions were related was very weak . Dickens does 
his best when he lets his observation of human nature take over. 
ntckens was a self-made ma.n, a Victorian success story and an ex-
mrple of self-reliance, but even so he could see the inherent problems 
in this virtue of extreme individualism. Mr. Bounderby is derided for 
being a self-made man who wishes to be thought more self-made than he 
. really is . He and Mrs .  Sparsit represent, according to Wilson , the 
"alliance between wealth and birth''l70 and their relationship shows the 
patronizing power or rrnney, this time not even to ind.tate the . outward 
cultural and physical assets , which Arnold recognized as the strengths 
of the "Barbarians , "  but to e�has ize the self-made man ' s :rejection of 
what might be "fanciful" or useless and to emphasize the power of money 
to control everyone , even though it was made by the man from the gutter . 
Bounderby even ·tells Step�1en, an ordinary worker, " You are not to sup­
pose because she keeps my house for me ,  that she hasn 1 t been very high 
up the tree--ah, up at the top or the tree ! II 171 This pride in brute 
inhumanity coupled with Bounderby 1 s gloating attitude toward traditional 
cultural refinements reflects a vulgar self-satis.fi.ed attitude which 
lli.ckens disliked in the middle clas s .  Even though Ili.ckens obviously 
l70 Angus Wilson, World of Charles Dickens, PP • 239 . 
l7l Charles Dickens Hard Times (.Greenwich, Connecticut : Fawcett 
Publications , Inc . , 1966} ,  p.90. Subsequent references appear in the 
text as HT . -
feared the effect of the union, as shown in Slackbridge, wom George 
Bernard Shaw calls "a figment of the middle-class ima.gination, 11
172 
Bounderby clearly shows the common calloused industrialist ' s laissez­
taire attitude toward his " ' Hands • -a race who would have found more 
155 
favour with soroo people ,  if Providence had seen fit to make them only 
hands • • •  • "  (fil:, p .  83 ) This dehumanization and the sell-satisfac­
tion of the dehwnanizers is to Dickens just another exa.q>le of the 
greed and inhumanity which was rationalized and justified by the Ben­
thamite theoxrles .  
These Utilitarian theories are shown to have corrupted Mr .  Grad-
grind, who is basically a good man as shown by his taldng Sissy into 
his hone . But he has allowed himself to believe in all of the theories 
ld.thout further examination of what happens in practice . As Hardy says , 
in the case of Gradgrind and Bounde rby " . • • the caricature is what the 
character, in the fullest sens e ,  has made itself. 11
173 
Gradgrind, like 
Dombey, is change d by his own acts ; he sees what he is through his 
do i . s .  17 4 . ,, u.bles in Bitzer and Tolll: and through his oppos te in 1ssy. Di.cAens 
favored those aspects of Utilitarianism 'Which produced re forms in law, 
Sanitation, and housing, which we re  inpatient with muddle and neglect, 
and which had only contempt for social pretension, but he saw the con-
172 George Be rnard Shaw, 1 1Introduction to Hard Times , 1 1  rpt .  in 
Charles Dickens • Hard Times ' :  An Authoritative Text : Backgrounds , 
Sources ,  and Contempora Reactions : Crit:icI'Sin,-ed: George Ford and 
Sylvere Monod New York: Norton &Co . ,  1966), P • 337 . 
l73 Hardy, " Conplexity, 11 PP • 49-50. 
l?4 Hardy, Moral �, PP • 42 ,  43, 54. 
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. tradiction in Utilitarianism-- 11a conpound o:r rationalism and laissez­
taire e conomics , in spite of the substantial contradiction between .an 
appeaJ. to general utility and a reco�nda.tion of non-interf'erence . ul7S 
Although Dickens perceived the. contradiction in Utiiitarianismj Zabel 
notes that he was never a philosopher or theorist or any kind: 11He 
was a man ot imagination , a dralnatic novelist . 11176 He asserted personal 
experience and human connection--the necessity of seeing as 'Well as · 
thinking, of enpathetic gentilesse feeling as a prerequisite to philos� 
ophizing. 
Again in �  Tines Dic kens shows the child as victim--the natural 
human goodness corrupted by. the f'alse social va1ues . Young writes that 
· England was becoming aware of the rooager tradition found in h�r p.ower­
£u.l nd.ddle class . Schools were turning out what "could fairly be 
177 described as the . worst educated middle class in Europe . u  The Utili-
tarians had eliminated all non-factual mate rial as not use.tul. • • Facts 
alone are wanted in life, f • (.[!:, p .  25 ) says Mr. Gradgrind to his s chool­
master. The result is dramatized by Dickens in several varied char­
acters . Bitzer rationally explains to ¥ir. Gradgrind 'When he is going to 
turn Tom over to the authorities , 1 1 • • •  the whole social system is a 
question of self'-interest. • • • I was brought up in that catechism 
when I was vecy young, Sir, as you are aware . ' •  qg, p .  292 )  Gentility 
175 Williams , "Social Ideas , 11 pp. 69-90. 
l% . 55 Zabel, Graft � Character, P •  • 
l77 Young, PP • 87-89. 
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is always based upon mat the genteel person supposes is his sel.£­
interest; it is gentilesse that considers others . The result of the 
lack of all humane gentiles se relationships is shown in Louis a and her 
relationships to her father, he r brother, and her husband. She feels 
the need for love but does not know how to love , except in the mas och­
istic relationship with her brothe r. · She can only use and be used, and 
Tom Grad.grind is a user who gladly takes advantage of her confusion :for 
his gain. An important part of the gentilesse concept for Dickens is 
the natural, spontaneous kindnesses and good hwnor · or his gentiles s e  
characters . Gentility which conce rns itself only with egocentric and 
salt-serving actions is abhorrent in all its variations . 
As examples' of the gentiless e "wisdom of the Heart" (HT, p�  232 ) 1  
Sissy and the Horse riding a re  not as subtle as they could be and the 
thene is bluntly expres sed by Sleary: ' 'People mutht be amuthed. 1 • \B!,, 
P •  297)  Dickens does not give himself room t o  be ambiguous in this 
novel, but he does see the Horseriders for what they are realistically: 
They all assumed to be mighty rald.sh and knowing , they ·we re  
not very tidy in their private dresses , they were not at all 
orderly in their dolpestic arrangeioonts , and the combined 
literature of the whole company would have produced but a 
poor letter on any subject. Yet there was a remarkable gen­
tleness and childishnes s  about these people ,  a special in­
aptitude for any kind of sharp practice , and an untiring 
readines s  to help and pity one another, deserving often o� 
as :much respect and always of as much generous construction, 
as 
·
the every-da� virtues of any class of people in the world. 
(fil:, P •  57 )  -
In spite of their faults they represent a good connmmity of pe ople l-410 
are involved with each other, of people who care for each other, who 
have a common goal in their 11act , 11 and who each have a place and
 a role 
in their society. The use of art as sinJ)ly amusen:ent is a weak spot in 
Dicken5 1 s  drarUatization, but he is trying to show that the intuitive 
quality of' the gentiles se life is necessary and must be use d  as a 
fertilizer to "make a deadened, materialistic world flower again. u178 
Laughter is healthy. Johnson ·considers the position of' the circus 
folk and Sis sy as a symbol of art , 11and their position in the eyes of 
Mr. Grad.grind and Mr. Bounde rby implies the position of art in Vic­
torian England, just as Gradgrind and Bounde rby themselves s·ymbolize 
158 
the orthodox respectability of' that society. For them, art is reduced 
to the status of mere enterta.innent , and the artist is a useless 
_ Bohemian of dubious respectability, whose work they f'ro"t-m on as .frivo� 
lous and wasteful, utterly valueless for the utilitarian calculus . u179 
Perhaps Dickens is showing most of' all that even at the lowest level of 
art, as simply entertainnent, it is a valuable and necessary, though 
non-factual, ingredient in a complete l'dsdom of both head and heart .  
As Mr .  Gradgrind confesses t o  Louisa after her life has been wrecked 
before his eyes , 1 • Sone persons hold • • • that there is a wisdom 0 £  the 
Head, and that the re is a wisdom of. the Heart . I have not supposed s o  I 
• • • • · I have supposed the head to be all-sufficient . It may not be 
all-suf'ficient; how can I venture this morning to say it is ! • • (_!!!, p .  
232 )  The talse social values in this utilitarian society ldJ.1 gen-
tiless e  by requiring proof of its usefulness and then rejecting the only 
evidence it can offer--wisdom of the Heart . 
178 An gus Wilson, World of Charles Dickens , p .  15 . 
179 �cigar Johns on, II, 81J. 
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� Time.a is · an un-Dickensian book. It has the ne ces sary char­
acters and message , but Dickens did not give himself room to eJCplore 
all of the nooks and crannies . The blow was not for the worke r as much 
as against the oppres sing, suffocating, polluted climate of Victorian 
greed--the inhumanity of man .  The aristocrat Harthouse supports this 
climate with his bore d  indifference , and the cinder piles of Parliament 
where Gradgrind labors are worse than useless to the humanity 0£ Coke ­
town .  'l'he humanity disappeared into the 11hands 11 and the .factory has 
cone . alive into the "painted face of a savage , n  "interminable serpents 
ot smoke , " and 11an elephant in a state of rrelancholy madnes s . 11 (HT, 
p . 44) The current s ocially acceptable theory has created a monster 
and Dickens lashes out at it . Raymond Williams in . his Introduction to 
Hard Tines says that Dickens then leaves this negative re action tor the 
creative e:x;ploration of the human problem in Little D::>rr:i.t . Neve rthe-
-
les s ,  � Times does show in his simplest terms that Dickens is more 
.r 
than an entertaine r� It helps the reader see 11the impassione d and 
, .... , 
original artis t who was the first and is still in many ways the greatest 
I • d • al • • li t • d • • If 1
80 
novelist of our urban anel in ustn civi za ion an crisis . 
The prison of the mind and the city, the labyrinths , the confusion, 
the hugged pain , the ' hypocrisy, the self-se rving of the mind permeated 
by the poisons of false social values are centra1 to Little IX>rrit . The 
city, the government, the society, and the individual mind are pris ons 
180 Raymond Williams , " Introduction, 11 Hard Ti.'11es, Charles Dickens 
(Greenwich, Corn. : Fawcett Publications , Inc . ,  1966) ,  p .  24 .  · 
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and the key is only found in that natural human goodness , the gentilesse 
that Little Dorrit is able to retain even though she is an adult .  Jier 
littleness is probably an extra sign of her childlike retention ot 
natural gentilesse . Around her Dickens arranges labyrinths 0£ impri­
soning values and attitudes toward the self. Edmund Wilson sa:ys , "The 
implication is that , prison for prison, a simple incarceration is an 
excellent school of character COnt>ared to the dungeons 0£ Puritan the­
ology, or nK>dern business ,  or money-ruled Society, or of the poor peo­
ple of Bleeding Hearl Ya.rd who a.re swindled and bled by all of these . u1�1 
The Marshalsea was not a debtor ' s  prison when Dickens wrote Ll..ttle 
Dorrit, (the laws which imprisoned people for debt were repealed finaµy 
in the 1860s182 j  because for all practical purposes impriso�nt for 
debt had ceased. Little IX>rri t is not a reform novel. The . problem is 
exactly that merely doing away with the prison building can never end 
inprisorunent. Imprisonment is worse for those not in the prison build­
ing. The pris on of the mind 'Will hold Mr .  Dorrit no matter how far he 
travels or how much money he has . Just as it controls Mrs .  Clennam in 
her religion, Mis s Wade in her hatred and self-pity, Mr. Gowan in his 
genteel "superiority, n it will control virtually all of the characte rs 
of the novel in one way or anothe r. The roontal bonds of the uppe r  
classes are even worse than those of the lot-rer whose bonds are o.tten 
only physical. Trilling thinks that this novel says more about the es ­
senc·e of society than any other n ovel of Dickens 1 s . "It is about society 
181 Edmund Wilson, P •  55. 
182 
Collins , p. 139. 
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· . in relation to the individual human �1. 11183 
Engel says that the reality-illusion ambiguity fills the book. 184 
Genteel society is concerned with the maintenance of illusion. Mrs .  
General is the I»rrits 1 answer · to society ' s demands . Her job is to pro-
mote the "f'o:nnation or a surface . 11 (,!&, p .  530 ) It is her theory, as 
-well as that of genteel society which she represents , that r ' Nol;hing 
disagreeable should ever be looked at • • • • A truly refined mind w.i.11 
seem to be ignorant of' the existence of anything that is not perfectly 
proper, placid, and pleasant . f • (.!&, p. 530) Little IX>rrit is about the 
"illusions of' gentility, and the sell-protecting illusions cultivated by 
gentility. u185 Mr. Dorrit is the plot ' s  central victim and victimizer 
in this pretense : The Fathe r of Marshalsea is simply a parasite , who 
takes what he can get from whoever will be tricked by his own respect 
for the illusion of' gentility into depriving himself for Mr. Dorrit • s  
sake .- Dorri.t allows himself' to look upon the charity of others as his 
right as a genteel person. The sane attitude toward the rights of the 
upper class is seen in He�ry Gowan, Blandois , and the Barnacles . The 
real rub is that those oppressed are taken in and themselves assuroo that 
this is a reverence they owe to their betters .  
Johnson says that what Dickens is trying for in Little torrit is a 
symbol of the condition of England. Dickens was more and more skeptical 
ot this system that was so resistant to usef'ul change . uEngla.nd was in 
lBJ Trilling, p .  93. 
184 Engel, p .  126.  
185 Engel, p. 129 . 
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the hands 0£ Sir �icester 1>3dlock, Boodle and Good.le, Mr. Dombey, the 
Tite Barnacles ; worse still, of Mr. Gradgrind, Mr. Bounderby, and Mr. 
Merdle; and worst of all, England abase9. itsel£ beneath their feet . 11 186 
Worst of' all was that the prisoners allowed Mr. Ik>rrit his pretensions, 
that �agles admired the Barnacle family, that Blandois could exist on 
his illusion of gentility alone . In Little IX>rrit Dickens examines the 
.condition 0£ England and offers a solution only to the individual who 
is willing to love and be loved as his "best self, 1 1187 the gentilesse 
sel..r • . 
Fanny is her father ' s  girl. Gentility and the proper appearance 
govern her manner and any affront to that necessary illusion earns her 
undying revenge . She marries Sparkler to revenge herself' on his mother, 
Mrs .  Merdle who is the very embodiment of proper society. But this sane 
social �djustment can be seen on all levels; it belongs to no class . 
Society worships itself', as Mrs . MerdJ.e makes clear to Little Dorrit 
concerning • • the impossibility of the Society in which we [the Merdles] 
moved recognizing the Society in which she [Fanny J moved • • • we shou1d 
find ourselves COIJ!>elled to look down with contempt � • •  to recoil with 
abhorrence . " (LD, pp .  287-288 ) "Cozrpelled"--Society conpels us . Mr. 
· Merdle ,  speculator and gentleman (as long as he is rich) ,  bought this 
bosom to hang jewels on. flThe bosom [i·!rs . Merdl� moving in . ��ciety w.i. th 
.. 
the jewels displayed upon it, attracted general admiration. Society- ap­
proving M'r Merdle was satis.f'ied. He was the most disinterested o.f' nen , .-
186 Edgar Johnson, II, 858. 
187 c 4 Arnold, p .  _:}2 • 
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did everything for Society • • • • 11 (1,E, p . 29 3 )  Mr. Merdle is frighten­
ing in this respect because he shows the passiveness and almost inno­
cence ot a man controlled by Society. He lives in the society of Bar, 
Bishop , Treasury, Horse Guards ,· Physician--no one is human; the only 
value is Society itself.  At Merdle 1 s dinners HSociety had everything it 
could wpnt • • • • I� had everything to look at, an� everything to eat, 
and everything to drink. It is to be hoped it enjoyed itsel.£ • • . • • 11 
(LD, p .  295 ) Me rd.le quailed before his butler, but Society demanded him. -
He hated his parties and ate almost nothing, but they we re  required. 
_ Meanmile he continually appeared ·to be taking himself' into custody and 
finally had to borrow a penlmif'e to kill himself. His butler did not 
approve-- • •Sir, Mr Merdle neve r was · the gentleman, and no ungentlemanly 
act on ·Mr Merdle ' s  part would surprise me .. 1 1  (LD, p. 774) Suicide was 
not gentlemanly; robbery and forgery were nothing if' unobserved on the · 
surface, but suicide was bound to be observed and so was unf'orgivable . 
Government is a haven for the gentility attitude . One of' the small 
events in London is the i�jury of' Cavalletto--a reinforcement of the 
"terrible, destructive blamelessness of' Government . 
u188 Representing 
gove�nt in Little Dorrit is the famous Circumlocution Office--ugen­
til.ity institutionalized. 11189 . In every book, as Zabel notes , Dickens 
. has attacked legalized incompetence, inertia, hypocrisy, and do-nothing­
ism.190 The Circumlocution Of'fice is his masterpiece of govermnental 
188 Cockshut, P • 145 . 
189 Engel, P • lJO. 
l90 Zabel, Craft � Character, p .  46.  
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satire . C .  P .  Snow in his essay u D:i.ckens and the Public Service n goes 
about carefully showing that Dickens exaggerated and in soioo cases per­
haps did not realize that it was as bad as it was ,  191 but _this is not 
the point after all . Dickens has created in the Circumlocution Office 
a universal dramatization of a bureaucracy, and Dickens ' s criticism of 
the Barnacles as the aristocracy and the controlling class is as impor-
tant as his criticism of the Barnacles as expert bureaucrats � The 
Barnacles have a right to these offices . Mr. Gowan as a relative has a 
right to a· position and cannot \Ulde rstand "Why he should not be given 
one . As Trilling s ays ,  11From his mother • • •  he [Gowan) has �earned 
to base his attack on society upon the unquestionable ri�htness of 
wronged gentility. 11192 
Dickens ' s  attitude toward Meagles is important . The Meagleses have 
many gentiles_se qualities but, as Edmund Wilson sees , "the smugness and 
insularity, even the vulgarity, of the Meagleses is · felt by Dickens as 
he has never felt it in connection with such people before . 11
193 In Mr. 
Meagles • s  condescension t?ward Daniel Doyce and in his admiration for 
the genteel connections of the Barnacle family, Dickens sees a perplex­
ing problem--rtwhether there might be in the breast of this honest, af­
fectionate , and cordial Mr Meagles ,  any microscopic portion of the nrus ­
tard-seed that had sprung up into the great tree of the Circumlocution 
l9l c. p . Snow, 11 Dickens and the Public Service , "  Dickens 1970, ed. 
Michael Slater (New York: Stein & Day, 1970 ) ,  PP • 127�?"40· 
192 . Trilling, P •  97 • 
l9J Edmund Wilson, P •  77 . 
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Office . 11 (.!!E, p • .  238 ) This is a serious sign of the tainting power or 
gentility and in Dickens • s  last complete novel Mr. Meagles will be 
boiled down to Vir. Podsnap . 
Gowan and the many othe r status seekers "are confirmed in their 
lives by sel.f'-pity, they rely on the great modem strategy of being the 
insulted and injured. 1119
4 Mr. IX>rrit is injured by Little Dorrit • s 
failure to form a suitable Surface ; Fanny is insulted by her · s is t? r 1 s  
lack of " self-respect • • • and becoming pride . " l�, p .  289 ) Char­
acter.s are shown to prefer their prisons . As the doctor said when 
Little Dorrit was born; the pris on is freedom £rom care and debts ; it is 
peace from the hurry and anxiety of the responsible life . (LD, p .  103 ) 
The mental prison can be chosen, .too . Mrs .  Clennam chooses he r prison 
voluntarily. The prison of her room is a ld.nd of perverted p�nt for 
misdeeds that only she knows about . Her religion is the · religion of the 
Murdstones ,  a religion of the Old Testanent used for self-justification . 
and "to indulge in all the arrogance and self-righteousness in the iden­
tification of personal desires with the will of God. 11
195 During most 
. 
of the novel Arthur Clennam has · a weak will because his mother drove 
his will out of him. But even that mild, weak will is stubbornly sure 
of · some evil s omewhere and refuses to . be drawn back into the family 
busines s . Trilling says that by using characters like Mrs .  Clennam, 
Mr. Dorrit, Henry Gowan, and Miss Wade in Little D::>rrit lli.ckens antici-
194 Trilling, P•  97 .  
l95 House , p . 122 . 
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. 196 
pates Freud' s theory o:f neuroses . These neurotic characte rs and the 
insight Dickens shows in his observation o:f each special set or char-
acteristics is amazing to the post-Freudian reader. He examines through 
them how gentility, social approval, and individual moral approval or 
onesel.£ work on the minds or the characters . Even Little n>rrit herself' 
is tainted with Mrs .  Clennam • s  disease when she confesses that she can-
not see why her father should repay his debts on the basis that he has 
"paid" them by being in pris on .  
In the characte r o f  Blandois , Dickens adds the final c omplication 
. or the prison theme . The prison , ·which Trilling describes as " the 
practical instrument for the ne gation or man ' s  will l.m.ich the will or 
society has contrive d, " l97 is shown to be necessary for the p rotection 
or the 
.
comnro.nity from Blandois . But Blandois is also shown to be a 
personification of the self-justification or society itself: • • Society 
sells itself and sells me :  and I sell Society. • • (LD, p .  818 ) Blandois 
is a gentleman, a word which recurs continually in Little Dorrit. 198 
He is the embodiment of Sqciety• s defense of itself. Trilling s ays ,  
11 • • • the devilish nature of Blandois is confinned by his maniac in-
sistence upon his gentility, his mad reiteration that it is the right 
. 
. 199 
and necessity of his existence to be serve d  by others . "  Service by 
others is the code of gentility; se rvice of others is the code of 
196 Trilling, p . 95 . 
197 
Trilling, P •  94. 
198
.
Miller, World � His Novels , P• 229 . 
l99 
Trilling , p . 96 .  
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gentilesse . 
Marseilles, the Marshalsea, the Monastery, the Circumlocution Of­
fice , the mind--each is a prison.  George Bernard Shaw called · Little 
� • t  dit • 200 '-"rri more se ious than � - Kapital._ Ili.ckens had lost faith in 
his entire social and governnental structure • . Nothing worked anymore . 
Humans themselves had chosen to alienate themselves from what Miller 
calls the 11kernel of authenticityu represented by the gentilesse of 
Little Dorrit and had chosen ttto live as pure self-seeld.ng, illw;ion, 
surface , convention, what Dickens calls • v�rnish. • u201 
One of the original titles for this novel was Nobody ' s _ Fault , 'Which 
was Ili.ckens 1 s  ironic connnent on a society in_ which it is Everybody ' s  
Fault . The only answer to this genteel society can be found in love and 
'givin g ,  not . withdrawal . In the end Dickens makes no other coIJIIOOnt but 
that Little Ibrrit and Clennam go into. a life of usefulness to others 
t-mo cannot acknowledge the giving in any proportion to what they receive . 
"They [Little rorrit and Arthur] went quietly down into the roaring . 
streets 1 inseparable and blessed; and as they passed along in sunshine 
and shade , the noisy and the eager, and the arrogant and the froward and 
the vain, fretted and chafed, and made their usual uproar. 11 (LD, p .  895 ) 
The theme of rebirth or resurrection is an important one in both 
A Tale of Two Cities (1859 ) and OUr Mutual Friend (1864-65 ) .  In the 
- -- - -- _,,,_,_.... . 
200 George Bernard Shaw, "Foreword to the Edinburgh Limite d  Edition 
of Great Expectations , ·� rpt . in Charles Dickens : A Critical Anthology, 
ed. Stephen Wall (Baltimore , Md. : Penguin Books , Inc . -, 1970 ) ,  P •  290. 
20l Miller, World of His Novels ,  p .  239. 
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first the the� has clearly divided the social implications of rebirth 
by revolution and the pe rs onal implications in the spiritual rebirth of 
-
Carton and to a lesser extent of Doctor Manette . Unlike Our Mutual 
- ---
Friend, A Tale � Two Cities concentrates on gentility as a rathe r im­
personal cause of the revolution . The major characters do not find it 
in themselves as· they do in Little Dorrit or Great Expectations . Car­
ton ' s  problem is a lack of purpose and an assuired cynicism to hide his 
discomfort with himself'. In the minor English characte rs Dickens does 
get in s ome of his usual criticism of the peculiarly English patronizing 
hypocrite in the character of Mr .  Stryve r, the lawye r who rises tQ be a 
rich man by picking Carton ' s  brains . In Miss Pross and Jerry Crunche r, 
· the 11resurrection man ,  1 1 Dickens shows the peculiarities of the English 
pe rsonality with a gentle hwoorously satiric voice . But the re al moral 
criticism is �d at the re asons for the French revolution and their 
counte rparts in England. Before Ili.clrens goes to the French society, he 
makes a few observations on the English. He des cribes Old Bailey and 
its pillory, its whipping post , and blood-money, "another fragment of 
I 
ancestral wisdom, " and then says "Altogether, the Old Bailey • • •  was 
a choice illustration of the precept that ' whatever is ,  is right ' ;  an 
aphorism that would be as final as it is lazy, did it not include the 
202 
troublesome consequence, that nothing that ever was ,  was wrong . " 
Then he proceeds to dramatize the grievances of the .French poor against 
the genteel aristocracy in France . But though Dickens could understand 
202 · Charles Dickens , A Tale 0£ Two Cities (New York: �ll Publishing 
Co . ,  Inc . ,  1963 ) ,  p .  83 . Subse quent refe rences appear in the text as 
TTC . 
-
and dramatize vividly the indignities and cruelties suffere d  by the 
starving poor, he could not see any final social redemption in the 
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revolution . Both the gentility and the peasants , as Wilson notes , 
exalt class ; no one shows a sign of the religious or philosophic ethic 
needed to recreate a cornmunity. 203 
The lQOral comnentacy for the individual is based on the division 
o:t one man into two--Da.rnay and Carton . Carton, Stevens on s ays ,  is a 
realistic portrayal of a drunk and a cynic . 2 04 But the real theme o:t 
the book and, as Wilson puts it , in the middle of the "great public 
event of his eratt is the· thene o:t 11private renunciation and private 
love rr 20.5._Cart;on 1 s  love and renunciation of it to save Damay for the 
woman they both loved. !, � of � Cities was written soon .afte r 
Dickens separated from his wife in 1858 . His personal life was in some 
disorder. No doubt he dramatized some of his conflicting emotions and · 
ways of looldng at himself in his Darnay-Carton combination. In Carton, 
Miller says ,  is seen "the act of self-sacrifice from the inside � " 206 
Later in �  Mutual . Friend Dickens was able to put the re�urrection 
thane into single individuals by using the river in all its symbolic 
possibilities for water, rebirth, and drowning. 
Zabel des cribes ·m.ckens as a restless man in a restless ag·e ,  trying 
to mediate nbetween tyranny and anarchy, the dead past and the· violent 
.
203 .Angus Wils on, World � Charles Dickens , P •  262 . 
204 Stevens on, The English Novel, P •  334 . 
205 Angus Wilson, World o:f Charles Dickens , P •  268 . 
206 Mille r, World of � Novels , P •  248 . 
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future , "  whose images were an a1teration "of stagnation and re�nt, or 
captivity and violence ,
· 
of the �ad Hand and the Incendiary Torch. 0
207 
In !  Tale .2f � Cities Dickens combines a per8onal study of the place 
of love and sacrifice in a private world and a social study of the re-
sults of the conplete loss of love and corrmninit:r in the social world. 
In Little Dorrit he dramatized how gentility works on the mind; in !  
� of � Cities he d.ra.&-natizes the result of this genteel division-­
the vengeance of that part of humanity upon whose backs the other half 
rose ·and mo have only received the genteel boot for their miseries . 
Then in Great E?'l?ectations Dickens produce.s one or his most fruitful 
studies of the temptations of gentility. In a book that parallels 
!avid Copperfield in many ways 1 Dickens tries to ana.l.Y9Zc the mental 
and spiritual education of Philip Pir?9Up. Dickens tries to dis cover 
how he and Pip had been lured by gentility only to find that the hollow 
appearance had cruel and inhuman consequences . 
Great �:q>ectations is bound together by a large sca1e ,  insistent 
analysis of Dickens ' s  society. Barbara Hardy writes o:f Great Expecta-
' 
tions that : " •  • •  we have to feel that workhouses , slums ,  filthy 
graveyards , poverty and servitude are all related to each othe r, and are 
permitted and created by stately homes , comfortable living, ceremony, 
-wealth and privilege , which are also all related to each other. 11
208 
207 Zabel Craft and Character, pp .  20-21. , - ----
208 12 Hardy, later Novels ,  p .  • 
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Di.ckens shows the immorality and c rime  in the nineteenth · century • s  
209 favorite dream or com.fort; and even ostentation at the eJCpense 0£ the 
210 lowest classes , by taking the reader down from the rarified atmos -
phe re of abstract institutions to 'What Van Ghent calls the reactions of 
Everyman in Pip ; 211 to the individual as he goes in and out of the soci­
ety Dickens create d for him; to "an England rotten with greed ,  hypocrisy, 
status-seeld..ng, inhumanity, red tape , and garbage ; 11212 to the exposure 
ot the criminal overtones of wealth and position; 213 to the concrete 
example of the abstract truth . 
Dickens carefully prepares Pip for his late r reaction to his· ex­
pectations by providing him, as Engel notes , with Mrs .  Joe who sancti­
fies property, Pwnblechook who is even more idolatrous , and Ydss Havi-
214 . . d t sham Wio is a "nightmare of prope rty. 11 Then Pip J.S expose o 
Estella who infe cts him with the disease of shame and contempt . (GE, 
p . 57 )  These characters bring out dispositions in Pip which are trans­
forned into reality by his e:xpectations . Pip is first forme d  by this 
class -consciousness which pegins his deterioration . He had believed in 
209 Julian Moynahan , "The Hero ' s  Guilt : The Case . of �reat �:xpecta­tions , " Essays in Criticism, 10 (January 1960) ,  rpt. in Discussions of 
Charles ni..ckens;-ed. �villlarn Ros s Clark ( Boston : Heath & Co . ,  1961), 
p. 87. 
210 Edgar Johnson , II, 989.  
211 Van Ghent , � English Novel, P •  133 . 
212 Clark, 11Intoduction, "  P •  vii . 
213 Moynahan, P •  87 . 
214 Engel, PP • 159-160. 
.J 
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his home beCaUSe . UJoe had Sanctified it. • • • Within & Single ;Je&r all 
this was changed. Now it was coarse and comnon, and I would not have 
had Miss Havisham and Estella see it on any account • • • • The change 
was made in re .  • • • Well or ill . done 1 excusably or inexcusably, it was 
done . "  (f!, p .  102 ) 
Since the images and themes of Great E?Cpectations revolve around 
Dickens ' s  artistic conception of society ' s  perversion of gentilesse in 
human e�erience , this perveraion has created . a society in which the 
inportant images are those of decay, rot, and death, of parasitism, and 
of victimization and repression . It is a society which forces gen­
tilesse out of any member who wishes to succeed by its standards . 
The marshes , the hulks , Satis House and its contents are .the ma.in 
symbols of the .first section 0£ the book. This physical decay turns 
into moral and spiritual decay during Pip ' s  journey toward gentility in 
l.Dndon. Cockshut emphasizes that Pip is a parasite who thinks he is 
feeding on the socially acceptable rot of Satis House but who is actual­
ly dependent upon the convict-related images of the marshes and the 
I 
hulks .  Conversely, Miss Havisham feeds · on Estella and Magwitch feeds on 
Pip £or the vicarious satisfaction of revenge on men and on society.
215 
Pip • s  expectations of gentility are the most obvious , 0£ course , 
but there are other eJ<Pectations : Magwitch expects to and does create a 
gentleman ·who will represent him in society and Miss Havisham expects to 
wreak revenge on mankind through Estella. Both are examples 0£ ex­
ploitation by reducing Pip and Estella to ioore objects .to be used as 
215 Cockshut, pp . 159, 163. 
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instruments to fulfill their maste rs ' needs . These great eJ<Pectations 
end in disillusionment ultimately because the results are exposed as 
I 
worthless and painful to both mas ter and slave . 
Thematically, Stange s ays ;  Pip ' s moral deterioration in . inverse 
proportion to his improving social graces ·1s central to the novei. 216 
As a gentleman Pip is "idle ,  ext�avagant, ungrateful, servile to 
conventional ju�nts , and mortified by his own origins • · • • 11 217 • 
In Pip ' s  seduction by the socially accepted view of gentility, Dickens 
provides a dramatization of the destruction of the innocent and the 
erection of a selfish snob. Pip • s  London experiences des cend into the 
depths of the Finches of the Grove--bored, useless, thoughtless , cul.-
tureless but convention ridden "gentlemm. " 
This parasitism and idleness into 'Which Pip rises socially was 
objectionable to the Victorian gospel of work.
218 
Significantly the 
only character who works is Joe (Magw.i.tch ' s work in Australia is too 
far away to be dramatically pos itive , though it is symbolica11y posi­
tive ) . Fire and iron at �oe • s  forge are ,  Cockshut says , the only signs 
of labor in a so.ft , misty world in which even Joe is tainted by " ser-
. 
219 vility towards rank and l-realth . u  This genteel blight touches even 
the best fruit . Everi Pip flinChes at being a "Sir" to the man who was 
216 Stange , p. 74. 
217 Edgar Johnson, II, 985 . 
218 J .  F. c .  Harrison, "The Victorian Gospel of Success, tt Victorian 
Studies , 1 ( D3cember 1951 ) ,  l.62 . 
219 Cockshut, p .  160; see als o  pp . 160-166. 
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both his f'irst f'ather figure and best friend. Being an idol is as un­
comfortable as b�ing a puppet .  
The parasite-host, master-slave theme is filled with parallels and 
reversals . As Stange observes ; in Victorian England money was master, 
the -wealthy owned the poor, Magwitch and Miss Havisham own their victims . 
nl.ckens has provided double parallel images in Miss Havis:ham and Mag-
wi tch: the supposed benefactor and the real one, the guardian and the 
real parent . Both as individual persons· and .in their s ocial relation­
ships , they show the conflict between appearance and reality. The 
source of Pip ' s f'ortune is symbolic of the dark source of' many f'ortunes 
of the time , built on the labor of others and, especially, unrecog-
220 
nized as such. In this sense , �tiller recognizes 1 Magwitch is the 
slave or host which Pip the master-parasite uses , though ironically 
Magtdtch is the creator o:f the bond. In a reverse sense of' course , Pip . 
and Estella are the social representatives of the puppet-masters behind 
the scenes mo own them. 221 When Pip is in his last scene while s till 
under his delusions o:f gentility, he tries to act the typical rich phi� . 
lanthropist part by generously repaying Maglodtch • s  two one-pound notes, 
as the parasite settles accounts with the host, "not really giving , but 
222 
repaying a tiny part . of what [he has] received. "  
220 Stange , PP • 78-79. 
221 Miller, l«>rld £!: !!!!, Novels , pp. 258-259 . 
222 Cockshu1i• p. 165 . 
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In reality "the social ideals of Pip and Magwitch differ only in 
taste • • • •  
n 223 
Pip and his s ociety- value the sane ostentation, use 
of rank, and snob appe al  that Magwitch does , though Pip is reluctant 
to think of it . To all three only manners and money make a gentleman . 
Playing the gentleman, Pip snobbishly' renounces his expe ctations , even 
though Magwi tch 1 s fortune was legi tima.tely earned2 24 and was presented 
out of honest feeling for Pip . 
The only part of J.hgwitch ' s  money which Pip finally makes use of is 
that part which he use d  as a man, not as a gentleman. Magwitch does 
provide for Pip ,  there.fore , in a positive way by providing him with the 
means for his one good and unse1£ish deed--Herbert ' s  endowment--an act 
which provides Pip with a j ob as a clerk wen he is in need o:r earning 
his own living .  This shows that Dickens i s  interested in the pe rs onal, 
as well as institutional and social, effects of money ' s  power for good 
or ill. Hunphrey House says that Great Expectations represents a phase 
of English society in this instance . Money was recognized as both 
positive and negative ; it ,could creat
e class mobility as well as class 
stagnation; it could distort virtue as well as improve manners .  All of 
these things were obvious to many s ocial critics ,  including Marx, who 
saw the same e�loitation, "thingness , "  and parasitism that lli.ckens 
saw. 22.5 
The prison e:xperience is not s o  much an image as it is a central 
223 House , p .  157. 
224
.
cockshut , p .  165 . 
225 
House ,  pp .  151 ,  159, 165 . 
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wa:y of life to those characte rs who find themselves in this society ' s 
clutches .  The obvious connection of Ma.gwitch, Jaggers ,  Wemmick, Estella, 
and even Pip to Newgate is only an emblem of the larger social pris on 
all around them which keeps them in an ethica1 cell rather than a phys ­
ical one .  As Cockshut notes , Miss Havisham has chosen sel.f-impr:i.son­
toont, 226 but leads Estella into a moral vacuum and through her leads 
Pip into his first discove ry of and obsession with gentility. · Mag­
witch was created by society and then rejected and force�lly excluded. 
He provides the means for his revenge on society and the destruction of 
Pip which Miss Havisham and Estella began . Jaggers and Wemmi.ck are ex-
amples of what is exacted for success at the office .  Both give up all 
humanity to London ' s  re quirements for business survival. According to 
Miller and Johns on, the danger to Jaggers is one of dehumanization and 
to Wemmick the danger is o! a split seir, 227 a ld.nd of schizophrenia. 
Jaggers keeps his kindnes s  in the very deepest and farthest corner of 
his soul, while Werrnnick, as Pickrel suggests , keeps his out of sight by 
combining Jaggers ' office style with Joe ' s  ho::oo style . 228 Never at once 
however; society would not allow it and Wemm.ick has a right to self'­
preservation. He can ollly keep his u gentle " home life if he pres erves 
and fortifies it against s ociety with_ a moat, distance, and secrecy. 
The ending of the novel and the controve rsy about it reveal 
lli.ckens • s  divided mind. The novel is aimed at both · disillusionment and 
226 Cockshut, pp . 28, 45-48 . 
227 Dickens Criticism: ! ��' P • 47 • 
228 Pickre l, p .  164. 
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reconciliation . Ili.ckens • s  hope was the gentilesse of the human heart; 
and the heart ' s  educability after it had gone astray; he had no faith 
in society and its institutions . 229 So�how either ending--the original 
one stressing the disillusionment or the published one stressing rec­
onciliation and possibility (though not necessarily probability)--
serves because of' the duality of the theme and attitude . Sheldon Sacks 
thinks that this possibility of the dual ending is important for showing 
the ambiguity in Dickens ' s  mind. 230 Dickens ' s . hopefulness disposed 
him toward Bulwer-Lytton • s  suggestion and the open ending which allows 
for growth and further experience . Artistically the original ending 
is probably better prepared for, but, even if' it means just another 
aisillusionment for Pip and Estella, Dickens would like to hope for 
growth toward the gentilesse heart . 
� Mutual Friend was begun in 1864; Dickens had travelled on read­
ing tours and worked on his magazines after conpleti11g Great Expectations 
in 1861. J .  Hillis Miller says in his Afterword to Our Mutual Friend 
that it is about "money, �ney, money, and lrhat money can make of ' 
lif'e . u 23l Money is represented by one of Dickens ' s  most potent symbols--
dust.  The regeneration theme and the appearance -reality theme are 
represented in the river image . In OUr Mutual Friend is Dickens • s 
229 Hardy, Later Nove ls ,  p .  21 . 
230 Sheldon Sacks , Fiction and the Shape of Belief': A Study of 
Henry Fielding with Glances at SWi?t, Johnson and Richardson (Berkeley: 
Univ. of Calif. Press , 1966 );-p .  24. 
-
231 J. Hillis Miller, 1 1A.f'terword, 11 our :Mutual Friend, Charles 
Dickens (New York: New American Library, Inc . , 1964), p. 901 . 
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final complete artistic comment on his society. In it he captured the 
decadence of the future Late Victorian society, Wilson says , while 
living at a tim3 1-ihen the Victorian world 1 s value system appeared most 
· solid. 2 32 No distraction of his crowded life could keep him from ex-
pressing his moral vision--this last novel is his most damning of the 
middle class and its value system. 
11 fust 11 was the refuse of Victorian society--garbage , sewage , al1 
forms of waste were collected and piled in great mounds of imnense 
value as fertilizer and as treasure troves . Dickens ' s  symbols are al-
ways 11naturalistic , 11 that is they stand as facts as well as symbols , but 
2 33 as Engel says : "Dust is the fact become symbol, par excellence . 11 · 
The artistic value of this particular symbol is expressed wll by John-
son: 11The ' image of wealth as filth, the supre100 goal of nineteenth-
century society as dust and ordure 1 gave deep and savage irony to 
Dickens ' s  hatred for its governing values . "234 He h�d used it briefly 
in Little Dorrit when he chose the name of Mr. Merdle, the representative 
of money in that novel, from the French merde . But in OUr Mutual Friend 
- --- ---
the governing symbol throughout is 11how . filth is considered desirable 
and how men subvert their lives for it • • • • 112 35 
The theioo of the· novel is rnoney--its ef.fects , its temptations , and 
its distortions of personality. Most of the characters are studied in 
232 Angus Wilson, World of Charles Dickens , p .  280. 
233 Engel, P •  132 . 
234 Edgar Johnson, II, 1030. 
235 Engel, P • 134. 
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· relation to this the100 . Lizzie , Jenny, Sloppy, Betty, and the Boffins 
resist its temptations to destroy their identities ;  Bella and Riah are 
finally shown standing against its power; Mrs .  Larnmle twice resists 
teDJ>tation ; Eugene Wrayburn resists its power in his own wcq. The 
thematic point is that the gentilesse characters or those who show 
some gentilesse qualities nn1st not worship money or allow it to control 
their lives . Gentility or the des ire for gentility is ch�racte rized 
by the worship of money for its various form...c; . of power or for its 01-m 
sake . . The main power struggle between gentility and gentiles s e  occurs 
in Bella; her tenptation by fashion and greed is the major thematic 
conflict . 
The subject of class is , as Hardy noted , dealt with separately. 
Bella is the cente r of the money theme and Lizzie Hex.am is the he roine 
of the class theme . The two theme s are linked togethe r by the Podsnap 
group . 236 The problem of clas� is dis cussed as an a�pearance-reali ty 
theme and the river is a primary symbol he re .  Cockshut says that with 
thes e  two symbols ,  the river and the dus t  heap, u • • •  Dickens the 
fantastic , melodramatic symbolist , and Dickens the hypnotic re corde r 
of' the dingy detail 0£
.
lif'e , we re  at last reconciled. 11
2 37 
The river 
figures inport·antly in the navel as the home of Lizzie and the river 
society which · includes her father and Rogue Riderhood, 'Who were "water­
rats , "  and as the place of the " deathn and rebirth of John Harmon and 
later Eugene Wrayburn and of the abortive rebirth and death of Riderhood 
236 
Hardy, Later Novels ,  P• 34. 
237 Coclzhut , p .  175. 
• 
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and the death · ot Headstone .  The contrast betv.10en depth and surface , 
between the ugliness and death of the flats uncovered and recove re d  by 
the ebb and f'low of the river is extended into the analysis of the 
characters .  The dregs of society or those who cone from the depths have 
complex and secretive lives--Charley Hexam, Headstone 1 Riderhood, the 
Lammles , Boffin in his disguise ,  and Lizzie in her disappearances . The 
cream, the surface is superficial- -the Veneerings , the Pod.snaps , Lady 
Tippins . The appearance -reality theioo also leads to a reversal of 
apparent roles , as Cockshut notes : . charity pursues and destroys Betty; 
Jermy is he r fathe r ' s  parent ; the evil Christian moneylender Fledgeby 
is .hidden behind the appearance of the Jew ·Riah; the roof top is a grave 
.:.-11 Come back and be dead ! 1 1 2�8 says Jenny; Wr�urn the pursued . torments 
Headstone the pursue r; . one can never tell who is weak and who is strong 
until the appearance is replaced by the . reality of an action. 2 39 
Edgar Johnson brought out - in a syni:>osium on Dickens that this novel 
is an inve·rsion, a series of unnatural relations . John Harmon appears 
as anyone except himsel.f; the generous Boffin appears to become a mise r; 
the exploite r Fledgeby appears to be a 11gentleman11 ;  the saintly Riah 
.appears to be a usure r; · and in the parent-child relationship Bella 
treats her fathe r as a child because she wants to and Jenny treats her 
father as a child because she has to; Wrayburn feels nothing at all :for 
his fathe r; and Charley Hexam turns on his mother-sister because she 
238 Charles Dickens , Our Mutual Friend (New York: New Ame rican 
Library, 1964 ) ,  p .  31.5.  Subse quent references appear in the text as 
OMF. 
. 
-
239 Cockshut, pp . 173-175. 
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will not destroy herself' for his sake . In Our Mutual Friend all the 
relationships are in one wa:y or another false , wrong, or unnatural . 24° 
� Mutual Friend is Dickens ' s  most damning · and most despairing 
indictment ot the uppe r nrl.ddle class . Its lure of gentility leads 
people like Charley Hexain and Bradley Headstone to �eny every good or 
natural feeling in themselves .  Headstone ,  like Steerforth, Carstone, 
Clennam, Carton, Pip , and later Jasper, is, as Zabel puts it, · a man . 
divided against hi.mselt.
241 This is Headstone ' s  tragedy, that the power 
of gentility can so diVide a man as to completely destroy him. But most 
of the middle class , the people who suryive at the end of the novel, are 
the surface people , the s atisfied, the unaffected. The · domination of 
society has gone to the middle class represented by Mr. Podsriap . John­
son has a concise analysis ot Pod.snap in his biography of Dickens . 
In Podsnap Dickens exemplifies all the forces he has spent 
a lifetime fighting � Podsnap is the smug and deliberate 
complacence , comfortable in its own ease,  that refuses to . be  
told of any shortcomings in s ociety. Podsnap is the blind 
toryism that resists everJ effort at reform. Podsnap is the 
Mrs . Grundyism that s eeks to smother independent thought in 
heavy layers of conventional propriety. He is Philistinism 
secretly mistrust.ful of the arts and despising the artist as 
a mountebank. He is British insularity contemptuous of 
foreigners and everything ' Not English .  1 He is the incarnate 
mate rialism of a monetary barbarism that masque rades as 
civilization . Podsnappery is the dominant attitude of 
respectable s ociety: a vast , vulgar, and meretricious idol­
atry, with Pod.snap as its oracle , Lady Tippins its priestess , 
and .the Veneer�ngs , the Lammle s , and the others its aspirants 
and acolytes . 242 · 
240 lli.ckens Criticism: !:. Symposium, pp . 39-40. 
241 Zabel, Crai't and Character, p .  39 . 
242 Edgar Johnson, II , 1028. 
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Dickens has found that though there are villains in the world like the 
villains he had used in his earlier novels , the real suffe rings of the 
mass o:r humanity are a result of the genteel and respectable virtues 
r_epresented by the Podsnaps and · Bounderbys 1 the Gradgrinds and Dombeys 
of the world. 243 
Meagles , in whom Dlckens suspected the seed of the Circumlocution 
Office , has become Podsnap and 11the decent values,  u as Edmund ·w:Uson 
puts it, are found in the 11inodest clerk, the old Jew, the doll 1 s  dress­
maker, the dust-contractor ' s  foreman, the old woman who minds children 
f'or a living. n244 Dickens believes final]¥ in the power of nhuman 
influence . n
24.5 
He wants to believe in the power of the human heart to 
overcoma its own greed, to see its "glaring instance, 11 to reaffirm its 
gentilesse qualities , and to inf'1uence its own small circle . In Lizzie 
and Wrayburn Dickens suggests an alliance betwen the top and bottom 
of the social scale against the influence of the all-powerful middle . 
At the end of � Mutual Friend Dickens, speaking through Mr. 
Twemlow, de.fends gentiless� . Podsnap has waved away the question of' 
Lizzie as a "ladyu after he has attacked . Twemlow .for using that tenn 
and then the usually timid Twemlow, mo is the only traditional. aristo-
cratic gentleman in the group , d.ef"ends Chaucer ' s  definition of' the 
gentleman against the indignant glares 0£ the powerful. surface-people. 
243 Edgar Johnson, II, 1044. 
244 Ednrund Wilson, pp . 78-79. 
245 Hardy, Moral Art, p. 52 . 
'! 1 I say, • resumes Twemlow, 1 i£  such feelings on the part of .this gen­
tleman induced this gentleman to marry this lady, I think he is the 
greater gentleman for the action, and makes her the greater lady. I 
beg to say that when I use the word gentleman, I use it in the sense 
in which the degree may be attained by any man. t tt (m'1F, p. 894 )  
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CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY 
This thesis has attempted to show the gentilesse-gentility dichot­
omy as a primary unifying concept in the moral criticism of Charles 
Dickens . Gentilesse is that natural and . spontaneous human goodness 
'Which every community needs in its individual members to give it a 
sense of meaning and value . Gentility is that perversion of the orig­
inal conception of the 11noble man 11 r1hich concentrates on externals , · 
such as money and manners ,  and ignores the human virtues in favor 0£ 
the illusory values of society (class, style, manner} or a Utilitarian 
program of pure self-interest. · Gentilesse is characterized by an other­
directed concern and a giving attitude; gentility by a self-directed 
concern and a �aki.ng attitude. 
Di.ckens 1 s  attitude toward .this gentilesse-gentility problem devel­
oped in the course of his career. In his early novels the gentilesse 
characters are usually innocents , of'ten children, and the benevolent 
kindness of the Good Rich Man is important, although his inportance 
gradually decreases . The early villains tend to be devil-style char­
acters but Dickens gradually saw that the most important influence £or 
evil was the society itself and its respectable and genteel ioombe rs . 
In the later novels the gentilesse characters are adult figures faced 
rrlth responsibilities and continually tested, terrpted, and even tainted 
by the social values around them. Gentility becom9s inore related to 
class . Dickens observes that those who are striving tow-a.rd these false 
social values are drained 0£ all their energy rThich might have been 
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use d  to s olve the many s ocial problems of the day and that this genteel 
group desire s nothing more than the approval or that vague yet power-
ful force--Society. Dickens use d  conve rsion from gentility to gen-
tilesse of'ten, but in the late r novels the conve rsions are more diff'i-
cult, it is harder to be good, and the moral enviro:ruoont ·is pe rmeate d 
by the des ire to be respectable and gentee�, which could only be a­
chieved by carei'ully following the . dictates of society and by main-
. taining as :inpervious . a surface as possible . II1 Dickens • s  last co�lete 
novel, Our Mutual Friend, he is ve ry  pessimistic but has not given up 
- . 
hope for the individual gentiles se experience . The powe r and the voice 
of social approval lie with Podsnap, the se lf-s atisfied and complacent, 
and he shows no si�s of being dislodged from his perch . In spite of 
this the gentilesse qualities of spontaneou8 human ki.ndness and conce rn 
for others · are aff'irrr:e d .  Dickens s aw the powe r o f  gentility grow 
stronge r and more pervasive during his career, but he continually at-
finned the human neces sity of the gentile sse qualities if man is eve r 
to find meaning and value in his life and the life of his c ommunity. 
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APPENntX 
. A CHRONOLOGICAL LIST OF DICKENS ' S  MAJOR WORK 
Sketches by � ( es�ays ) 
� Pickwick Papers 
Oliver Twist 
Nicholas Nickleby 
The � Curiosity � 
Barnaby Rudge 
.Aloorican Notes ( travel book) 
Martin Chu.Zzlewit 
! Christmas Carol (short story) 
� Chines ( short story) 
� Cricket .£!! the Hearth {short story) 
� Battle of I.i fe (short story) 
Dombey � �  
� Haunted � �  the Ghost ' s  Bargain (short story) 
David Copperfield 
Bleak House · 
Hard Tiloos 
Little norn.t 
!_ Tale of Two Cities 
Great E:xpectations 
OUr Mutual Friend 
� Mystery of Edwin Drood 
